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Two Rivers and Their Names 
The "River Rhenus", to give it its Latin name, rises in Switzerland 
where it is referred to as the "Rhein". This latter form of the name 
is maintained when the river forms the border firstly between Switzerland 
and Austria and then between Switzerland and Germany. Turning north at 
Basle it subsequently forms the border between Germany and France where 
it adopts a dual personality, that of the French "Rhin" and the German 
"Rhein". Having left its Gallic phase behind, it reverts entirely to 
its Germanic identity until it turns eastwards into the Netherlands and 
is there transformed into the "Rijn". Finally it distributes its waters 
into the delta where the Lek and the Waal constitute the main channels 
to the North Sea. 
The "River Mosa", as the Romans called it, rises in France to be knmm 
as the''Meuse" and retains this name as it crosses the national frontier 
into Belgium. However, at the Walloon-Flemish linguistic frontier it 
experiences a change of identity becoming the 11Maas" and continues as 
such into the Netherlands and thence to the North Sea. 
In England, which faces the mouths of these two rivers across the North 
Sea, they are known as the "Rhine" and the "Meuse". 
However, in view of the importance of the rivers within the countries 
which they traverse, the author has chosen a German-Dutch compromise 
to describe the entire area, namely the 
Rhein-Maas Region. 
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Summary 
The purpose of this study is to assess the future radiological 
impact of the population in the Rhein-Maas Region attributable 
to radioactive discharge from nuclear facilities under normal 
operating conditions. This involves establishing dose rates 
- for the period around 1985/90, on the basis of currently 
available plans for facilities and sites 
- for the period around 2000/05 on the basis of the fore-
casted development of nuclear technology in the coming 
decades. 
Its relatively high population density (approximately 270 in-
habitants per km2 ) and the high level of industrial production, 
coupled with intensive agriculture, make the Rhein-Maas Region 
(approx. 222 000 km2 , 60~4 million inhabitants) one of the key 
areas in Europe. Eight Western European countries are situated 
wholly or partly within this region. 
Nuclear electricity generating capacity in the region currently 
amounts to some 7.5 GWe (total capacity: approx. 60 GWe). 
According to currently planned facilities and sites, this will 
rise to about 55 Gwe in 1985/90. On the basis of the forecasted 
development of nuclear technology, this can be expected to 
double to about 110 GWe, out of a total capacity of approx. 
150-300 GWe, by 2000/05. Revised forecasts, however, indicate 
that growth will be some 25-30% less than this. 
Anticipated dose rates are established in the report for the 
following organs: 
bones, gastro-intestinal tract, gonads, liver, lungs, 
skin, thyroid and whole body. 
Account is taken of 17 fission and activation products which 
contribute the major part of the total dose: 
H-3, C-14, Ar-41, Co-58, Co-60, Kr-85, Kr-88, Sr-89, 
Sr-90, Ru-106, I-129, I-131, Xe-133, Xe-135, Cs-134, 
Cs-137 and Ce-144. 
The calculations are based on their discharge rates from the 
nuclear facilities i.e. nuclear power stations and the 
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faci~es forming the nuclear infrastructur~. 
For operational facilities the measured discharge rates have 
been adopted, while for facilities yet to be commissioned 
realistic anticipated values are used. 
The resulting dose is calculated with regard to the most impor-
tant exposure pathways: 
- for gaseous discharge: exposure from the plume, from the 
ground, from inhaled activity and from activity ingested 
with food~ 
- for liquid effluent: exposure from water bodies, from the 
ground in inundation areas, and from activity ingested with 
drinking water and food. 
These calculations are backed by data on the regional conditions 
(meteorology and hydrology) and on the structure of the region 
(population, agriculture, drinking water supplies and fresh-
water fisheries). 
For the various exposure pathways a list is given of the main 
formulae used to calculate the individual and collective dose 
rates. On account of differences in the basic information 
available for the exposure pathways, the significance of the 
results obtained varies from case to case. 
This is set out and explained in detail. 
Investigations show that the maximum individual dose rates for 
1985/90, calculated on the basis of conservative assumptions, 
range from 1 to 2 mrem/yr for most organs. For the thyroid, 
dose rates of up to some 10 mrem/yr may occur via the gaseous 
discharge pathway. The average individual dose rates are in 
the region of 0.015 to 0.035 mrem/yr. 
On the assumption that neither the present overall pattern of 
sites nor the number of facilities per site will change signifi-
cantly, no appreciable changes are expected by 2000/05 in the 
maximum individual dose rates. Because of the doubling of nuc-
lear output and capacity, average dose rates will also double. 
For maximum individual dose rates from liquid effluent, a lOO% 
increase can be expected because concentrations in surface water 
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are expected to double. Because of the added effect of doubling 
the rate of utilization of river water, the average individual 
dose rates are expected to increase by a factor of between 2 and 
4, depending on the exposure pathway. 
An analysis of exposure from gaseous discharges reveals inges-
tion as the critical pathway for almost all organs. The radio-
nuclides H-3 and C-14 are mainly responsible for this, but 
additionally, in the case of the thyroid, I-131 emerges as a 
dominant nuclide. The dose rate to the skin is essentially de-
termined by plume exposure, the most important radioactive 
noble gas being Kr-85. For exposure attributable to liquid eff-
luent, the most important radioisotopes are those of eo and Cs 
(ground radiation) and H-3, Sr-90 and I-131 (drinking water 
pathway, fishmeat pathway etc.). 
A comparison with the radiological whole-body dose resulting 
from global releases of H-3, C-14 and Kr-85 shows that around 
the year 2000 this will be of the same order of magnitude as 
that attributable to regional releases. 
The conservatively calcu~ated maximum individual dose rates for 
1985/90 and 2000/05 are still approximately one order of magni-
tude below the dose limits of 30 mrem/yr or 90 mrem/yr (thyroid) 
of the Federal Republic of Germany which were taken as a basis 
for comparison. The potential risk (cancer), also assessed on 
the basis of a conservative model, is between 4 and 6 orders of 
magnitude below the natural risk, depending on the type of 
damage concerned. 
On the basis of these considerations, it is concluded that the 
anticipated radiological impact from nuclear facilities up to 
the end of the century gives no cause for concern. Attention 
is drawn, however, to the fact that if, over a long period, 
further nuclear facilities continue to be built, measures will 
have to be taken in due course to reduce the amounts of activity 
released by each facility. 
In addition to a summary of the necessary extension and develop-
ment of the .work involved in further studies on the period under 
consideration, further questions appropriate to more far-
reaching long-term studies are put forward. 
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1. Introduction 
The past few years have shown that the growing demand for elec-
trical energy will be met to a greater and greater extent by 
nuclear power as the primary energy source. Like all energy-
producing systems, nuclear technology also affects the environ-
ment to a certain extent. In view of the fact that small limits 
of radiological exposure to man have been set it is necessary 
to know whether these limits will be reached if nuclear tech-
nology is introduced to a large scale. 
The radiological impact of nuclear facilities during normal 
operation derives essentially from the emission of small 
quantities of radioactivity with gaseous and liquid effluent. 
These discharged radionuclides ultimately reach man via various 
geophysical transport and deposition processes and any sub-
sequent processes in the biosphere, and contribute to his 
radiological impact. 
In view of the growing number of nuclear facilities, combined 
with their concentration in regions having large energy require-
ments, there has been a growing realization that, in addition 
to the traditional case-by-case approach that is customarily 
applied in most safety reports, it is also necessary to give 
critical attention to the development of nuclear technology and 
the long-term nuclear construction programmes in prospective 
regional or global studies. The first regional studies to 
apply this concept were the 'Mississippi Study' L 1 J, the 
studies on the Upper Rhein Region [2, 3_7, and initial con-
siderations for North-East England £4J and the Federal 
Republic of Germany £ 5 _7. An investigation for the 'Tennessee 
Valley' is under way /:6 J. 
The present regional study assesses the expected radiological 
impact of the population in the Rhein and !'-1aas basins on the 
basis of the planned and forecasted development of nuclear 
energy in the coming decades. 
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The Rhein-Maas Region (RMR) - the position of which in Western 
Europe can be seen from Figure 1.1. - is part of the central 
area of Europe in which population and industry are most densely 
concentrated. About 60 million inhabitants live in an area of 
2 
approx. 222 000 km , with an average population density of some 
270 inhabitants/km2 • Eight western European countries-
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France, Luxembourg, 
Belgium and the Netherlands - lie wholly or partly within this 
region. The last five are members of the European Community. 
Within the Rhein-Maas Region, which currently has an electricity 
consumption of approx. 4 500 kWh/year per head of population, 
there is (late 1974) an installed generating capacity of approx. 
60 GWe, including some 7.5 GWe of nuclear capacity (late 1975). 
Furtiler plans for nuclear facilities published since then cover 
approximately the period 1985/90. On the basis of these plans, 
and including facilities already in operation or under construc-
tion, the peak-load capacity from nuclear energy in 1985/90 
will amount to about 55 GWe. For the year 2000 a peak-load 
generating capacity of between 150 GWe and 300 GWe can be pro-
jected, of which some llo·Gwe are expected to be produced from 
nuclear energyM). 
The Rhein-Maas Region is characterized on the one hand by a 
high level of industrial activity and energy output together 
with the resulting dense network of roads, railways and power 
lines, coupled with technologically advanced agriculture. This 
points to the region's role as one of the economic centres of 
Europe. On the other hand its interlacing political structure 
means that questions concerning the discharge of harmful sub-
stances into the environment almost always turn into trans-
frontier problems. To this extent the question under investi-
gation in the present work is of particular importance for 
Europe. 
The aim of the study is to establish the radiological impact of 
nuclear facilities. This means trying to calculate: 
M) Revised projections, see section 4.2.3. 
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1) local individual dose ratesM) and - with reference to the 
actual population structure - the resulting distributions of 
individual dose rates. 
This allows comparisons to be made with 
- the statutory dose-rate limits, 
- exposure to natural radiation, 
- exposure from other sources: 
2) collective dose rates and thus - as far as possible - average 
individual dose rates. This provides more or less the same 
opportunities for comparison as above. In addition, by 
applying risk factors the potential incidence of harmful 
effects can also be derived from the collective dose rates. 
From this it is then possible 
- to make comparisons with the corresponding natural inci-
dence of harmful effects (e.g. as in ~2_7 ), 
and, if the harmful effects are calculated in cash terms, 
to make a cost-benefit analysis ~7,8_7. 
Since local individual dose rates and distributions of indi-
vidual dose rates provide the greater amount of information, 
it is preferable to aim at establishing these. In a number of 
cases, however, there are particular circumstances which mean 
it is only possible to achieve results of the second, i.e. 
collective, type. 
The accuracy of the obtained results depends on the time span 
which is considered. For the short term - comprising facilities 
to be commissioned up to 1985/90 - the sites and the nuclear 
facilities to be erected thereon are generally known. on the 
basis of the site map it is generally possible to draw conclu-
sions with reference to particular locations. For the medium 
term - facilities to be commissioned between 1985/90 and 2000/ 
05 - in general nothing is yet known about firm siting plans. 
Therefore conclusions depending on locations can not be drawn. 
National and regional projections, however, provide information 
on the proportion of generated electricity that is expected to 
be provided by nuclear power stations, so that for this period -
H) In what follows 'dose' always infers 'equivalent dose'. 
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mainly with the use of collective dose rates and dose rate -
distribution functions - more general conclusions can be drawn. 
For the long term - the period after 2000/05 - scenarios for 
energy requirements and energy supply are only meaningful on a 
global scale. This period is therefore beyond the scope of the 
present study. 
The study takes account - in so far as information is available-
of all facilities sited in the region itself. In addition, 
account is taken as follows of facilities sited in the vicinity 
of the region: 
- in a near distance zone of up to 100 km all nuclear 
facilities individually; 
- in a far distance zone of lOO to 400 km all nuclear 
facilities, each group of adjacent sites being consolidated 
into a single point; 
- at distances of up to 1000 km the major reprocessing 
facilities. 
Of the full range of radionuclides discharged, account is taken 
of those fission and activation products known, on the basis of 
previous studies and assessments, to contribute the major part 
of the total dose. These are: 
H-3, C-14, Ar-41, Co-58, Co-60, Kr-85, Kr-88, Sr-89, Sr-90, 
Ru-106, I-129, I-131, Xe-133 Xe-135, Cs-134, Cs-137, 
Ce-144. 
No account has been taken of the actinides, as no adequate data 
are yet available for this group of radionuclides. 
Calculations have been made having regard to the various radio-
nuclide transport processes or exposure pathways: 
- external exposure from radionuclides in the plume, in 
liquid effluent and on surfaces, 
- internal exposure following incorporation of radionuclides 
by inhalation (air) or ingestion (drinking water and food). 
The geographical structure of the population that forms the 
basis for the investigation has in general been recorded at 
district level or the equivalent administrative unit. In--
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addition, within a radius of some 20 km of nuclear facilities 
the population has been considered at community level. By 
means of this further breakdown in the vicinity of facilities, 
where dose rates are highly dependent on distance, it is 
possible to gain a more precise picture of maximum exposure 
levels. The structure of agricultural production is taken into 
consideration at district level. 
Finally, dose rates and dose rate distributions have been cal-
culated for the following organs: 
bones, gastro-intestinal tract, gonads, liver, lungs, 
skin, thyroid and whole body ( = averagL' dose rate for all 
organs). 
By way of qualification it should be noted that in examining 
the transport processes no account has been taken of the in-
fluence on the points under consideration of heat emission from 
nuclear facilities, since at present only the first steps have 
been taken towards quantifying any possible effects. 
It should be pointed out that the models used here were de-
veloped at the "Institut flir Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik" 
as part of the "Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit" of the Karlsruhe 
Nuclear Research Centre. 
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2. Prospective studies - Objectives and limitations 
This prospective regional study assesses the expected radio-
logical impact on the population of a region on the basis of 
planned and forecasted development of nuclear energy. 
The objectives of regional studies are intermediate between 
those of site studies and global studies. Site studies are con-
cerned with the radiological impact in a limited area around a 
single site~ the results are important mainly for the prepara-
tion of safety reports. Global studies are aimed at assessing 
the radiological impact of the emission of long-lived nuclides 
by nuclear facilities throughout the world. The different 
approaches can be characterized as follows: 
~~~~-~~~~~~~ relate to dispersion via air and water pathways, as 
determined by local conditions, of radioisotopes of local impor-
tance. By restricting investigations to a limited area it is 
possible to make a comparatively detailed survey of the trans-
port processes, exposure pathways and population groups con-
cerned. This can include giving consideration to the following 
factors: 
- topographic peculiarities of the site and the immediate 
vicinity~ 
particular flow characteristics of the river in the 
vicinity of the site~ 
the position of various residential areas and individual 
farms~ 
- the position of arable land, pasture and forest, and the 
particular use made of them~ 
- the extraction of small quantities of river water and the 
use made of it~ 
- fishing areas used by local fishermen~ 
- the employment structure (proportion of self-supporting 
food producers). 
The calculated exposure levels can then be given in suitable 
detail. 
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~!2!2~~!-~~~~!!§ relate to the dis~rsi~n in air and water with-
in the region of radio-isotopes of local and regional importance 
discharged by all nuclear facilities in the region. While the 
same methods can be used to some extent, these studies differ 
from site studies in that the approach is less detailed, since 
otherwise the work of collecting data and carrying out calcu-
lations would be far greater. The data collected are, there-
fore used on a statistical basis for comparatively large admini-
strative units (e.g. at district level). Only close to sites, 
where the highest exposure levels are to be expected, is a 
fuller analysis (e.g. for villages) required. In general 
therefore, the expected exposure levels are calculated 
relatively precisely in the case of higher values, while less 
precision is required at lower values. The main task of 
regional studies lies in taking account of the mutual over-
lapping of exposure patterns from all nuclear facilities in a 
region. The catchment areas of river systems are particularly 
suitable subjects for regional study as they provide an area 
with relatively well-defined limits for investigating transport 
via the river system of radionuclides discharged with liquid 
effluent. But with regard to transport through the air as well 
a watershed, however, also presents a meaningful border for 
defining a study area in respect of atmospheric transport, 
since sections of river in adjacent river systems having flow 
rates sufficient for the majority of nuclear facilities are 
generally sufficiently distant to give a broad dividing zone. 
~!2e~!-~~~9!!~ are restricted to radioisotopes which can be re-
garded, on account of their half-life and transport characteris-
tics, as of world-wide importance. It is generally assumed for 
study purposes that radioactive materials emitted from all 
nuclear facilities are mixed homogeneously in the transport 
medium. Exposure pathways and population structures are also 
simplified on a world scale. Since the transport on the global 
scale of water or water vapour, carbon dioxide and the noble 
gases is comparatively well understood, assessments can easily 
be made of the overall exposure to H-3, C-14 and Kr-85. In the 
case of Sr-90, I-129, cs-137 and the actinides, however, global 
dispersion mechanisms have not yet been adequately clarified so 
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that for these nuclides amongst others it is in general only 
possible to prepare global inventory data. 
These characteristic features of radiological studies - divi-
sions between them are gradual rather than sharply defined -
are summarized in Figure 2.1. The various studies complement 
one another. Thus the findings of global studies can be in-
cluded in regional studies in respect of the global background 
radiation level, while in site studies the findings of regional 
studies can be used for the regional background radiation level 
and those of global studies for the global background level. 
This is clearly set out in Figure 2.2. 
In contrast to the division of possible subject areas for 
radiological studies into sites, regions and the world, it is 
rather more difficult to define suitable periods of time to fit 
the term "perspective". One possibility is to divide the time 
scale, on the basis of what is known about plans for commis-
sioning nuclear facilities in the future, into three sections 
i.e. the short-term, medium-term and long-term. 
For the ~b~E~-~~E~· which from the present point of view 
covers facilities to be commissioned up to about 1985/90, the 
sites and the nuclear facilities to be constructed there (type, 
size, year of entry into service, etc.) are in general known. 
For the medium term - which covers facilities to be commis-
-----------
sioned between about 1985/90 and 2000/05 - with certain excep-
tions (mainly alternative sites within the framework of 
national development plans) no details of proposed sites are 
available. Energy programmes and energy forecasts at regional 
and national levels, however, provide projections of the 
increase in electricity production for this period and the 
proportion of this to be covered by nuclear energy. At the 
same time, it seems from present projections that, in the 
initial phase of this period at least, the majority of nuclear 
power stations in the Rhein-Maas Region will still be equipped 
with light-water reactors whereas later high-temperature 
reactors and fast breeders will be introduced. 
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For the !~~g-~~~~ - which covers the commissioning of facilities 
after 2000/05 - it is at present difficult to make forecasts of 
energy production and the relevant technology. In particular, 
it is not at the moment possible to make predictions about the 
successful development of a fusion reactor and the effect it 
would have on energy supplies. 
The varying amount of information available about the different 
periods also determines the study areas about which corres-
ponding predictions can be made. Since relatively detailed 
information is available for the short term, this period can be 
the subject of site, regional and global studies. For the 
medium term, as far as increased capacity is concerned, we no 
longer have any specific data but only programmes or projections 
for larger areas, which means that for this period only general 
statements can be made in regional and global studies. Finally, 
for the long term, the lack of detailed information means that 
it is only possible to work out scenarios for very large 
regions, i.e. mainly world-wide developments, in global studiea 
This situation is clearly depicted in Figure 2.3. 
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3. Description of the Rhein-Maas Region 
3.1. Topography ~9 et al~ 
The catchment area of the_~!E~~~-~~~~~ (sources to Lake 
Constance) and the High Rhein (Lake Constance to Basel) is 
characterized by three topographical zones running from SW to 
NE. These are respectively part of the Alps, the Central 
Plateau of Switzerland with its wooded series of folded hills, 
and the Jura. 
The ~EE~E-~~~!~ (Basel to Mainz) flows in a roughly northerly 
direction through a plain some 40 - 50 km wide, the Upper Rhein 
Plain. In the southern part, the Vosges on the left and the 
Schwarzwald (Black Forest) on the right are within its catch-
ment area. To the north the Upper Rhein drains the Pfalzerwald 
(Palatinate Forest) on the left and the Odenwald on the right. 
The two major tributaries on the right bank, the Neckar and the 
!'-lain, extend the catchment area to include the Swabian-
Franconian escarpments (Schwabisch-Frankische-Stufenland) and 
the Rhon, Spessart and Vogelsberg ranges of the central high-
lands. 
The ~~~~!~-~~~~~ (Mainz to Koln) cuts through the Rheinische 
Schiefergebirge which are divided on the left bank into the 
Hunsrlick and the Eifel and on the right into the Taunus and the 
Westerwald with, on the other side of the River Sieg, the 
adjacent Bergische Land, the Sauerland and the Rothaargebirge. 
On the left bank the valley of the Moselle extends the catch-
ment area to include the high plateau of Lorraine. 
The ~~~~E-~~~~~ (Koln to the sea) begins where the river flows 
out of the Schiefergebirge into the Koln basin. The catchment 
area, composed essentially of the old morainal tableland of the 
geest, has no outstanding relief features and is known as the 
Lower Rhein Plain. 
The ~~~~· the lower reaches of which form a joint delta with the 
Rhein, is bounded in its upper reaches by the Argonne Hills on 
the left and the Lorraine plateau on the right. The middle 
reaches of the river cut through the Ardennes, a continuation 
of the Rheinische Schiefergebirge, and the lower part then also 
flows through the Lower Rhein Plain. 
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3 • 2 • Meteorology f:9 et al..J 
The catchment area of the Rhein and the Maas is within the zone 
of westerly winds in the temperate latitudes, and the climate 
is determined accordingly. The lack of protecting mountain 
ranges to the west means that flows of moist air from the west 
can reach far into central Europe without obstruction, exerting 
a cooling effect in summer and warming the region in the winte~ 
The climate of the region can roughly be divided between the 
high mountain climate with cold damp winters and the damp tem-
perate climate of the uplands and plains. 
Moreover, the topography influences the climate to a consider-
able extent, particularly where there are marked valley forma-
tions. Here the wind has an increased tendency near ground 
level to blow from certain directions and there is a reduction 
in wind speed. It follows that in the Lower Rhein Plain, wind 
conditions are mainly governed by the overall weather situation, 
with a predominance of relatively high wind speeds. In the 
central highlands, on the other hand, topographically deter-
mined phenomena become more and more frequent. This is reflec-
ted by the fact that in the valleys, compared with the adjacent 
hill regions, there are 
- lower wind speeds (by a factor of approximately 2) 
- higher temperatures (AT 2 - 4°C) 
- less precipitation ( 500 - BOO mm compared with 
1000 - 1500 mm). 
Figure 3-2 shows a few typical windroses for valley stations 
(H = 10 m above ground level). These show the increasing wind 
speeds from south to north. The meteorological data (weather 
types, wind frequencies, wind speeds, etc.) on which the 
calculations were based were provided by the national weather 
services ~10 et al._l or the meteorological departments of 
research centres and nuclear facilities. 
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3.3. Hydrology 
In accordance with the extent of the Rhein-Maas Region from the 
Alps to the North Sea, the hydrology of the region is divided 
into widely differing zones determined by climate and top-
ography ~11, 12 et al.~-
The area south of Basel, (area of the Alpine Rhein and High 
Rhein) is characterized by low precipitation in winter and high 
precipitation in summer, with a yearly average of 1420 mm, of 
which the run-off amounts to 300 mm. The run-off pattern is 
also influenced by the melting of the snow in early summer and 
the compensatory effect of some 550 glaciers and 1200 lakes. 
These compensatory factors, however, are not sufficient to 
eliminate completely the cycle of high run-off rates in summer 
and low rates in winter. 
The catchment area north of Basel, on the other hand, is domi-
nated by tributaries originating in the central highlands of 
Germany, where there is less precipitation in summer and more 
in winter, with a yearly average of 800 mm (average precipi-
tation for the whole RMR : 900 mm). Average run-off in this 
sector is 300 mm. The chronological differences between the 
run-off patterns in the two parts of the catchment area mean 
that seasonal variations in flow rates become less and less 
down the river. 
The topographical catchment area of the Rhein is not identical 
with the topographical precipitation area, since underground 
streams can form links with other river basins. The largest 
such transfer of water is that from the upper Danube Basin to 
Lake Constance, which amounts to an average of 9m3/second. 
In addition to run-off, the suspended-matter content and the 
speed of flow are also important hydrological data. Figure 3.3 
gives average values for these parameters together with the 
catchment areas and flood plains for a few chosen points on the 
Rhein and the Maas and for smaller watercourses at their mouths~) 
H)Note: Positions on a river are normally given in river kilo-
metres, which are generally counted upstream from the mouth. On 
the Rhein, on the other hand, distances are measured downstream 
from the Rhein bridge at Constance. 
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Water is drawn from the rivers of the Rhein-t-1aas Region for the 
supply of drinking water. This is treated using various pro-
cesses: 
- direct treatment 
- indirect treatment 
by bank filtration 
by ground-water enrichment 
Fig. 3-4 gives a summary of extraction points, quantities ex-
tracted, treatment methods used and the size of the population 
supplied. The detailed data on which the calculations were 
based were taken from the relevant literature ~14, 15, 16_7 or 
were provided by the waterworks concerned. These data are set 
out in Table 3.1. 
water is also drawn from the rivers of the Rhein-t·laas !1egion 
for irrigation. However, since documentation on this is still 
far from complete, this exposure pathway has been investigated 
only on the basis of simplified assumptions. 
3.4. Population and administrative structure 
The catchment area of the Rhein and the Maas is divided between 
the following eight States: 
Short name 
Switzerland 
Liechtenstein 
Austria 
Germany 
France 
Luxembourg 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
Official name 
Confoederatio Helvetica 
Flirstentum Liechtenstein 
Republik Osterreich 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
Republique Fran9aise 
Grand-Duche de Luxembourg 
S mbol 
CE 
FL 
A 
D 
F 
L 
Koninkrijk Belgi~/Royaume de Belgique B 
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden NL 
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Table 3.2 gives the areas and populations of these States to-
gether with the areas and populations which belong to the catch-
ment area of the Rhein and the Maas. As the necessary data on 
which calculations are based are generally only available for 
administrative units, an 'administrative catchment area' has 
been devised so that the boundaries of the administrative units 
at the edge of the catchment area reflect the geophysical boun-
dary as closely as possible (Fig. 3.5). These administrative 
units are listed in Table 3.3. As defined here, the Rhein-Maas 
Region covers an area of approximately 222 000 km2 with a 
population of about 60 million, corresponding to an average 
population density of about 270 per km2 • 
As shown in Table 3.2, with an average density of 270 per km2 
the Rhein-Maas Region is heavily populated by European standards 
(the average for the whole of Europe, excluding the USSR,is 
about 95 per km2 ). Apart from a few relatively sparsely settled 
peripheral areas, particularly in the western part of the Rhein-
Haas Region (Vosges, upper Maas valley, Ardennes), the following 
areas can be regarded as marked centres of population: 
- the Swiss Central Plateau (Bern Zurich) up to Lake 
Constance, 
-the Upper Rhein Plain (Basel to Mainz/Wiesbaden), 
-the conurbation on the Lower Neckar (Stuttgart), 
-the Franconian conurbation (Nlirnberg), 
-the conurbation on the Lower Main (Frankfurt), 
-Lower Lorraine (Metz), 
- the Saar Region, 
-the Rheinland area (Koln, Aachen, DUsseldorf), 
- the Ruhr area, 
-the conurbation on the Lower Maas (Liege), 
- the Rhein-r.1aas Delta area. 
Fig. 3.6 gives an impression of the distribution of population 
density. 
For purposes of calculation the population was recorded on the 
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basis of the administrative units shown in Figure 3.5. The 
corresponding population data are given in Table 3.3. In addi-
tion, so that more careful consideration could be given to the 
short-range effects, detailed data were collected on the popu-
lation within a radius of about 20 km from radiation sources. 
In this way data were collected on some 4 000 communities. Data 
were taken for the most part from the statistical reports of 
the countries concerned ~18 to 30_7. 
With regard to the age structure of the population, a sufficient 
approximation for the countries of Central Europe can at present 
be obtained by assuming a state of equilibrium and an average 
life expectancy of about 70 years. The proportions of the four 
age groups - infants, children, adolescents, adults - in the 
total population can be seen from Table 3.4. 
3.5. Agriculture and freshwater fisheries 
The economy is generally divided into three sectors: 
- Agriculture and forestry (primary sector) 
- Industry and mining (secondary sector) 
Trade,transport and services (tertiary sector) 
Table 3.5 sets out the percentages of persons employed in these 
sectors of the economy in the eight countries. As there are no 
data available specifically for the Rhein-!'>iaas catchment area, 
an estimate was made by applying a weighting based on the pro-
portion of the total population of the country concerned living 
in the RMR. The resulting estimated distribution - 7.5%: 
44%: 48.5% - shows that the region is characterized by a rela-
tively low proportion of workers in agriculture and forestry, 
which - and this again is a characteristic of the region - is 
a technologically highly developed sector. 
The farming areas can be divided according to climatic condi-
tions and soil types in the region. 
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The Alpine foreland region to the north of the Alps, a fertile 
moraine zone traversed by a large number of rivers, is a major 
centre of stock raising and dairy farming (Swiss Central Plateau, 
Allgau). In the river valleys and on the shores of the lakes 
there is intensive cultivation of special crops, the most 
important products being wheat, wine, fruit, vegetables, 
tobacco and hops. 
In a north-easterly direction this is followed by a zone of low 
mountains broken up by many river valleys. The wooded uplands 
are partly used for forestry, while the middle slopes provide 
grazing land. In the river valleys and lowlands we find areas 
of highly mechanized intensive agriculture on good, partly 
loess-covered soils, as for example in the Upper Rhein Plain 
and the escarpment areas of Swabia-Franconia and Lorraine. The 
principal agricultural products of these areas are cereals, 
primarily wheat, together with potatoes and sugar beet. As for 
special crops, viticulture takes first place. Fruit and 
vegetable farming are also of importance, particularly in the 
vicinity of the main centres of population. 
To the north of the Rheinische Schiefergebirge extends a 
slightly undulating ground moraine area, largely covered with 
loess loam and thus particularly fertile, with cultivation of 
cereals, sugar beet and vegetables (Brussels Basin, Koln Basin, 
~lUnsterland Basin, Bordenland). To the west and north this is 
followed hy a geest zone of varying structure, with unfertile 
sandy areas covered in heathland and pine forest alternating 
with marshes, deciduous forests and fertile farming and grazing 
land. Between this and the coast there is then the fertile fen 
and polder area covering the north-eastern part of Belgium, 
most of the netherlands and the Ems, Weser and Elbe estuary 
areas in Germany, where for climatic reasons grazing and dairy 
farming are predominant. In the Schelde-Rhein delta, along the 
North Sea coast and in the river valleys, intensively cultivated 
agricultural and horticultural crops thrive on clay soils. 
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Figure 3.7 gives a simplified picture of the structure of 
agricultural land use in the various land use categories. The 
percentages of the various types of land use within the land 
use categories, together with the percentages of land under the 
principal crops by group - calculated in each case from the 
documents available ~31 to 35~ - can be seen from Table 3.6. 
Table 3.7 shows the crop yields and the use made of the prin-
cipal agricultural products, compiled from the available 
documents ~31 to 38~. These figures and further agricultural 
data from the literature ~39, 40, 41_7 are the starting data 
for calculating the radiological exposure via the ingestion 
pathway, which is carried out for each district. 
'rhere is both professional and amateur fishing on the rivers 
of the Rhein-Maas Region. Catches, especially for amateur 
fishing, are hard to determine. Using the documents available 
~16, 42 to so_? the local catch in sections of river downstream 
of nuclear facilities was established to the extent possible. 
For the rivers for which no documentation was available, 
estimates were made on the basis of catches jn similar stretches 
of water. The resulting figures, which were used for calcu-
lating the radiological exposure via the ingestion pathway, are 
set out in Table 3.8. 
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4. Installed electricity generating capacity and nuclear 
facilities - Present position, plans and projections up 
to the year 2000. 
4.1. Installed electricity generating capacity and projections 
up to the year 2000. 
Current total energy consumption and consumption of electricity 
in the countries of the Rhein-Maas Region is set out in Table 
4.1. On the basis of these national data an estimate has been 
rrade for the Rhein-Maas Region itself by applying a weighting 
for the percentage of population living in the region (Table 
3.2). For purposes of comparison data for the USA have also 
been included. The installed electricity generating capacity 
in these countries is set out in Table 4.2. The installed 
capacity in the Rhein-Maas Region has been estimated, using the 
same weighting procedure, at about 60 GWe. At the end of 1975 
some 7.5 GWe of this was already being produced from nuclear 
energy. 
Over the past few years the consumption of electricity has been 
increasing exponentially: 
- According to figures compiled by the European Communities 
~51_7 on electricity consumption for the countries of the 
RMR from 1962 to 1972, demand doubles in about 7-11 years. 
- According to Schaefer ~53_7 electricity consumption in 
Germany, which is possibly the single country most repre-
sentative of the Rhein-Maas Region, doubled within about 
11 years. 
With regard to projections for the coming decades, it is 
generally recognized that in future the exponential increase 
will tail off: 
- The UNIPEDE study ~54_7 forecasts a continuing rapid in-
crease in electricity consumption for the countries of the 
European Community. This will then only begin to level 
off after the year 2000. 
-In a projection for Germany ~53J H.Schaefer forecasts a 
lower rate of increase than the UNIPEDE study. Moreover, 
accordinJ to his figures a levelling off can be expected 
as.early as 1990. 
• 
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Figure 4.1 gives, on the basis of the installed capacity in the 
Rhein-Maas Region in 1975, the installed generating capacity 
expected by the year 2000, assuming doubling times (~) of 9 
and 11 years and having regard to the results of the two studies 
mentioned above. To simplify matters, it was assumed that the 
installed capacity will increase in proportion to electricity 
consumption, for which the projections were made. Accordingly, 
the peak-load electricity capacity in the Rhein-Maas Region in 
the year 2000 will be as follows: 
1975 2000 
Extrapolation for tD = 9 years: 420 GWe 
Extrapolation for t 0 = 11 years: 290 GWe 60 GWe UNIPEDE projection £ 54_7: 250-330 GWe 
Schaefer projection ~53_7: 140-185 GWe 
These figures characterize the uncertainty at present surroun-
ding projections of installed electricity generating capacity. 
4.2. Nuclear facilities and projections up to the year 2000 
In the Rhein-Maas Region a number of nuclear facilities are 
already in operation or under construction~ others are at the 
planning or design stage. For the planned facilities, at least 
those planned for the period up to 1985/90, the proposed sites 
are for the most part also known. For the subsequent period up 
to about 2000/05 the plans, in so far as they have been made 
public, only give vague indications. For further facilities 
planned for this period there are no clear site details. We 
can on the basis of forecasts for the development of nuclear 
energy in the individual countries, draw general conclusions 
about the increase in the number of nuclear facilities in the 
region. For the period after 2000, however, it is very diffi-
cult to make any reliable forecasts. Here one generally has to 
be content with setting out possible 'scenarios' (e.g. £55_7). 
This period is therefore to be excluded from the present study. 
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4.2.1. Nuclear facilities up to 1985/90 
The nuclear facilities in the Rhein-Maas Region which are 
expected to be in operation by 1985/90 are listed together with 
the relevant details (type, capacity, year of entry into 
H) 
service, etc) in Table 4.3. 
The locations of these sites in the region can be seen from 
Figure 4.2. Detailed site information is given in Figures 
4.3.1 to 4.3.38. Details of the corresponding sources of infor-
mation are given in Table 4.3. Table 4.6 contains a list of 
the abbreviations used. 
According to this list, the following will be installed in the 
R~ffi by 1985/90: 
Nuclear-based electricity capacity approx 55 GWe 
Enrichment facilities approx 2000 t/yr UF6 
Fuel element fabrication plants approx 1400 t/yr 
Reprocessing plants approx 40 t/yr 
Since, in addition to the nuclear facilities located within the 
R~R. those situated in the immediate vicinity also contribute 
to the exposure via the air pathway, these were also taken into 
account, in so far as they are already in operation or are ex-
pected to be in operation by 1985/90. These facilities are 
listed in tables 4.4 and 4.5. Their locations can be seen from 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4. 
The boundaries of the peripheral zone were so defined as to 
take into account 
- all nuclear facilities individually in a near distance 
zone of up to lOO km, 
- all nuclear facilities, condensing each group of sites to 
a single point, in a far distance zone of up to 400 km, 
- the major reprocessing plants at distances of up to 
1 000 km (far distance zone). 
H) Taking account of plans published up to the end of 19/6~ 
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The first two boundaries were drawn on a rather arbitrary basis, 
since there was no obvious natural division in terms of distri-
bution of facilities in the peripheral zone. For atmospheric 
transport, ignoring the depletion processes (decay, deposition 
etc.), the concentration at a distance of lOO km from a dis-
charge source lOO m high decreases to the order of 1% of the 
maximum value in the immediate vicinity of the facility, and at 
400 km has fallen by a further factor of 5. Finally, the third 
boundary was so chosen as to include all the major reprocessing 
plants in Western Europe. 
4.2.2. Nuclear facilities up to 2000/05. 
It is difficult to make any reasonably accurate forecast of the 
further construction of nuclear facilities for a region in 
which 8 countries are involved. One way of attempting this is 
to extract a projection for the Rhein-Maas Region from the indi-
vidual forecasts for the 8 countries by applying a suitable 
weighting. Forecasts of installed nuclear power capacity up to 
the year 2000 for the individual countries are set out in 
Figures 4.5.1 to 4.5.6. 
The projection for the Rhein-Maas Region was drawn up using the 
data in the OECD/IAEA study ~56_7, as this contains a consis-
tent set of programmes for all the individual states. The pro-
jected nuclear power capacities of the individual states were 
weighted and added together to give a projection for the Rhein-
r1aas Region. A mixed weighting was applied here, in that the 
percentage of the population in the countries concerned living 
within the RMR (demand) and the percentage of the area of these 
countries coming within the RMR (availability of possible sites) 
were given equal importance. The resulting curve can be seen 
in Figure 4.6, which also gives projections for other areas for 
comparison. According to this, the installed nuclear capacity 
in the RMR by the year 2000 would be something over 110 GWe 
(calculated value: 113 GWe). Figure 4.6 also shows the 55 GWe 
calculated on the basis of site details already published for 
the period up to 1985/90. 
-~-
The correlation is remarkably good. The curve thus obtained 
has also been included in Figure 4.1. It is difficult, however, 
to make comparisons with the projections shown there because 
they are based on different assumptions. 
Assuming that in a nuclear power station with a capacity of 
1 GWe approximately 35 t of fuel are loaded or removed each 
year, annual fuel consumption rates for the RMR can be calcu-
lated, and these can also be seen from Figure 4.6. 
For the year 2000 a nuclear capacity of 113 G~e has been fore-
cast. This means that in addition to the capacity of 55 GWe 
built up in the preceding period up to 1985/90 a further 58 GWe 
will have to be created by the year 2000, which corresponds to 
50-60 facilities. 
In projections of installed nuclear capacity for the period up 
to the year 2000 forecasts are generally also made of the per-
centage of total capacity provided by the various types of re-
actor. Figure 4.7 gives a forecast based essentially on the 
data in the OECE/IAEA report £56_7. The original data have 
been slightly modified on the assumption that,apart from LWRs, 
HTRs and FBRs, no other types would be of significance in the 
RMR. For light-water reactors it was assumed in the above-
mentioned study that the ratio of PWRs to BWRs would be 2 : 1. 
It is still rather uncertain what proportion of facilities with 
LWRs will be operated with recycled plutonium. Consideration 
of this question is still at an early stage ~57, 64~. The 
reason for this uncertainty lies in the close link with the 
maintenance of stocks of plutonium for fast breeder reactors, 
the scale of application of which cannot yet be accurately pre-
dicted. on the basis of various statements, however, it would 
appear that it is intended to carry out recycling in LWRs on a 
relatively large scale starting some time in the 80s. It can 
then be expected that in the 90s some 20-25% of LWRs will be 
fuelled with recycled plutonium. Figure 4.7 includes an outline 
of this situation. The influence of Pu-recycling on the release 
rates has not been considered in this study. 
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~~~!-~!~~~~~-!~~~~£~~~~~-E!~~~~ 
On the basis of forecast fuel consumption (Figure 4.6), fuel 
element fabrication plants with a minimum capacity of some 
4000 t/year will be needed for the nuclear power stations in 
operation in the RMR in the year 2000M). In view of the 
capacity of some 1 5000 t/year, shown in Table 4.3, it will be 
necessary to extend this by the year 2000 by a further 2 500 
t/year. Since fuel element fabrication plants are not subject 
to any special site requirements compared with other nuclear 
facilities, it can be assumed by way of approximation that most 
of them will be sited within the Rhein-Maas Region. Assuming 
that average-sized facilities will have an output of some 300 
t/year, about 8 new plants would have to be built. 
~~E~~£~~~~~s_!~£~!~~~~~ 
The expected throughput of 4 000 t/year in the year 2000 also 
reflects the necessary minimum capacity for reprocessing 
facilities. Within the countries of the RMR the following 
reprocessing capacities are in operation or planned: 
Site Capacity Proportion available 
available for nuclear 
power stations in the 
RMR +) 
Mol B 300 t/yr ( 1982) - 125 t/yr 
( "KEWA") D 1 500 t/yr (1985) 
-
720 t/yr 
La Hague F 800+800 t/yr (1980) - 125 t/yr 
Total 3 400 t/yr 
-
1 000 t/yr 
+) It was assumed that each of the three reprocessing 
facilities would process only fuel from its own country. 
The percentage of fuel coming from facilities located in the 
RMR is as follows: D : 48%, F : 8% and B : 41%. 
M)No account is taken here of different rates of consumption 
per GWe/year in FBRs and HTRs. 
-M-
Accordingly, for nuclear power stations in the Rhein-Maas 
Region alone further capacity of the order of 3000 t/year 
would have to be made available by the year 2000, corresponding 
to perhaps two large reprocessing facilities for 1 Soo t/year 
each. 
4.2.3. Revised projections (Spring 1977) 
The projections set out in the preceding sections are based 
primarily on plans and forecasts from the years 1974/75. Mean-
while, on account of 
- reduced economic growth, 
- re-examination of questions of principle with regard to 
waste from nuclear power stations, 
- and delays caused by objectors, 
a lower rate of growth is now forecast for nuclear energy. 
Therefore recent studies forecast an installed nuclear genera-
ting capacity for Western Europe in 19d5 amounting to between 
2/3 and 3/4 of the original projection £66_7. For individual 
countries the OECD ~67_7 has reduced its projections by about 
the same amount. These reduced projections have been included 
in Figures 4.5.1 to 4.5.6. 
Applying this reduction proportionally to the projection for 
the Rhein-Maas Kegion, this means that the installed nuclear 
capacity fcrecast for 19J5/90 will only be reached three to 
five years later (see Figure 4.6). Moreover, if these re-
duction factors are applied to the projections up to the end 
of the century, it would mean that the installed nuclear 
capacity forecast for 2000/05 would only be reached seven to 
twelve years later. In the following sections the conclusions 
drawn for 19,35/90 and 2000/05 should be seen in the light of 
these likely delays. 
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5. Calculations of radiological exposure 
5.1. Radiation pathways 
The calculation of the radiological exposure (under the condi-
tions of "normal operation of nuclear facilities" assumed here 
this means the dose rates for the population in the region) is 
based on the following factors: 
site details of facilities, dates of entry into service 
and discharge rates; these are average measured rates for 
operational facilities and assumed rates for planned 
facilities or those under construction; 
- descriptive models for transport in the atmosphere and the 
hydrosphere, and for the accompanying deposition processes; 
- models and assumptions on bio accumulation and transfer 
processes in the biosphere by means of which the radio-
nuclides can reach man; 
- supposed local food production and assumptions as to food 
supplies to the population; 
- data on population structure - population density, age 
structure, consumer habits; 
- coefficients for converting the resulting radiation fields 
into dose rates for individual organs. 
On account offue differences in ways of discharge, transport 
phenomena and any subsequent processes in the biosphere, a 
distinction is made between the following exposure pathways by 
which the radiation of the radionuclides released can co~e to 
affect man: 
1. for gaseous discharge from the stack 
1.1 external exposure from activity in the plume 
1.2 external exposure from activity deposited on the 
ground 
1.3 internal exposure from activity incorporated by 
inhalation 
1.4 internal exposure from activity incorporated with 
food. 
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2. for liquid discharge with waste water 
2.1 external exposure from activity in water 
2.2 external exposure from activity deposited on the 
ground (inundation areas, irrigated areas) 
2.3 internal exposure from activity incorporated with 
drinking water 
2.4 internal exposure from activity incorporated with 
food (fish, irrigated crops). 
Fig. 5.1 qives a clear picture of the various radiation path-
ways. They can also be traced in the form of a flow chart in 
Fig. 5.2. In the flow chart the models and input data dis-
cussed in this section are indicated in the rounded boxes, while 
the rectangular boxes illustrate the interim and final results 
to be dealt with in the next section. 
5.2. Calculation of dose rates 
The corresponding dose rates are calculated as a function of 
the nature of the discharge and the subsequent processes in gee-
sphere and biosphere ( see e.g. f: 68 7 3 J) . Without going in-
to detail, the principal links in the chain leading to the dose 
rates are presented in simplified form below. More detailed 
information will be found in the subsequent sections. 
The dose rates D at location ~for the various age groups, 
organs and nuclides are calculated for the various radiation 
pathways as follows (the symbols used in equations (5.2-1 to 
5.2-10) are listed on pages 31- 33): 
1. for gaseous discharge from the stack of a source at 
location ~ 
0 
1.1 external exposure from activity in the plumeH) 
(5.2-1) 
and in addition 
specific activity: 
_...,_. -- -.-
ac (r, r ) = J (r, r ) x f (r, r ) x Q
0 0 0 0 
(5.2-la) 
H) Sometimes called in short "cloud exposure". 
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1.2 external exposure from active material deposited 
on the groundM) 
..... .... -..... ~ ........ 
DEG (r,r0 ) = gEG x F x J (r,r0 ) x f (r,r0 ) x Q0 
and in addition 
_...... ~... ........ ..... 
specific activity: aG (r,r0 )= F x J(r,r0 ) x f(r,r0 )x Q0 
( 5.2-2) 
(5.2-2a) 
1.3 internal exposure from active material incorporated by inhalation 
-·- ...,.... --DIH (r,r0 ) = H x g1H x J (r,r0 )xf(r,r0 )x Q0 
and in addition 
.... -.. ... .... -a. .... 
specific dose: ~(r,r0 )= g1H x J(r,r0 )x f(r,r 0 )x Q0 
1.4 internal exposure from active material incorporated with food 
a) ingestion of deposited active material via plant products 
-- -- -.. _., _., _. 
DIG,P(r,r0 )= Gpx giG xBPx J(r,r0 ) xf(r,r0 )xQ0 
and in addition 
--specific activity: ap(r,r0 )= 
specific dose: 
..... _. _.._.. 
BpxJ(r,r
0
)xf(r,r
0
)xQ0 
.................. 
g1GxBPxJ(r,r0 )xf(r,r0 )xQ0 
b)ingestion of deposited active material via animal products 
-- I ....... --o1G,A(r,r0)= GAX g 1GxTA x p Cp xBP xJ(r,r0 )x f(r,r0 )xQ0 
and in addition _ ...... 
-- --
( 5.2-3) 
( 5 .2-3b) 
( 5.2-4) 
(5.2-4a) 
(5.2-4b) 
( 5.2-5) 
specific activity: aA(r,r0 )= TA i xp cp xBPxJ(r,r0 )xf(r,r0 )xQ0 (5.2-5a) 
--
xic 
-...~ .....,..._.. 
specific dose : dA(r,r
0
)= giGX TA p p xBPxJ(r,r0 )xf(r,r0 )xQ0 ( 5.2-5b) 
2. for liquid discharge with waste water from a source at location 
- -- -r 0 (r generally refers to locations downstream of r 0 on or near the 
river) 
M)Sometimes called in short "ground exposure". 
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2.1 external exposure from activity in water 
--gEw"' s(r,ro) xQ0 FR(r) 
=gEWV for exposure from water volume (immers1on) 
=gEWS for exposure from water surface 
and in addition 
_. ..,p ...,.._. 
specific activity: aw(r,r
0
)= s(r,ral xQ
0 FR(r) 
2.2 external exposure from active material deposited on the ground 
during inundation periods 
- --gEGX S(r) x s(r,r0 ) x Q0 FR(r) 
and in addition 
( 5.2-6) 
(5.2-6a) 
( 5.2-7) 
(5.2-7a) 
2.3 internal exposure from active mater1al ingested with drinking water 
-- _ _.. M) 
DIW(r,r0 ) W x giGx s(r,ro) x Q0 (5.2-8) FR{r) 
and in addition 
..- ·- _._. M) 
specific dose: dw{r,r0 )= giG x s(r,r0 ) x Q0 FR(r) 
2.4 internal exposure from active material ingested with food 
a) ingestion of active material via consumption of fish meat 
_....... _..,. ._.. 
DIG,F(r,r0 )= GF X giG X BF X s(r,r0 ) X Q0 FR(r) 
and in addition 
--specific activity: aF(r,r0 )= 
specific dose: 
---BFx s(r,r0 ) x Q0 FR(r) 
(5.2-Bb) 
(5.2-9) 
(5.2-9a) 
( 5.2-9b) 
M) In the case of mixing with uncontaminated water the proportion must also 
be taken into account. 
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b) ingestion of activity via irrigated plant 
products 
...... ~ ....... 
DIG,IP(r,r0 )= Gpxg1GxB1px s(r,rg) x Q0 FR(r) 
and in addition 
--specific activity: aiP(r,ro)= BIPX 
-...... 
--s!r 1 rg) X 
FR(r) 
--
Qo 
specific dose: diP(r,ro)= giGx BIPX s!r 1 rel x Qo 
FR(r) 
( 5.2-10) 
(5.2-10a) 
(5.2-10b) 
Summation of the separate dose rates across the spectrum of radio-
nuclides released gives the dose rates for each age group and organ 
for the various exposure pathways. 
--~ DEP(r,r ) 
radionuclide 0 
or, taking account of all sources (~) in a region, 
-DEP (r) l \) 
EP exposure pathway 
( 5.2-11) 
(5.2-12) 
Finally, adding the amounts for the various exposure pathways gives 
the total dose rates for each age group and organ : 
for gaseous discharge 
o- -D (r,A) = DEC,f(r) externalr-exposure from plume 
(cf. equation 5.2-1) 
- H) + DEC •P ( r) external p·exposure from plume 
(cf. equation 5.2-1) 
-+ DEG,K(r) externalK-exposure from contaminated ground 
(cf. equation 5.2-2) 
0 -+ o 1H(r,A) internal exposure by inhalation 
(cf. equation 5.2-3) 
0 -+ I DIG,P,A(r,A) internal exposure from ingestion of 
P,A plant and animal products 
H) only for the following organs 
- skin 
(cf. equation 5.2-4,5) 
(cf. 5.2-13) 
- male gonads, if E(l max )36 KeV £ 88J 
- lungs, from inhaled air £ 88 J 
for liquid discharge 
Do(;:A) = DEW,((;) 
+ 
_. 
+ (r,A) 
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0 -0 IG,F,IP(r,A) 
(A) = age or age group 
0 = organ 
external exposure from 
water (cf.equation 5.2-6) 
external exposure from 
sediment-covered ground 
(cf.equation 5.2-7) 
internal exposure from 
ingestion of drinking 
water (cf.equation 5.2.8) 
internal exposure from 
ingestion of fishmeat and 
irrigated plant products 
(cf. equations 5.2-9,10) 
(5,2-14 
The dose rates for each age group and organ derived in accor-
dance with equations 5.2-1 to 5.2-14 are initially local dose 
rates. Strictly speaking, they can only be regarded as indivi-
dual dose rates - i.e. dose rates to be applied to individuals 
-at location r - under the following conditions: 
Exposure pathway group A (external exposure - 1.1, 1.2, 
2.2- and internal exposure from active material incor-
porated by inhalation+(1.3) and with drinking water (2.3)): 
~ 
The individuals are living at location r and trans-
-fer temporarily only to locations r' with the same 
radionuclide concentration in the air and drinking 
water. 
Exposure pathway group B (internal exposure from active 
material ingested with food- 1.4, 2 .4): 
The individuals consume only food produced at 
locations~ or at locations tt with the same radio-
nuclide concentrations in air and water. 
(continued page 34) 
[ Ci J a 3 2 m ,m,kg 
= 
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specific activity of 
a A [ciJ. kg . animal products 
ac [~;]: air 
aF [~;]: fish meat 
aG [~~]: ground surface 
arp[~~J= irrigated plant products 
rei]· Ll<g • plant products 
[~~ ]= ground surface from sedimentation 
aw [~~ ]= water 
bio accumulation factor 
BF water-+fish meat 
BIP water~irrigated plant products (depen-
dent on rate of irrigation) 
Bp air_.plant products 
= animal feed consumption 
= dose rate 
DEC for external exposure from plume 
DEG for external exposure from contami-
nated ground 
DES for external exposure from sediment-
covered ground 
DEW for external exposure from water 
DIG,A for internal exposure from ingestion 
of animal products 
d [ ~em J 
m ,kg 
f 
= 
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for internal exposure from ingestion of 
fish 
DIG,IP: for internal exposure from ingestion of 
irrigated plant products 
for internal exposure from ingestion of 
plant products 
DIH for internal exposure from inhalation 
DIW for internal exposure from ingestion of 
drinking water. 
specific dose 
dA [~~m J 
dF [k~m] 
~['J 
diP[~~m J 
dp [k~m J 
dw [:~m J 
for ingestion of animal products 
( 1 kg) 
for ingestion of fish meat (1 kg) 
for inhalation of air (1 m3 ) 
for ingestion of irrigated plant 
products ( 1 kg) 
for ingestion of plant products 
( 1 kg) 
for ingestion of drinking water 3 ( 1 m ) 
deposition factor, including dry and wet 
depostion and depletion effects after depof;i tion 
= flow rate of rivers 
depletion factor, including fall-out, wash-out 
and radioactive decay during atmospheric trans-
port 
human food consumption: for indices see under 
"d = specific dose" 
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[ rem x(~~ [~] g s x Ci J• Ci dose factor 
H [~3 J 
J [:3 J 
\~[ ;i J 
r 
r. 
V 
S [m J 
s 
[rem X ~~J: gEC s X 
[rem X ~~l 9 EG s X 
[rem x 
gEW s X ~~]= 
[ rem] giG Ci 
[ rem] giH Ci 
inhalation rate of man 
for external exposure 
from plume 
for external exposure 
from contaminated 
ground 
for external exposure 
from water 
for internal exposure 
by ingestion 
for internal exposure 
by inhalation 
= atmospheric dispersion factor 
source s~re!1r:rt'h 
= location of receiver 
location of source 
sediment deposition factor for inundation 
areas, allowing for deposition and subsequent 
depletion effects 
depletion factor for sorption, sedimentation 
and radioactive decay during transport in 
hydrosphere 
plant product/animal product transfer factor 
1 yr = 3.15 x 107s -8 1 s = 3.17 x 10 yr 
-1 -8 -1 1 yr = 3.17 x 10 s 1 s-1 = 3.15 x 107yr-1 
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For the following reasons, however, these conditions are never 
strictly applicable~ 
Exposure pathway group A 
There is a certain mobility of the population between 
the place of residence 7 and locations -t; with different 
air and water concentrations (e.g. places of work or 
schooling, local recreation areas, holiday areas, etc). 
This means that the effective individual dose rate is 
as follows: 
(5.2-15) 
-- ... sf(r,r') =sojourn frequency at all locations r' 
of an individual resident at location ~ 
Exposure pathway group B 
There is an extensive system of food supply - production 
at locations ~ collection and processing, followed by 
distribution to locations ~ - at least for that part 
of the population which is not self-supporting in food. 
This similarly leads to an effective individual dose 
rate:eff(-;j = Jfd(;';o(~) )d~ (5.2-16) 
--
fd(r,D(r') ) =food distribution function, which 
covers the process of localized pro-
duction and distribution of food 
and thus also describes the redis-
tribution of dose rates via the 
ingestion pathway. 
A similar consideration also applies to supplies of 
animal feedstuffs (Equations 5.2-4,5 and 10). 
-ap ( r) 
eff 
(5.2-17) 
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.... ~ 
fdAF(r,ap(r' )) =Animal feedstuffs distribution 
function, which covers the process 
of localized production and distr~ 
bution of animal feedstuffs and 
thus also describes the redistri-
bution of the activity in feed-
stuffs. 
Since the necessary conditions for precise calculation of local 
individual dose rates are not generally met -
-~ the sojourn frequency sf(r,r') of individuals and the 
process of food collection and distribution fd(~D(~)), 
-- ~ w~ich similarly applies to fdAF(r,ap(r')), cannot be 
assessed exactly in most cases -
we have to make do with a series of graduated statements. 
The following graduated statements can be made: 
1) ~2~~!-!~~!~!Q~~!-~2~~-~~~~~ can be given: 
a) When the derived local dose rates can be interpreted with a 
fair degree of approx.imation as individual dose rates. ·rhis 
applies to the following groups of individuals: 
Exposure pathway group A 
Places of work and schooling are not very far from the 
place of residence. The local recreation areas in ques-
tion (e.g. allotment gardens) are also in the immediate 
vicinity of the place of residence. These conditions 
apply to a large portion of the population. 
Exposure pathway group B 
Food consumed in the household is produced in the imme-
diate vicinity of the place of residence. This condition 
is met to a certain extent by people employed in agri-
culture (approx. 7.5% in the Hhein-Maas Region, see Table 
3.5), whose degree of self-sufficiency is in most cases 
in the region of 20 to 30% C 35 J. 
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b) when, on the basis of at least an established approximation 
of the sojourn frequencies of individuals or of known re-
distribution functions for the various foodstuffs, the 
available local dose rates can be converted to individual 
dose rates using equations 5.2-15, 16 and 17. However, 
-- - ·- ......... since sf(r,r'), fd(r,D(r')) and fdp(r,ap(r')) cannot in 
general be established on a regional basis and are usually 
unknown quantities - only in the context of site studies is 
an attempt made, e.g. by means of questionnaires, to record 
or reconstruct these functions for a limited area and for 
certain significant exposure pathways - we try to gain 
further information by calculating average dose rates and 
collective dose rates. 
2) ~~~E~9~-!~~!~!~~~!-~~~~-E~~~~ can be give~ if it is at least 
possible to allocate the subject to a limited area AR. 
Exposure pathway group A 
Places of residence and work or schooling, local recrea-
tion areas, etc., are within a definable area AR: in 
this case the average dose is calculated as follows: 
= (5.2-13) 
SAR [m2]= size of area AR 
For the major part of the population the size of this area 
AR is likely to be approximately equal to that of a 
district. 
Exposure pathway group B 
Foodstuffs are collected as a function of various economic 
mechanisms within a catchment area AR and redistributed to 
consumers within this catchment area. Assuming by way of 
approximation that the catchment area is self-sufficient, 
the resulting average dose can be calculated as follows: 
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L _. ...... -G X d(r) X Y(r) dr = DAR L --Y(r)dr 
y [,-¥-
s] 
yield intended 
m x 
consumption . 
... 
Y(r) for plant products being 
.....,. AG-
Yp(r) = uP,HF X Yp x 1p (r) X 
(5.2-19) 
for human 
as follows 
~ 
1AG(r) (5.2.-20) 
(For explanations of symbols and figures 
see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). 
~ 
and Y(r) for animal products it is 
-1AG(r) 
(5.2-21) 
(For explanations of symbols and figures 
see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). 
It is difficult, on account of the diffuse structure of the free 
economy, to define meaningful areas AR. By analogy with ex-
posure pathway group A, the approximate size of a district was 
also adopted here as a first approximation. In fact, however, 
the area may, depending on the product concerned, be much 
larger. In that case it may be more reasonable to aim at estab-
lishing the collective dose rate. 
3) ~~!!~~~~~~-~~~~-E~~~~ are given when the conditions for cal-
culating average dose rates 
- definition of an area AR for production and consumption 
- statistically reliable rates of consumption rates G 
can no longer be met. This applies when food is distributed 
over a wide area, and for special products. 
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The dose rate yield gained via the agricultural yield within an 
area AR is obtained as follows 
DY 
... ~ 
x Y(r)dr 
dose rate yield 
(5.2-22) 
This dose rate yield is at the same time the sum of all indi-
vidual dose rates applicable in respect of the foodstuffs pro-
duced in area AR, and its numerical value is thus equal to that 
of the collective dose rate. 
DC [man : rem J 
( 5. 2-23) 
collective dose rateH) 
cf.also equation (5.2-26) 
These ideas are set out clearly in Figure 5.3. 
From the calculated local individual dose rates for various age 
groups and organs - equations 5.2-1-16 - dose rate distribution 
functionsHH)can be derived on the basis of the population 
density by age group. 
-where p' (r ,A) 
!15(D0 (A)) = f p' (;-:-A)d;-
R 
(5.2-24) 
= o for values of 7 where o0 (t7A) (D 
- _. o-p(r,A) for values of r where D (r,A)~ D 
H) ~man_7 is not a dimension: it is merely meant to indicate 
that the dose rate concerned applies collectively to a 
number of individuals. 
HH)In the present context distribution function always means 
the complementary distribution function. 
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!i1 [man] dose rate distribution function 
=population density (cf.Figure 3.6) 
R = section of region 
For each dose rate D, the distribution function gives the 
number of individuals subject to this or a higher dose rate. 
In addition the following can be calculated: 
the average dose rate 
(5.2-25) 
0 r~:m] average ~ose rate 
and the collective dose rate 
J D0 (~A) x p(~A)d;;--­
R 
(5.2-26) 
DC [man : rem] = collective dose rate 
(cf also equation 5.2-23) 
If it is desired to convert from the age group approach to the 
'average individual', the corresponding dose rate can be cal-
culated having regard to the age structure as follows: 
DO(;) I fA X o- (5.2-27) = D (r,A) 
A 
no i fA X D0 (A) ( 5 .2-28) 
A 
DC0 1 DC0 (A) ( 5 .2-2 9) 
A 
fA fraction of age group A in total population 
(of Table 3.4) 
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5. 3. !l~odels and input data 
5.3.1 Sources and source strengths 
During normal operation nuclear facilities discharge small 
quantities of radionuclides which depend on the type and design 
of the facility concerned and are subject to certain annual 
variations. It is on these data that the calculation of radio-
logical exposure is based. 
For !~~!!!~!~~-~!~~~~~-!~-~~~~~!~~-!~~-~~~~-~!~~· data on 
source strengths are compiled by referring to the discharge 
rates recorded in previous years (documented in e.g. £74 to 
77_7) and deriving average values, for which so-called 'runaway' 
values are also taken into account. The resulting discharge 
rates for facilities in the Rhein-~aas Region are listed in 
Table 5.1. The following changes from the current position 
were assumed: 
\vi.irenlingen ( Ko 6): shutdown of the 'Dior it' research reactor 
Karlsruhe (Ko 17): shutdown of the 'FR2' research reactor and 
the 'MZFR' PHHR 
Ka h 1 ( No 2 7 ) : 
annual throughput of 40 t of 30 000 ~'IWd/t 
fuel in the 'WAK' reprocessing plant 
OF (plume) H-3: 10: C-14: 1; Kr-85: 10; 
I-129: 3x1o2 
emission of 1/50th of the values given in 
Table 5.2 ( 1 000 MV.'e Ll\1FER) from the 'K;\iK' 
Lt>'IFR ( 20 MWe) 
shutdown of the 'VAK' 15 V\>'e BWR. 
For f~~!!!~!~~-~~~~~~!~-~~~~!~~!~~~~-~~-~~!!!_~~-e~-~~~~~~= 
~!~~~~.on the other hand, it is reasonable to adopt realistic 
anticipated values on the basis of previous experience with 
similar facilities already in operation, taking account of the 
advanced design of the facilities. 
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Anticipated values for !QQQ_~~~-~~£!~~~-~~~~-~!~!~~~~· as 
collected and applied in various studies, are set out in Table 
5.2. The first two columns give data on source strengths used 
in the Mississippi C 1 J and Tennessee £6 J studies initiated 
by the USAEC and UStffiC. These data were calculated from infor-
mation on radionuclide inventories with the help of discharge 
models for each type of nuclear power station. The next two 
columns contain data compiled in Germany [78-82, ~- These 
take more account of the measured discharge rates of modern 
facilities. Finally, there are certain other discharge rates 
compiled in the course of a study initiated by the European 
Community in the United Kingdom f83]. The range of variations 
between these data can be clearly seen by comparing the figures. 
The last column then gives figures adopted for the present study. 
·rhey were compiled on the basis of the various studies and 
should be seen in the light of the ranges of variation mentioned 
above. 
The compilation of realistic anticipated values for the ~~E~~= 
~~~~~~S-E!~~!~ which will be put into operation in the future 
is a difficult undertaking. The discharge rates depend on a 
series of parameters to which it is not yet possible to attach 
definitive values~ the most important of these are the cooling 
time and the decontamination factors. Figure 5.4 gives the 
throughput, as a function of cooling time (=time between un-
loading and beginning of reprocessing operations), of a number 
of major nuclides in a 1500 t/yr reprocessing plant for 
30 000 l\1Wd/t LWR fuel. 
Assuming, for future reprocessing plants, that 
1. they are on inland sites with no discharge of liquid 
waste into the environment~ 
2. cooling time is one year (= 365 days)~ 
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3. for gaseous discharge it is possible to achieve the 
following decontamination factors, which are regarded 
as realistic by experts: 
Tritium DT = 10 
Carbon DC = 1 
Noble gases DNG = lOO 
Iodine DI 300 
Caesium Des = 3 X 10
8 
we arrive at the discharge rates set out in Table 5.3. 
Since no discharge data are availablP. for the operational 
reprocessing plants at Windscale (GB) and La Hague (F), 
plausible data were compiled, and these are set out in Table 
5.4. 
Discharge from !~~!-~!~~~~!-!~~Ei£~!~2~-E!~~~~ concerns only 
uranium and plutonium and their decay products. Since no data 
based on adequate statistical evidence are yet available for 
these isotopes, these plants have not been considered. 
For ~~E!£~~~~!-E!~~!~ no discharge data have been published. 
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5.3.2. Atmospheric dispersion and deposition processes [88] 
Long-term atmospheric dispersion of radionuclides released 
during normal operation was described for an inner zone using 
a dispersion function calculated as an average over the whole 
angle~= 2nwith a Gaussian distribution in direction z f84, 
85, 86, 87]. (5.3-1) 
1 
xtxp 
x u x r l J(r,z) 
For an outer zone, where the activity discharged is distributed 
almost homogeneously throughout the mixing layer, the following 
dispersion formula, similarly averaged over cj> = 2 1lt, was used: 
J(r,z) = 1 
2T&oxLxuxr (5.3-2) 
For the intermediate zone appropriate interpolations were made 
[Bflj. 
J [ :3] atmospheric dispersion factor 
r["mJ distance from source 
z["mJ 
-
height above ground 
h{"m./ stack height 
ufi} wind speed 
~mJ atmospheric dispersion parameter 
LfmJ mixing layer height 
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Wind roses for individual sites were taken into account in terms 
of 
- wind speeds for each particular wind direction: u(~) 
wind frequencies for each particular wind direction: 
f ( <j>) • 
For most sites these data are available in the form of average 
values for an eight-point wind rose. A breakdown of weather 
situations according to the stability categories A to F as de-
fined by Pasquill is not possible in most cases, and therefore 
the few available frequency calculations (see Table 5.5) were 
used. 
The dispersion narameters ~ for each weather category also 
' z 
depend on the unevenness of the land surface. Of the four 
unevenness categories given by Nester [9o_l 
I short grass 
II fields under cultivation, hedges 
III low woodland and buildings 
IV tall woodland, towns 
the c; values for category III were used. The dispersion fac-
tor as a function of weather categories and the various degrees 
of ground unevenness is depicted in Figure 5.5. 
The values adopted for mixing layer heights, which are also 
dependent on weather categories, were estimates for conditions 
in Central Europe r94J. 'rhese too are given in Table 5.5. 
The depletion factor for airborne activity f depends essentially 
on the following processes: 
- radioactive decay 
f (r) = exp(- A x r) 
r u 
~ [s -1] = decay constant 
- dry deposition 
for 
(5.3-3) 
h2 
exp( - 2<"" (r)) 
z 
o- (r) 
z 
(5.3-4) 
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vd Lffi/s} = deposition velocity 
for the other zones see [38}; 
- wet deposition 
f ( r) = exp (-~ ) 
w u 
1\ [s - 1 ] = washout coefficient. 
( 5.3-5) 
The depletion factor f can thus be derived as follows: 
f(r)= hd x fr(r) x fd(r) + hw x fr(r) x fw(r) 
(5.3-6) 
hd rate for dry deoosition 
h rate for wet deposition 
w 
The following values were adorted [8~: 
0.01 m/s for iodine isotopes 
0.003 m/s for all radioisotopes except those 
of iodine and noble gases+) 
" 
2.8 x 10-ss-1 , derived from ja6J and /95} 
0.87} [9r:J 
0.13 
The deposition factor F is determined by the deposition process 
and the depletion processes (radioactive decay, seepage etc.) 
after deposition. 
It is calculated as follows: 
- for dry deposition 
( 1 -e ---~.!:. 
ts 
eff 
(5.3-7) 
+) This is the geometric mean value of deposition velocities 
from: 
1) "Berechnunqsgrundlagen- Abluft" [7?J :vd= 0.001 m/s 
2) "Reactor Safety Study" - ~vASH 1400 (1975) :vd= 0.01 m/s 
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- for wet deposition 
F 
w 
= A x h x 't' x ( 1-e- 4 t 
cl seff ·~ 
seff 
F [" mJ = deposition factor 
belL mJ= layer thickness of plume 
(5.3-8) 
r;:seff£ sJ= effective retention time in upper 
soil layer (for values see Table 
5-6) 
bt f s J= total time since commissioning of 
facility 
The product F x f of equation 5.2-2 can thus be expressed as 
follows: 
F X f = Fd X f X fd X hd + F X f X f X h r w r w w (5.3-9) 
5.3.3. Hydrospheric dispersion and sorption processes ["101~ 
The assumption that there ~s a simple hydrospheric dispersion 
function - by analogy with the atmospheric dispersion function 
for r downstream of r 
-~ J(r,r ) 
0 
0 
1 (5.3-10) 
-FR(r) 
as applied in equations (5.2-6 to 10) - is only valid in the 
case of relatively undisturbed dispersion (limited influence of 
sorption and desorption processes). In contrast to atmospheric 
dispersion, in which the deposition processes depend only on 
the concentrations of radionuclides in the transport medium, 
for hydrospheric dispersion the processes of 
- adsorption and absorption 
- ion exchange 
- precipitation reactions 
~ Al 
dt w 
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also depend on the concentrations of radionuclides in the other 
substances involved, so that it is usually necessary to take 
these interactions into account ~100_7. The exchange processes 
between the water body, suspended matter and sediments in a 
reach of river are depicted in Figure 5.6. Since the calcula-
tions are carried out section by section in a downstream direc-
tion ~101_7, the various reaches must be linked together, as 
shown in Figure 5.7. 
Since most of the activity is transported via water ~102-104_7, 
the transport and sorption processesM) can be described using a 
system of coupled linear differential equations with constant 
coefficients ~ 101 J: 
For the 1-th reach of a river (from upstream to downstream) 
this system can be expressed, using the symbols 
w water body 
ss suspen~ed matter 
s = sediment 
as follows 
Ql F'Rl-1 x a 1-1 + w 
F'RlX 1 
aw 
+ kl ss,w 
kl 
w,ss 
1 
+ kl al X ass X s,w s 
1 kl al X aw X w,s w Ax A! 
(5.3-lla) 
ssl-1 x FRl-lx al-l + kl 1 + kl al X aw X ss w,ss s,ss s 
ss
1 
x rn
1 
x al kl 1 kl 1 A x A;s X ass X a ss ss,w ss,s ss 
kl 1 + kl 1 X a X a w,s w ss,s ss 
kl 1 kl al X a X 
s,w s s,ss s 
M)Sum of all processes resulting in a bond between dissolved 
nuclides and solid components. 
(5.3-llb) 
..Xx A1 
s 
(5.3-llc) 
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A ["ciJ activity inventory 
a specific activity 
k transfer coefficient for transfer from 
m,n 
'm' to 'n' 
ss average suspeuded-matter content 
FR average flow rate 
radiological decay constant 
Transport of activity by means of bed load transport was ignored, 
since estimates have shown L 101 J that this is negligible in 
comparison with transport via suspe~ded matter. 
Under stable conditions a state of equilibrium is reached for 
the inventories (~~A 0) in all rivers. Discounting sea-dt 
sonal variations, this equilibrium is established relatively 
quickly compared with the periods of time for which doses are 
calculated f105,1o6_7 (see also relaxation times t below). The 
system of differentia] equations is then replaced by a system 
of algebraic equations. The transfer factors k can be 
m,n 
determined from the measurable parameters as follows: 
vw X V X Kd k 
k ss k ~ 
w,ss 1:' (V +Kd X V ss) ss,w Kd w,ss w 
(5.3-12) 
V X V X Kd k 
k w s k ~ 
w,s 1: (V +Kd X Vs) s,w Kd w,s w 
(5.3-13) 
k 1 1-1 1 
ss,s 
max(O,FR x(SS -ss ) 
k 
s,ss 
1 1 1-1 
max(O,FR x(SS -ss )) (5.3-14) 
t [ s J 
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distribution coefficient for suspended matter/ 
water 
volume of 
V 
w 
1 
u 
a 
=~ 
a 
w 
water 
=FR X 
L"mJ 
[; J 
body 
1 
u 
length of river section 
flow velocity 
suspended matter content 
VSS = VW X SS 
sediments involved in sorption processes 
w r m J width of river 
d L m .J = effective depth of sediments 
eff 
involved in sorption processes 
deft -:::..!1 3 cm L 107 1 10oJ 
density of sediments 
relaxation time before establishment of 
equilibrium 
t = 1 dl 'L' 
wlss wls 2o-5od flo3 I 105 I 107 J 
The n.ecessary hydrological parameters for these calculations 
were taken from L 110 to 117 J and other sources. A uumber of 
selected values are set out in Figure 3.3. The values of 
distribution coefficients are listed in Table 5. 7. 
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5.3.4. Bioaccumulation and transfer factors 
Section 5.2 introduced the following concepts for the calculation 
of dose rates: 
bioaccumulation factors 
and the transfer factor 
Except for H-3 and C-14, these were calculated as follows: 
air plant products bioaccumulation factor BP 
BP= (hd x vd + hw x/\x hcl) x ( t x L +s x t' x 
Peff Yp seff 
'11> eff 
(5.3-15) 
~s_l =effective residence time of deposited material 
on leaves of plants (applies if leaves are 
edible: green vegetables, grass) 
'Lr x ·~ea 
= 
rr + ~ea 
-1. = residence time due to radioactive decay 
r 
~ residence time against due to weathering 
·wea 
on plant 
= 2o.2od f 11J 
t' = 7.34 d for I-131 
Peff 
= 20.20 d for other radionuclides 
s 
t: fs] 
seff 
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= leafy vegetable yield: 
(see Table 3.7) 
=2~ 2 
m yr 
grass yield (for animal product calculation~: 
(see Table 3.7) 
YG = 2.5 ~ 
m yr 
proportion of deposited material transferred 
from plant to ground by action of weather 
= 0.17 for I-131 
s 
= 1 for other radionuclides 
(derived using 'alues of tp ) 
eff 
These figures are based on the conservative 
assumption that the action of weather causes 
no resuspension in the air. 
effective residence time of deposited material 
in the root region of soil (for values see 
Table 5.6) 
soil_,. plant bioaccumulation factor 
soil: dry weight~ plants: weight when fresh 
(for figures see Table 5.8.1) 
= area density of soil within root region 
soil: dry weight 
R = 240 :!ss! 2 
m 
fnl 
The figures thus calculated for green vegetables and other plant 
products are set out in Table 5.8.2. 
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For the radio-isotopes H-3 and C-14 it is assumed that in the 
plant the same H-3/H t and C-14/C t ratios are established as 
na na 
obtain in the surrounding atmosphere. 
Therefore 
for H-3 
for C-14M) 
0.75 kg/kg 
-3 3 9 x10 kg/m 
assuming: 
83.3 3 m 
kg 
(5.3-16) 
0. 75 kg H2o per 1 kg plant (fresh weight)[' 71] 
-3 3 9x10 kg H2o per 1 m air 
= 0.11 kg/kg 
0.16x1o-3kg/m3 
assuming: 
687.5 3 m 
kg 
["nJ 
(5.3.17) 
0.11 kg C per 1 kg plant (fresh weight) £71] 
-3 3 0.16x10 kg C per 1 m air 
These two figures are also included in Table 5-8.2. 
IRx(ix~ xl +s.x 
eff Yp 1 
(5.3-18) 
IR [~] 
i 
irrigation rate 
IR= 100 mm water 60 d (growth period) 
This figure has been ascertained on the basis 
of surveys. 
proportion of total material deposited on 
leaves during irrigation 
i=0.25 ['71J 
M)This model assumes that C-14 is emitted in the form of co2 from nuclear facilities. ~~ew measurements indicate however 
that C-14 is also partially emitted in the form of eo or of 
alkanes (cf: H.SchUttelkopf, Report KFK-2421 (1977)). Thus 
the model is a conservative assessment within the inner zone, 
where the latter compound have not yet been oxidized to co2 . 
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si proportion of total material deposited 
on soil directly during irrigation and 
indirectly by the action of weather on 
plants 
= 0.79 for I-131 
= 1 for other radionuclides 
(derived using values of i) 
The figures thus calculated for green vegetables and other 
plant products are set out in Table 5.8.2. 
For the radiouuclide H-3 a balance is once again assumed for 
calculation purposes between the H-3/H t ratios in plants and 
na 
water. 
Therefore 
for ll-3: -3 = 0.75 X 10 
3 
m 
kg 
(see equation 5.3-16) 
This fioure is also included in Table 5.8.2. 
The figures for 
- tbe v-•ater -fish bioaccumulation factor BF, 
(5.3-19) 
- the food intake_. meat transfer factor TA t 
,mea , 
- the food intake -milk transfer factor TA, milk 
have been taken from {"71,] and are included in Table 5.d.1. 
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5.3.5. Dese f~er& 
The values of the dose factors for ~~~~E~~!-~~~~~E~ 
gEC [rem x. m
3 J- 1 gEG [rem x m2J 1 gEH [rem x. m3J-
s X C1 S X Ci s X C1 
gives the dose rates in rem/s received by an individual in a 
medium with a concentration by volume of 1 Ci/m3 or on a sur-
face with a surface concentration of 1 Ci/m2 • The values of 
the dose factors for external exposure used in this study are 
listed in Table 5.9. It should be noted that for the inner 
zone around discharge sources in which the concentration has 
not yet reached a homogenous distribution the whole-hody dose 
from gamma radiation has been calculated using a fully numeri-
cal integration across the concentration profile of the plume. 
The procedure is described in detail in [8Ql. 
The values of the dose factors for ~~~~E~~!-~~~~~E~ 
give the dose JD in rem received by an individual over a de-
fined period after inhaling from the air or ingesting with 
food 1 Ci of activity at time t=O. The period chosen for ' 
- which is generally indicated in defining the dose factor 
g(t)- is not usually more than 50 years. The following re-
lationship then applies: 
= g(t') 
fo ( t') fremJ = 
X A 
0 
dose after time t= r 
(5.3-20) 
g ( !:) [r~:J 
A [Ci J 
0 
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dose factor for period r 
quantity of activity inhaled or ingested 
at time t=O. 
Since one of the objects of the present study is to know the 
dose rate at time t=O resulting from activity incorporated 
since the commissioning of a facility at time t = -·c 1 the 
following relationship applies 
D(t=O) 
D(t=O) [r:m J 
I ( t) rrem J 
g Lc~.s 
a ( t) [~i J 
= r 
-c 
I 
g (t) x a(t) dt ( 5. 3-·21) 
= dose rate at time t=O 
= derivation of dose factor as a function 
of time 
activity inhalation or ingestion rate 
Assuming a nearly constant incorporation rate a 1 we thus 0 
obtain 
D(t=O) 
0 
=~ g'(t) 
-r 
= g( 7:) x a 
0 
dt x a 
0 
(5.3-22) 
It can be seen that this line of investigation similarly leads 
to g(~) 1 r here being the operating life of a nuclear facility 
up to the moment under consideration. 
In view of the fact that 
- Sr-90 in the organ 'bones' is the only one of the radio-
nuclides under consideration here to produce a g(r) that 
still shows any appreciable increase after l: ) 1 year 1 
- these considerations are based on a state of virtual 
eauilibrium 1 
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the dose factors g(~= 50 years) used were thos~ nublished by 
the US~~C f7t7. In view of the criticisms mnde of these sets 
of data, the dose fact0rs for the organs 'whole body' and 
'thyroid' of soldat fl217 were adopted for the isotopes I-129 
and I-131. These are set out in tables 5.10 and 5.11. 
5.3.6. Consumption data 
On account of varying agricultural use in an area, different 
professional activities and individual tastes among consumers, 
the nutritional habits of the population - as to quantity and 
composition - exhibit both regional and personal variations. 
Average consumption data and the variation limits have been 
compiled £124]. Data from this source for the four age grou9s 
in this study are set out in Table 5.12. 
The last column of this table gives the factor by which the 
average consumption of a particular foon group can be exceeded 
by certain sections of the population - i.e. not just by any 
one individual. rrhis applies in particular to agricultural 
households, ?.ince on the one hand (for adults) the heavy fllanual 
work leads to an increased calorie requirement, ancl on the other 
hand the opportunity of simply taking certain foods from within 
the farm leads to increased consumption of these foods. For 
this section of the population the consumption of other foods 
can then be below the calculated average values. 
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6. Radiological impact from nuclear facilities in the Rhein-
Maas Region and the adjacent zone 
As already indicated in the Introduction, the aim of this study 
is to establish the expected dose rates for the following 
organs: 
bones, gastro-intestinal tract, gonads, liver, lungs, 
skin, thyroid and whole body (=average for all organs). 
The results are to be presented in the form of 
a) local individual dose rates, 
b) distributions of individual dose rates, together with 
average and maximum individual dose rates, 
c) collective dose rates, 
d) a breakdown of dose rates by radionuclide and exposure 
pathway. 
The criteria governing the assessment of these various forms of 
dose rate were set out in Section 5.2. The basic formulae for 
calculating the individual contributions from the various ex-
nosure pathways and for ascertaining total exposure were also 
set out in that section. 
In the following sections below the results obtained on the 
basis of the data set out in Section 5.3, are presented in the 
following order: 
Impact via the gaseous effluent pathway 
Projections for 1985/90 
Extrapolations for 2000/05 
Impact via the liquid effluent pathway 
Proiections for 1985/90 
Extrapolations for 2000/05. 
At this point it is worth drawing attention once again to the 
problems raised by projections for these periods, as discussed 
in Section 4.2.3. 
-~-
6.1 Impact via the gaseous effluent pathway 
6.1.1. Projection for 1985/90 
For the purposes of calculating radiological exoosure for 
1985/90 it was assumed that 
a) the nuclear facilities listed in Section 4.2.1 would 
be in operation, 
b) these facilities would have average discharge rates 
hro~dly in line with those given in Section 5.3.1, 
c) the models used for calculating radiological exposure 
(Sections 5.3.2 to 5.3.6) give a sufficiently accurate 
picture of the processes as they actually operate. 
The most important aspects of the multitude of results ohtained 
- reflecting the wide range of parameters: radionuclides, ex-
posure pathways, organs and age groups - are presented and 
discussed below. 
~ 
a) ~~~~1-~~~~y~~~~!-~~~~-~~~~~-Q_i~l 
aa) ~x1e~n~l~~e~P.Qs~r~ !r£m_a£tivity in_t~e_p!u~e_(£f_ 
~~a1i£n_5~2~-1) 
The major part of radiation received via this pathway is con-
tributed by radioactive noble gases. The(-radiation pene-
trates the whole body more or less homogeneously, so that any 
organ-related features can be disregarded. For similar reasons 
there is no need to take account of age. This radiation is 
included in the overall assessment as a contribution to the 
whole-body dose rate and to each of the organ dose rates. 'rhe 
local individual dose rates via this exposure pathway are given 
in Fig. 6-1.1. 
In this and the following figures the gradation of the isodose 
lines is 1-2-5-10. The plotting programme was based on a grid 
of 6.55 x 6.55 km, which corresponds to a grid of 1.8 x 1.d m~ 
in the figures. If these figures are to be interpreted cor-
rectly, it should be pointed out that because of 
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- the relatively coarse gr~d compared with the gradient of 
the atmospheric dispersion factor, and 
- the gradation of the isodose lines 
it is not always possible to record the maximum values in the 
vicinity of nuclear facilites. At worst, the isogram for the 
highest dose rate can be below the actual maximum value by a 
factor of approximately 5. The two reasons given above are more 
or less equally responsible for this situation. 
'l'he maximum value of the whole-body dose rates calculated for 
some 7 500 grid points is 2.69 mrem/yr. 
ab) ~x~e£n~l~=e~PQS£r~ fr£m_a£tiv~ ~t~rial £e£0~i1e£ Qn_t~e-
grQu~d_(~e~ ~a~a1i£n_5~2=2l 
'I'he t -radiation from active material deposited on the ground 
penetrates the whole hody more or less homogeneously, so that 
here too, as in aa), both organ- and age-related factors can be 
disregarded. This dose is included in the overall assessment 
as a contribution to the whole-body dose rate and to each of 
the organ dose rates. 
\-,'ith reqard to ground radiation, there is no need to take the 
~-radiation into account, as the deposited material passes 
relatively quickly into the upper soil layer, where the~ 
radiation is then absorbed. 
It follows from equations 5.3-7 and 5.3-8 that the surface 
concentration and thus the dose rate is proportional to 
D 0-t' x(1-e-/~t 
EG seff l:g 
eff 
r = effective residence time in upper soil layer 
5
eff 
At = total time since commissioning of facility. 
The equilibrium surface concentration and hence the equilibrium 
dose rate that will be reached after a sufficiently long period 
is then proportional to 
00 {1. t 
DEG seff. 
As indicated in Table 5-6, the equilibrium concentration is 
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reached for most radioisotopes in a relatively short time com-
pared with the expected life of a nuclear facility (approx. 
30 years), whereas in the case of Cs-137 only about 50% of the 
equilibrium value is reached. 
Figure 6-1.2a shows the expected local individual dose rates 
via this exposure pathway for 1985/90. The maximum value of 
the whole-body dose rates calculated for the various grid points 
is 0.065 mrem/yr.*) 
For comparison, Fig. 6-1.2b gives the expected local individual 
dose rates for a state of equilibrium. The maximum value of 
the whole-body dose rates calculated for the various grid 
points is 0.17 mrem/yr.*) 
A comparison of the two fiqures shows that for most locations 
in the region the dose rates for a state of equilibrium are 
greater than those for 19d5/90 hy a factor of bPtween 2 and 5. 
The main reason for this is the slow build-up of the Cs-137 
concentration. In the immediate vicinity of facilities which 
will have had a relative short operational life by 1985/90 
there could he even higher factors, eince it is possible that 
there the 'shorter-lived' radjonuclides will not have reached 
a state of eauilibrium either. 
ac) ~x!e£n~lfo-~x£0~U£e_f£O~ ~c!i~i!y_i~ the Ql~m~ is~e_egu~-­
!ig_n_5.!..2.:.1l 
For this exposure pathway too, the major contribution derives 
almost exclusively from the radioactive noble gases. The~ 
• 
radiation affects in particular the surfaces of the body 
(skin) and those of the respiratory organs (lungs). Exposure of 
the skin is due to the plume surrounding the body, while the 
lungs are affected by the inhaled gases. In addition, the ex-
posure of the male gonads was included in the calculations for 
values of E~ > 36 keV, allowing for the attenuation due to the 
protecting 'skin. 
The local individual dose rates for the organ 'skin' via this 
exposure pathway are given in Fig.6-1.3. The maximum value of 
M) . 6 1 2 d b h . . d 1. f 5 I In F1g. - • a an t e max1mum 1so ose 1nes or 0.0 mrem yr 
and 0.1 mrem/yr could not be identified. 
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the skin dose rates calculated for the various grid points 
is 1. 53 mrem/yr. 
ad) fn!e£n~l_e~PQS~r~ fr£m_a£tlv~ ~a!e£i~l_i~c£rEO£a!e£ EY_ 
ln~ala!i£n_(~e~ ~~a!i£n_5~2=3l 
In accordance with their metabolic behaviour, the radionuclides 
incorporated by inhalation are distributed in varying propor-
tions in the various organs. The resulting exposure level is 
therefore organ-related. Furthermore, on account of variations 
in breathing rate and metabolism with age it is also dependent 
on the age group. 
As an example for this exposure pathway, Figs. 6-2.1 to 3 show 
the local individual dose rates for the organs: 
whole body, bones and thyroid. 
The local dose rates for the other organs closely approximate 
to those for the whole body. The dose rates shown in these 
figures are an average for all age groups (cf equation 5.2-27), 
i.e. they apply to the "average individual". 
The maximum values of the dose rates calculated for the various 
grid noints are: 
whole body: 0.007 mrem/yr 
bones 0.023 mrem/yr 
thyroid 0.053 mrem/yr. 
ae) fn!e£n~l_e~p£S~r~ from active ~a!e£i~l_i~c£r£0~a!e£ with 
fo£d_(~e~ ~~a!i£n~ 2·~-i ~n£ 2·~-2) 
Except for the lunqs, the radionuclides incorporated by in-
gestion are distributed to the individual organs in the same 
way as those incornorated by inhalation. Here too, therefore, 
the resulting exnosure level is organ-related. Furthermore, 
on account of variations in food intake and metabolism with age 
it also denends on the age group. 
As an example for this exposure pathway, Figs. 6-3.1 to 3 show 
the local individual dose rates for the organs: 
whole body, bones and thyroid. 
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Here too, the dose rates for the other organs closely approxi-
mate to those for the whole body. Similarly, the dose rates 
given in the figures are averages for all age groups (see equa-
tion 5.2-27), i.e. they apply to the "average individual". 
The maximum values of the dose rates calculated for the various 
grid points are: 
whole body 
bones 
thyroid 
0.39 mrem/yr 
1.05 mrem/yr 
1.d6 mrem/yr. 
By was of qualification it should be noted that the local dose 
rates given in Figs. 6-3.1 to 3 were calculated on the assump-
-tion that the food consumed at location r "'as also produced 
there, which implies that the area concerned is under cultiva-
tion. This assumption, however, is only valid for the popula-
tion employed in agriculture (7.5%, see Table 3.5), and then 
only to a certain extent, since even here as a result of 
specialization the degree of self-sufficiency is only between 
20 and 30% L3~. The figures are to be interpreted in the 
light of these reservations. 
As has already been indicated in the previous sections, it is 
practically impossible, on account of the freedom of trade with-
in and between the states of the Rhein-Maa~ Reoion,to define 
specific catchment and distribution areas or to reconstruct the 
food distribution funrtions fd (equation 5.2-1.6), with which it 
would be possible to calculate the actual local dose rat~s. 
However, in order to allow ~t least anproximately, for the 
levelling effect of t~hese diBtribution pr'>cesses, average indi-
vidual dose rates were calculated (Pruation 5.2-18) for 
- the administrative units listed in Table 3.3 and 
- countries or regions. 
These average dose rates, calculated assuming autarchy within 
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each administrative unit, are set out together with collective 
dose rates (see Part c of this section) in Table 6.1. The 
maximum values of the dose rates calculated for administrative 
units are: 
whole body 
bones 
thyroid 
0.026 mrem/yr 
0.066 mrem/yr 
0.441 mrem/yr. 
b) Qi~t~i£u!i2n_f~n£tio~s-~-(~)_f2r_i~divid~a! £o~e_r~t~s~ 
~v~r~g~ ~n~ ~a~i~u~ in~iyi~u~l_d2s~ rates 5 and Dmax 
In order to present a clear picture of the varying doses to 
which the population is exposed, use is made of the distribu-
tion function or, to be more precise, the complementary distri-
bution function (see equation 5.2-24). This gives, for each 
dose rate D, the number of individuals subjected to this or a 
higher dose rate. 
The distribution functions calculated for the eight organs 
allowing for all exposure pathways*)_ these calculations were 
based not on grid points but on the coordinate positions of 
local authority areas - are set out in Figures 6-4.1 to 6-4.8*~ 
Both the distribution functions for the four age groups and the 
overall function for the whole population are given. The aver-
age individual dose rates (see equation 5.2-25) are also inclu-
ded~ these are also to be found, together with maximum indivi-
dual dose rates and collective dose rates (see Part c of this 
section) in Table 6.2. 
In order to assess the effects of varying assumptions about the 
ingestion pathway on the form of the distribution function, 
these functions were derived with reference to two models: 
-- food consumed at location r was also produced there 
(CV-model, CV means £Ommunity ~alues) 
- food consumed within ministrative unit AR (district) was 
also produced within this administrative unit (see 
equation 5.2-19) (DV model, DV means £istrict ~alue) 
x) For the exposure pathway "ground radiation" the state of 
equilibrium D~G was assumed.~ 
MM)~ -axis: log scale: y-axis: \f:scale 
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A comparison shows that higher maximum dose rates occur with 
the CV model than with the DV model, since in the latter case 
locally occurring peaks are eliminated by the process of aver-
aging over an administrative unit. 1'1oreover, the maximum 
values derived using the CV model depend on the organ and age 
group. They are set out in Table 6.2. 
With the DV model, on the other hand, the maximum values do not 
appear to be organ-related, with the exception of the skin and 
thyroid dose rates, or age-related, with the exception of that 
for the thyroid. This is because of the fact that with this 
model the maximum dose rates occur in the vicinity of the 
~'Jiihleberg nuclear power station, as a result of relatively high 
discharge levels for noble gases from this facility (see Table 
5.1). Since, according to £7~], apart from noble gases this 
power station discharges only the I-131 isotope, which makes a 
significant contribution via the ingestion pathway only to the 
thyroid dose rate, it is only for this organ that the expected 
correlation with the ingestion pathway models is apparent. 
The effect of the ingestion pathway models on the average indi-
vidual dose rates included in Table 6.2 is negligible. As 
shown in this table, the average individual dose rates, taking 
all age groups togethPr, are of the order of 0.01 mrem/yr for 
the whole body, GI-tract, gonads, liver and lungs, while for 
the bones (about 0.015 mrem/yr), skin (about 0.032 mrem/yr) and 
thyroid (about 0.026 mrem/yr) higher values are found because 
of the influence of "critical" isotopes (C-14, p~ radiation from 
noble gases, iodine isotopes). The age-re] at.ed average indi-
vidual dose rates for most orqans range from ahout 0.009 mremf:tr 
(adults) to about 0.02 mrem/yr (infants). For the skin and 
thyroid the dose rates range from 0.01 mrem/yr to 0.04 mrem/yr 
ann from 0.02 mrem/yr to 0.1 mrcm/yr. 
The collective dose rates can be calculated by adding together 
thP individuaJ dose rates for thr whole pooulation (equations 
5.2-26 and 5.2-29). 
l 
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The resulting collective dose rates for the eight organs, de-
rived from the individual dose rates calculated as described 
above, are set out in Table 6.2. As this table shows, for the 
whole bony, digestive tract, gonads, liver and lungs they are 
of the order of 600-640 man-rem/yr, while -as with the average 
individual dose rates - the figures are higher for the bones 
(about 330 man-rem/yr), skin (about 1 920 man-rem/yr) and 
thyroid (about 1 590 man-rem/yr). 
The collective dose rates set out in Table 6.2, being derived 
from the individual dose rates, calculated as described above, 
are aoplicable assuming agricultural autarchy. In order to 
check to what extent this can be assumed for the Rhein-Maas 
Region as a whole, 
total production was assessed using the data on land 
use (Fig. 3.7 ~nd Table 3.6) and on crop yields and 
crop utilization (Table 3.7), 
- total consumotion was calculated using data on consump-
tion (table 5.12) and the population of the region 
('fable 3.2). 
r~e resulting figures are summarized in tabular form below. 
It can he seen from this that for most agricultural products 
the rlegree of autarchy is less than 100~ *! Calculating ex-
posure via the ingestion pathway on the assumption of self-
sufficiencv thus leads to an over-estimate of the figures for 
this exp0sure ~at~way. 
In order to take account of this factor, the integral dose rate 
for all agricultural products was calculated in accordance with 
ecuation 5.2-22. 
For this, use was made of 
H) 
- data on the prooortionate utilization of land for 
arable farming and qrazing; these data were taken for 
each administrative unit from the available statistics 
{)9, 40 and 41]: 
The degree of self-sufficiency estimated on the basis of 
national data has been added for comparison. 
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Production and consumption of agricultural products in the 
Rhein-Maas Region. 
Autarchy Autarchy:tt) 
Production Consumption = I2roduction estimated 
£106 t/yrJ 6 .{Io t/yr] consumption from [32J 
% % 
Cereals 2.97 4.23 70.2 80 
Potatoes 3.35 4.41 76.0 102 
Vegetables 3.01 3.14 95.9 d9 
Fruit 2.90 5.44 53.3 63 
Meat 3.70 4.11 90.0 111 
Milk 4.54 4.35 104.4 101 
- -
:tt) Estimates made on the basis of national data disregarding 
Switzerland. 
data on the percentages of the arable and grazing 
-
land used for various agricultural products (Table 3.6); 
-crop yields and crop utilization (Table 3.7). 
The resulting integral dose rates are given in Table 6.1. 
The sum of the integral dose rates for the whole J{hein-lllaas 
Region is identical with the collective dosP rate for the oopu-
lation (equation 5.2-23), provided that nll foodstuffs prn0ucPd 
within the region are consumed there and that imported food-
stuffs are not contaminated with radionuclides. In the conrse 
of the frt;>~'> exchange of goods, however, nroducts from the 
Rhein-Maas Region are also taken for consumption in th~ adjacent 
r~gions and vice-versa. SincP basic foodstuffs are genPrally 
consumed close to the nroductina arPa, however, +-his Pxchange 
is not likely to have any great effect on the overall result. 
The collective nose rates revised in line with these considera-
tions are set out in Table 6.3. These figures are less than 
the collective dose rates calculated assuming autarchy, the 
factors concerned being as follows: 
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Whole body 0.80 
Bones o. 76 
Skin 0.94 
Thyroid 0.73 
There is thus also a corresponding reduction in the actual 
values of average individual dose rates for aJ.l age groups 
together, which are also included in Table 6.3. 
o) fo~tEi£u!i£n~ ~f_tge_v~rio~s_r~dio~U£lirl~s_a~d_e~P£S~r~ 
~!h~ays_t~ ~o£e_r~t~s-
An assessment of the contributions made by the various radio-
nuclides and exposure pathways to the level of radiological 
exposure can be made by breaking down the dose rate in accor-
dance with these two parameters. 
This breakdown was made for the following organs: 
¥!hole body, bones, skin, thyroid 
on the basis of the average individual dose rates for the Rhein-
~>aas Reqion*). The results are set out in Tables 6-4.1 to 
6-4.4. The most important radionuclides and exposure pathways 
for the various organs are as follows: 
Whole body : C-14HH) , H-3 
ingestion pathway 
Bones C-14HH) 
ingestion pathway 
Skin Kr-85 
radiation from plume 
Thyroid I-131 
ingestion pathway 
For the other organs, the distribution closely resembles that 
for the whole body. 
H) For the exposure pathway "ground radiation" a state of equi-
ca librium D EG was assumed. 
**)see footnote of section "5.3.4 Bioaccumulation and transfer 
factors". 
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According to this analysis the radioisotopes 
H-3, C-14, Kr-d5, I-131 and Cs-137 
contribute most to exposure via the gaseous effluent pathway. 
Of the individual exposure pathways, the ingestion pathway is 
by far the most important. Hadiation from the plume and the 
ground radiation each play a more or less equally important 
part. The inhalation pathway is of less importance. 
6.1.2. Extrapolation for 2000/05 
For the period from 1985/90 to 2000/05, no details are available 
of proposed sites for nuclear facilities - present plann1.ng 
covers only the period up to 1985/90 - but only projections on 
a national scale (see Section 4.2). It is therefore impossible 
to give !~~~!-~~~~Y~~~~!-~~~~-~~~~~ for 2000/05. 
For the purpose of working out extrapolations for the ~~~~Y~~~~l 
~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-!~~~~~~~· the following assumptions were 
made: 
- the nuclear industry will develop in accordance with 
the forecasts discussed in Section 4.2. This means 
that installed nuclear capacity in the Rhein-Maas 
Region will approximately double between 1985/90 and 
2000/05: 
the discharge rates (Table 5.1) adopted in the previous 
sections for the period up to 1985/90 are also 
applicable for the period up to 2000/05: 
- the site distribution (proportion of sites in the vici-
nity of major cities, in conurbations and in rural 
areas) and the average number of facilities per site 
will not alter significantly between 1985/)0 and 
2000/05. 
On the basis of these assumptions, the two extremes of the indi-
vidual dose rate distribution functions for 2000/05 can be ext-
rapolated from those for 1985/90 as follows: 
- the ~~~1~~~-1~9iYi9~2l_QQ§~_f2~~§ for 1985/90 will not 
change significantly by 2000/05 on the above assumptions: 
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instead, the number of individuals subject to these 
dose rates will roughly double. 
- the segment of the nopulation subject to the lowest dose 
rate in 1935/90 - this generally means the nopulation 
living at some distance from rivers and thus from 
nuclear sites - will, broadly speaking, also be recei-
ving the lowest dose rate in 2000/05. This lowest rate, 
however, will have approximately doubled by 2000/05. 
The corresponding distribution functions for 2000/05 - the 
nattern betwePn the two extremes has been approximately aligned 
with that for 1985/90 - are shown in Figures 6-4.1 to 6-4.8. 
On the?e assumptions the £2!!~~~!~~-~2~~-!~~~~ ralculated fnr 
l98S/90 will he doublnn by 2000/0S, as will the ~Y~E~9~-!~~!: 
y~~~~!-92~~-E~£~~· The expected dose rates for this neriod can 
be obtained by c'loublinq the figures set out in Table 6.4. 
!~~-~2~~Ei~~~!2~~-2!_Y~E~2~~-E~~!2~~~!i~~~-~~~-~~r2~~E~-E~~~~~~~ 
~2-~~~-~2~~-E~~~~ will remain unchanged on the above assumptions. 
6.2. Impact via the liquid effluent pathway 
6.2.1. Proiection for 1985/go 
The assumptions on which the projections for 19.'35/90 are based 
are set out in Section 6.1.1. 
~ 
a) ~2~~!-!~~!~i~~~L-~2~~-E~~~~-eiEl 
a a) .§.xt_e!_nal ~-!_a9_i~tiog J.s~e_egu~t.~ogs_5..:.2.:.6_agd_5..:.2.:. 7l 
·rhe eYternal radiation comprises that from activity in water 
(equation 5.2-6) and that from activity associated with sedi-
ments (equation 5.2-7). The latter factor is of importance at 
locations which are temporarily covered by changing water 
levels or floods. Since both types of radiation are of impor-
tance in the river bank zone, these two exposure pathways are 
dealt with together in this section. Radiation from sediments 
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generally accounts for more than 99% of the total dose. 
Figures 6-5.1 to 3 and 6-n.1 to 5 oive the dose rates for the 
bank zones of the followinq rivers: 
Rhein, Aare, Neckar, f·'a n, f·loselle aPd r-·aas. 
It was assumed here that the concentration of activity in the 
upper soil layer of the flood plain was equal to the concen-
tration of activity in the sediments on the river bed at the 
same point, decreasing with depth over a relaxation distance of 
3 cm [io1J. This is a conservative estimate. Since the~ -ra-
' diation can be disregarded on account of the absorption pro-
cesses in the water and the soil, the dose rates give~ aonly 
equally to all organs and age groups. 
The maximum value of these dose rates - exoressed for the sake 
of convenience in mrem/h - is around 1.2 (-3) mrem/h. on the 
basis of 200 h/yr (assumed average soiourn ti:"ne for keen 
amateur fishermen) this corresnonds to an individual dose rate 
of 0.24 mrem/yr and, on the basis of d 760 h/yr, to a local 
dose rate of 10.5 mrem/yr. 
a'b) !n!,e!_n~l_e~P2.s~r~ ,!,r,Q,m_as_t_:hv~ ~a!_eE:i.~l __ i!:!g~s!_e9_ with 
£rin~i!:!g_w~t~r_(~e~ ~q~a~i2,n_5~2=3l 
In accordance with their metabolic behaviour, the radionuclides 
ingested with drinking water are distributed in varyinq pronor-
tions to the various organs. The resultinrJ dose rates are 
therefore organ- and age-related. Figures 6-5.1 to 3 show the 
local individual dose rates on the Rhein for the whole body, 
bones and thyroid. These were calculated 011 the assumntion 
that all drinking water consumed is drawn from the river. The 
local dose rates for the other organs closely approximate to 
those for the whole body. The dose rates shown in the figures 
are an average for all age groups (eauation 5.2-27), i.e. they 
apply to the 'average individual'. 'rhe maximum values of these 
dose rates are as follows: 
whole body O.Oo mrem/yr 
bones 0.17 mrem/yr 
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thyroid : 0.19 mrem/yr 
Figures 6-6.1 to 5 show the local whole-body dose rates for the 
other rivers. The maximum value is of the order of 0.1 mrem/yr. 
The ratio between the dose rates for the bones and thyroid and 
those for the whole body is roughly the same as the ratio for 
the Rhein, since the conditions are similar. 
A realistic calculation of the individual dose rates can be 
made on the basis of the data set out in Table 3-1 on the 
waterworks treating surface water in the region. The individual 
dose rates for the 'average individual' calculated on the basis 
of these data are set out in Table 6-5 together with collective 
dose rates (see Part c of this section). The maximum values 
for the dose rates cnlculated for the supply areas of particular 
waterworks are: 
whole body 
bones 
thyroid 
0.06 mrem/yr 
0.07 mrem/yr 
0.09 mrem/yr 
ac) J.n.!:f'!_n~l. e~n;:s:2r~ .!.r<:~m. _a_£tjy~ _l!la~er.i~l_i_!}g~s!;e.£ ~i!h __ fs>o9 
J s~e _egu_?.t _i_ons __ 5 .• 2::9 _ agd __ 5 :.2::1Q) 
The rndionuclides rlischar<1ed with liquid effluent contribute to 
the tnt.ol d01"e vj a tl1e consumption of freshwater fishmeat 
(~quation 5.2-9) and irriqaterJ plant products (equation 5.2-10). 
As foY all ingeRti0n pathways, the dose rates are organ- and 
age-related. Firwn~s 6-5. 1 to 3 show the local individual 
dose rates on the Rhein for the organs whole body, bones and 
thyroid. These were calculated on the following assumptions: 
- non-migratory fish account for all freshwater fishmeat 
consumed: 
- all food plants are irrigated with river water. 
The local dose rates for the other organs closely approximate 
to those for the whole body. The dose rates given in the 
figures are averages for all age groups together (equation 
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5.2-27), i.e. they apply to the 'average individual' The 
maximum values of these dose rates are as follows: 
Consumption of fishmeat Amateur fishermen 
(see Table 5-12) 
Whole body 
Bones 
Thyroid 
0.013 mrem/yr 
0.017 mr~m/yr 
0.0015 mrem/yr 
X 65 
X 65 
X 65 
Consumption of irrigated plant products 
WholP hoCiy 0.06 mrern/yr 
Bones 0.15 mrem/yr 
Thyroid 0.06 mrPm/yr 
0.85 mrem/yr 
1.11 mrem/yr 
0.10 mrem/yr 
Figures 6-6. 1 to S show the loca] whole-hody dose rates for 
the ot11er rivers. Thn maximum values are 0.09 rnre,.,/yr 
(x 65 = 5.9 mrem/yr for amateur fishermen) for the tishmeat 
pathway and 0 .Or) mrern/yr for thA exposure paU~way "irrigated 
plant products". The ratio of the dose rates for the bones 
and thyroid to those for the whole body is rouCJhly the same as 
that for the Rhein, since conditions are similar. 
b) ~!~~~~e~~!~~-!~~~~~~~-~-i~l_f~E-i~~i~:~~~!-9~~~-E~~~~L 
~~~~~2~-~~~-~~~!~~~-!~~~~~~~~~-9~~~-!~~~~-Q-~~9-~~~~ 
The pre-condition for calculating the dose raU! distributJon 
functions, i.e. a correlation between the JocaJ dos0 rates an<'! 
the population distribution, cannot be satisfied to the same 
extent for exposure via the liquici effluent nathway as for the 
gaseous discharge pathway. The reason for this is that there 
is as yet insufficient information on the pronortion of the 
rxmulation exposed to radiation as a result of usinrJ rivers. 
Exposure via drinking-water, as already notecl in tl;e nrevious 
part of this section, forms an exceDtion, m.,ring to t1Je availa-
bility of waterworks' supply data. 
For the eight standard organs, calculated distribution func-
tions for the drinking-water pathway are shown in Fiqures 
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6-7. 1 to d. Eoth the distribution functions for the four age 
grouns and the overall function for the whole population are 
qiven. 'l'he average individual dose rates (see equation 5.2-25) 
are also included; these are also to be found, together with 
maximu~ individual dose rates and collective dose rates (see 
Part c of this section) in Table 6-6. 
t\s can re seen from this ·rable, the average individual dose 
rates for the GI-tract, liver and lunqs for the section of the 
oonulation supplied with surface water, taking all age groups 
together, are in the region of 0.013 to 0.014 mrem/yr, while 
for t~e thyroid (approx. 0.016 mrem/yr), whole body, gonads, 
sl<.in (approx. 0.019 mrem/yr) and bones (anprox. 0.024 mrem/yr) 
higher values are found; in the case of bones this is essen-
tially on account of the isoto1:e Sr-90. The age-related 
variations in the average individual dose rates are greatest 
in the case of bone dose rates. Here the dose varies between 
about 0.020 rnrern/yr (adults) and 0.036 rnrem/yr (children). For 
the other organs there is less variation. The average values 
for the whole nopulation of the H.hein-1-laas Region are lower 
by a factor ~f aoproximately 5. 
c) Collective dr,se rates DC 
The ~ollectiv<: close rates can be calculated by adding toqether 
the individua1 r~t)Se rates for thn whole oopulation (er<l!ations 
S.')-2f and .,.·.2-?.9), in so fnr as t.hese are known. 1\S was 
not0d above, thi~ is only possible for the drinking-water path-
wov. ·c>,e c0lJ ec+-; ve rlose rA.l·c~s for the catchment areas of 
,-aterworks calculated fr0rn the in~ividual dose rates on the 
hasis of the si;;-:e of p0""lc:lation sunplied are set r,ut for the 
\vholr> hor'lv, 1--onR" ClOd thyroid in Tabl<> fi-5. '!'hP rollective 
dr,c::p ratPs for thn •.'1-,o]P qhein-J•1,'>as Re'lion ar<> set out for all 
eight or<:Flrts in Table 6-6. As can be s<=>Pn fr-0m this table, 
+-hesr.> rates are of the order of 160 to 180 manrem/yr for the 
GI-tract, liver and lunqs, while -as with the averaqe indivi-
dual dose rates- for the thyroid (205 manrem/yr), whole body, 
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gonads, skin (235 manrem/yr) and bones (approx. 300 manrem/yr) 
higher values are found. Some of the c~llective dose rates are 
also included in Table 6.7. 
For exposure via the fishmeat nath•,•ay, since date are available 
on the quantities caught (see Table 3.d), but not on individual 
consumption, it is initially only possible to calculate integral 
dose rates (equation 5.2-22). As the total catch (2 507 t/yr, 
see Table 3.8) is small in comnarison with totaJ consumption of 
freshwater fish (19 338 t/yr, see Tables 5.12 and 3.2) it can 
be assumed that the entirety of this catch is consumed in the 
region. Accordingly, the integral dose rates can be regarded 
as collective dose rates (equation 5.2-23). These are set out 
in Table 6.7. 
Currently published data on the extraction of river water for 
irrigation purposes are regarded as very incomolete. As a 
first ste9, in order to estimate the order of magnitude of the 
collective dose rates, inter;ral dose rates were calculated on 
the following assumntions: 
-water is extracted at a rate of 1 m3/s, 
- the radionuclide concet~ration is as at Rhein 
kilometre 500 (see list below), 
- the irrigation rate amounts to lOO mm per growth period 
(see e0uation 5.3-13), 
for economic reasons, only high-value croos (vegetables) 
are irrigated. 
These assumptions hold for an irrir1ated area of 51. d km2 , which 
can yield vegetables for some 2 million inhabitants. '1'he 
integral dose rates calculated on this basis are set out in 
Table 6-7. 
For the dose from external expo~ure durinCJ time spent at the 
riverside, on account of the lack of data on average sojourn 
frequencies and times for the various 9Qpulation groups it is 
most difficult to calculate collective dose rates. On the 
assumption that amateur fishermen makP- by far the greatest con-
tribution to the collective dose rate, an unner estimate was 
made, following a direct survey among amateur fishermen, on the 
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basis of the following data: 
keen fishermen: 10 per km of river bank 
kilometre, 
- average sojourn time : 200 h/yr, 
20 per river 
- average local dose rate: 3(-4) mrem/h (see Figures 6.5 
and 6.6), 
- length of radionuclide-bearing watercourses : 2 700 km. 
This resulted in a collective dose rate of about 3 manrem/yr. 
Time spent in the inundation area by other population groups, 
such as walkers, canoeists, campers etc. can be allowed for by 
applying a factor of 2, so that a collective dose rate of 6 
manrem/yr can be regarded as an upper estimate for this exposure 
pathway. This figure is included in Table 6-7. 
In order to provide an estimate of the collective dose rates for 
all water pathways, Table 6.7 also includes the totals of the 
individual amounts. These totals should be seen in the light of 
the assumptions and reservations on the basis of which the indi-
vidual amounts were calculated. This is equally true for the 
average individual dose rates included in the same table~ these 
rates were obtained by simply averaging out the collective dose 
rates over the 60.4 million inhabitants of the region. 
d) £2~~~!~~~!2~~-2E-~~~-Y~~!2~~-~~9!2~~~!!9~~-~2-92~~-~~~~~ 
Since an overall assessment of exposure via the liquid effluent 
pathway could only be made with a number of reservations, a 
breakdown of the radionuclide components for each single expo-
sure pathway was drawn up for the following organs: 
whole body, bones, thyroid. 
This was based on the percentages of radionuclides obtaining at 
Rhein kilometre 500, which can be regarded as representative of 
the whole region (see above). The results are set out in 
Tables 6-8.1 to 3. The principal radionuclides for the two main 
exposure pathways 'drinking water' and 'irrigated vegetables' are 
H-3,Sr-90 and I-131. For the fishmeat pathway, Cs-134 and Cs-137 
are also of importance. External exposure comes mainly from the 
Co and Cs isotopes. 
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Radionuclide concentrations and pro rata composition at hhein 
kilometre 500 
Nuclide Concentration Percentage 
excluding :n-3 
{Ci/m3_} [%] [!o] 
H-3 6.40 ( -7) 99.~58 -
Co-58 1.87 (-10) 0.029 20.64 
Co-60 1.93 (-10) 0.030 ') 1 . 31 
Sr-8'1 6.97 (-11) 0.011 7.69 
Sr-90 3.63 (-11) 0.006 4.01 
Ru-106 7.20 (-13) 0.0001 0.03 
I-131 1.42 (-10) 0.022 15.6d 
Cs-134 8.26 (-11) 0.013 9.12 
Cs-137 1. 5>3 (-10) 0.025 17.44 
Ce-144 3.65 (-11) o.oo£ 4.03 
Total E.41 (-7) lOO lOO 
6.2.2. Extrapolation for 2000/05 
The assumptions on which the extranolations of the projected 
figures for the ~eriod 2000/05 are based are set out i11 Section 
6.1.2. For the liquid effluent pathway, however, since thP 
resulting activity concentrations are ec;sentially proport:ional 
to the installed capacity upstream, the conclusions to be 
drawn are in some respects different. 
The !.~S~L~!:!9~:::::~9~~LQ~~'=-~~!:~~ shown in Fi?ures 6-5.1 to 3 and 
6-6.1 to 5 are expected to douh]e for points on the middle and 
lower reaches of the rivers concerned. For points or1 the upper 
reaches of these rivers it is difficult to ~ake an extraDOlation 
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since l1ere tre dase rates denend on the exact location of the 
new sites. 
There are t\.JO aspects affecting an extrapolation of the !!2~!~!­
~~~l-~~~~=~~~~-~i:~~~~~~~~~~-f~~~~i~~ for the drinking-water 
pathway: 
- the activity concentration in surface water will 
aooroximately double (see above): 
- the extraction of surface water for drinking-water 
suoolies is also exoected (see Section 7) to increase 
by a factor of approximately 2. 
The increased use of surface water will result from 
- an increase in the amounts of surface water oassing 
throug11 waterworks which already treat surface water: 
an extension of the use of surface water to waterworks 
which previously treated only ground water. 
'Phe doubling of the activity concentration will lead, on the 
basis of the suonly system considered, to a doubling of all 
dose rates. 
The effects of a 100% increase in surface water extraction must 
be examined in the light of two supply models: 
- l'·odel ,, : the increase in extraction is the result of 
douhlinq the amounts of surface water passing through 
those waterworks which already treat surface water; 
- 1·'odel E': the increase can be ascribed entirely to 
waterworks which did not previously treat surface water. 
It is assumed here that the technical characteristics 
(method of treatment, mixing ratio etc.) of the newly 
included waterworks correspond to those of the water-
works in Table 3-1. 
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r-~odel A results in an increase in the proportion of surface 
water in drinking water: 
p2000/05 
pro!JOrtion of surface water in 
drinking wat0r (see Table 3.1). 
Where the proportion of surface water was nreviouslv small, the 
incre~se means that concPntrations will be ~oubled, while in 
cases where the proportion is already very hiqh a smaller rise 
can ~ expectr->c'l. Since t:]-1-. rr·aximum values of +:he distri hut ion 
functions set out in Fiq.6-7 are derived from "'ri!1king water 
which alreadv consists exclusively of t.rPated surfacP '-''atnr 
(see T3h1 Ps 3.1 and 6.5). ro inrvpaso i~ nxnecte~ in the 
maximum individual do~e rates. T~a avPraae individual dose 
----------------------------- -----------------------
r>tec: \.rill be subject to an incrense of lPss tbnrl f:>rtor 2. 
~odel B results in a douhlinq of the ro~ulation receiving 
suopl ies of treated surface water. f'.aximum and averaqe ir1di-
vidual dose rates for the distribution functions thus rerr1ain 
unchangerl. 
·rhe r'listribution functions derived on the basis of a lOO% 
increase in concentration and these two suonly moc'lels for 
2000/05 have been included in Figures 6-7.1 to :'l. 'rhey are to 
be regarded as limit curves for the actual pattern of events. 
On the basis of the projections anr. suoply ~odels, ~~~-S~!l~S: 
!:~~~-~~~~-::~!:~~ for the exnosure pat "\oTays 'external exposure' 
and 'internal exnosure via consumption of fisbm('at' wilJ be 
twice as high hy 2000/05 as those calculated for 19d5/90. For 
the drinking-water oathway the maximum increase would be 
approximately a quadruoling of the 10d5/90 values. l1ssuming 
that amounts of water extracted for irrigation rJUrposes will 
double, a fourfold increase can also be expected for the ex-
oosure pathway 'irrigated vegetables'. 
The contributior.s of the individual E~9i~::!.!:!Sli9~~-!:~-!~~-~~~~ 
rates for the various exoosure y:>athways will remain unchanoed 
on these assumotions. 
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6.3 Comparison of gaseous and liquid effluent pathways 
In the preceding sections the radiological exposure resulting 
from releases of radionuclides was calculated in the form of 
various rJose rates. Depending on how much is known about the 
various exnosure pathways and on the assumptions which had to 
be made, the findings are of varying significance, as indicated 
in the various sub-sections. These findings - the most imrynr-
tnnl: figures for the whole body, bones, skin and thyroid are 
set out for comparison in rrable 6-9 - are to he seen in the 
light of these reservations. 
The maximum individual dose rates resulting from qaseous dis-
cllan:Je were calculated, for the ingestion pathway, assuming 
a0ricuJtural autarchy (which is a~proximatively true for far-
mers). For most organs these are in the region of 1 mrem/yr. 
Only for the thyroid is the rate as high as 10 mrem/yr. The 
maximum dose rates apply essentially to infants. The maximum 
individual dose rates resulting from liquid discharge have been 
set out separately for each exnosure pathway since, as already 
pointed out in Section 6.~, the basic criteria differ so widely 
that it scarcely anpears worthwhile to calculate a total. 'l'he 
hiahest dose rates here are associated with the fishmeat path-
way (fishermen) anc'l amount, for most organs, to something of 
the order of l mrem/yr. For the thyroid the maximum is in the 
region of 0.1 mre!l1/yr. A purely arithmetical summation of 
these maximum values gives dose rates of up to about 1.6 mrem,.Yr 
(bones). 
On the basjs of the assumptions made, extrapolating these fig-
ures for 2000/05 does not indicate any significant changes in 
the maximum dose rates from gaseous discharge. The maximum 
dose rates from liquid discharge can be expected more or less 
to double. 
The average individual dose rates set out in Table 6-9 relate 
to the region's total population of 60.4 million. The dose 
rates resulting from gaseous discharge are between about 
0.8(-2) mrem/yr (whole body) and 3(-2) mrem/yr (skin). The 
corresponding dose rates arising from liquid discharge - here 
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there is no objection to adding together the individual nath-
ways- are somewhat lower, being between about 0.5(-2) mrem/yr 
(thyroid) and 1(-2) mrem/yr (bones). The average tntal dose 
rate varies from about 1.4(-2) mrem/vr (whoJe hody) to 
3.5(-2) mrem/yr (skin). 
Extrapolation of these finures for 2000/05 rf""'n1 ts in a doublinq 
of the averaqe dose rates for the qaseous eff1 uent ""XnosurR 
pathways, while fnr the liquid effluent pathwavs the dose rates 
can be expActed to be between two and fnur time." 1-; igher, r'e)>Pn-
dinq r;n the particular pathway. '"'n<'ause of tllis uneven incre2se 
the average dose rates from liquid effluent pathway" f'or the 
whole body and bones wi 11 then be hi0her than t-hose f-r~,, rreswnJs 
effl u"nt natrway". 'T'h0 avPraqe +-"t" 1 r'losP rate ···' 11 vary frofll 
i'l"~--out 3.3(-2) mn·m/yr (whole body) t.o a"~--,-,•1t 'i.1(-2) mrem/yr 
(~kin). 
Comp<'~r i.c;on with certain find htrrf' of thP "l''i ss is si ni 
Study" 
Of the prPviouR fo~w' rd studies LI to f:}, the fin--' i nqs of the 
"fl1ississipni Study" [" l J are most closely C0111YJnrahle with the 
results obtained hnre, since the twn studies have very similar 
aims. A concise compar] son of th0 startinn c'lata and oh",ectivPs 
of the studies is given below: 
IU'!R (= Rhein-1\laas Region): 
area 
run-off 
population 
2 
::>22 342 km 
2 710 m3/s 
:60 432 LlOO inhab. 
population density: 270 inrah. 
per krnl 
Uf.li<B (= Upper r:ississippi River Basin): 
area 
Rl\'R : 
Rfv!R 
Uf'I!RB 
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run-off 
population 
4 757 m3/s 
3 907 m3/s (net) 
:17 870 942 inhab. 
(1970) 
29 091 800 inhab. 
(2000) 
population density: 23 inhab.per km2 
(1970) 
Output 55 
110 
Reprocessing capacity 40 
80 
Output 356 
Reprocessing capacity 12 300 
Gwe 
GWe 
t/yr 
t/yr 
37 inhab.per km2 
(2000) 
(1985/90) 
(2000/05) 
(19c35/90) 
(2000/05) 
GWe (2000) 
t/yr (2000) 
Assessment of dose rates on the basis of known facility 
and site plans for the period 1985/90. Extrapolation of 
results on the basis of energy forecasts for the period 
2000/05. 
Assessment of dose rates for the year 2000 on the basis 
of computer data on facilities and sites compiles with 
reference to forecast demand and statutory requirements. 
Out of the large number of findings, a first comparison can be 
made for the ~h.Ql~ 12os!Y dose rate. 'rhe average dose rates over 
all age grou~s in the year 2000 will be as follows: 
R~::.-{ 0.033 mrem/yr, including 
gaseous effluent pathway: 0.016 mrem/yr (= 41%) 
liquid effluent pathway 
Uf-"RB :O .169 mrem/yr, incJ uding 
gaseous effluent pathway 
liquid effluent pathway 
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0.022 mrem/yr (= 59%) 
(see Table 6-9) 
approx. 0.161 mrem/yr 
(= approx. 95%) 
approx. 0.003 mrem/yr 
(=approx. 5%) 
(estimated from ;:-1, Fig. II-3 J) 
The higher overall dose rate obtained for the "f'.Hssissippi 
study" area is thus the result of a dose rate via the gaseous 
effluent pathway some 10 times higher than that for the Rhein-
Maas Region, and this is discussed in detail below. The dose 
rates for the liquid effluent pathway are roughly of the same 
order of magnitude. 
A breakdown of exposure via the gaseous effluent oathway into 
the contributions from each individual exposure pathway reveals 
the following picture: 
RMR: UI'1RB: 
Plume exposure 23.7% 2.4% 
Ground exposure 19.4% 10.2% 
Exposure from inhalation 5.5% d2.5% 
Exposure from ingestion 51.4% 4.9% 
The relatively low proportion of plume exposure in the total 
external dose in the !11ississippi study is due essentially to the 
centroid concept adopted. Under this system the population of 
479 counties is assigned, for ease of calculation, to 300 cent-
2 
roids (average area about 2 600 km), in each of which the popu-
lation is then concentrated at a single geographical point. This 
mathematical depopulation of the inner zones around nuclear 
facilities means that radioactive noble gases with a relatively 
short half-life (e.g. Ar-41 (T1; 2=1.8h) and Kr-83 (T1; 2= 2.~h) 
but high dose factors (see Table 5-9) are in effect eliminated 
prematurely and thus make no further contribution to exposure 
via this pathway. 
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The comparison brings out one striking aspect of the "Missis-
sippi study" findings, namely the high proportion of the total 
dose contributed by the inhalation pathway, due almost exclu-
sively to the inhalation of tritium ~1, Fig. II-3_7. 
The total tritium component of the whole-body dose rate amounts 
to about 82% f:1, Fiq.II-5J, compared with about 26% (Table 
6-4) in the present study. 
The quantities of tritium released in the regions concerned are 
as follows: 
RMR 
Region: 1 200 Ci/yr 
Inner Zone: 70 000 Ci/yr 
UMRB 
7 090 000 Ci/yr 
L 1 , Table C-9 J 
(FRP "KEWA", N 02)M) 
14 ooo Ci/yr 
(FRP Mol, N 12)M) 
Allowing for the fact that approximately half of the tritium 
discharged from the reprocessing nlant at r~ol and one quarter 
r,f that discharr1Pd from the "KEWA" reprocessing plant contri-
bute to the regional inventory 
3200 Ci/yr + 0.5 X 14 000 Ci/yr + 0.25 X 70000 Ci/yr = 213000 
Ci/yr 
and taking into account the area ratio of 1:3.5 between RMR and 
U~B, the tritium concentration ratio between the two regions 
turns out at 1:70. A 70-fold increase in the tritium concen-
tration in the Rhein-Maas Region would result in a whole-body 
dose rate approximately 16 times higher, which would then cor-
respond to the dose rate given in the "Mississippi Study". The 
difference in the proportions of C-14 in the whole-body dose 
rate can also be put down to varying discharge rates. These 
discharge rates are as follows: 
RMR: 
Region: 580 Ci/yr 
UMRB: 
2.28 (-3) Ci/yr 
f:1, Table C-9 J 
Inner zone: 600 Ci/yr ( N02) 
120 Ci/yr (Nl2) 
M) See Table 4-4 and Fig.4-4 
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These varying assumptions on dischar99 rates mean that inthe 
present study C-14 contributes 28% of the whole-body dose rate, 
while in the "Mississippi Study", on account of the negligible 
contribution from C-14, no data are to he found. 
The ratios between organ dose rates and whole-body dose rates 
that can be calculated from these two studies show certain 
variations. Essentially, these can be put down to the varia-
tions in discharge rates for those radionuclides which have a 
predominant influence on the dose rates. This is illustrated 
below for the following organs: bones, skin and thyroid. 
Bones 
R~~ : 0.059 mrem/yr, including 
gaseous effluent pathway 0.022 mrem/yr (= 37%) (See 
Table 6 - 9) 
Ul'-'!RB 
ratio bones/whole body*): 
0.022 mrem/yr 1.4 
0.016 mrem/yr 
0.034 mrem/yr, including 
gaseous discharge pathway via air 
(estimated from ~1, Fig. II-3_7 
ratio bones/ whole body : 
0.027 mrem/yr 
0.161 mrem/yr 
0.17 
approx.0.027 mrem/yr 
(= approx. oO%) 
The difference between the two ratios results from the fact that 
in the findings of the "l'-'lississippi Study" (tritium contribution 
to whole-body dose rate: 82%) the elimination of the tritium 
dose is of greater significance than in the present study (tri-
tium contribution to whole-body dose rate: 26%). The fact that 
the present study furthermore arrives at a ratio greater than 1 
is due to the age-dependent ratios between the organ dose fac-
tors for C-14. These are as follows (see Table 5-11): 
for infants, children and adolescents -bones/whole body 1 
for adults - bones/whole body 5, 
and on account of the higher discharge rates for C-14 assumed 
M) ratio of the organ dose rates actually 
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in the present study, it is only here that they are of signi-
ficance. 
Skin 
RMR : 0.081 mrem/yr, including 
gaseous effluent pathway 0.058 mrem/yr (=72%) (see 
Table 6-9) 
Ul\18R 
ratio skin/whole body : 
0.058 mrem/yr _ 
0.016 mrem/yr - 3.6 
or (skin-whole body)/whole body 2.6 
0.179 mrem/yr inc'uding 
gaseous discharge pathway : approx.0.174 mrem/yr (=97%) 
(estimated from ["1, Fig.II-3J 
ratio skin/whole body 
0.174 mrem r 
0.161 mrem yr 1.08 
or (skin-whole bod~/whole body= 0.08 
The difference between the two dose rate ratios '(skin-whole 
body)/whole body' is essentially due to the ratio between Kr-85 
and H-3 discharge rates. 
The amounts of Kr-85 discharged in the regions concerned are 
as follows: 
Rl\'1R: UtvRB: 
Region: 105 000 Ci/yr 958 000 Ci/yr 
Near distance zone : 190 000 Ci/yr (N02) 
38 000 Ci/yr (N12) 
Weighting the discharge rates as for tritium 
105 000 Ci/yr + 0.5 X 38 000 Ci/yr + 0.25 X 190 000 Ci/yr = 
171 500 Ci/yr 
gives the following Kr-85/H-3 discharge ratios. 
RMR: 
171 500 Ci/yr = 6.13 
28 000 Ci/yr 
Uli1RB: 
958 000 Ci/yr = 0.135 
7 090 000 Ci/yr 
These ratios for discharge rates bear roughly the same rP.lation-
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ship to one another as those calculated above for the (skin-
whole body)/whole body dose rates, which confirms the above 
observation. 
!hyrQiE! 
RMR : 0.054 mrem/yr, including 
gaseous effluent pathway 
UHRB 
ratio thyroid/whole body 
0.036 mrem/yr 
0.016 mrem/yr = 2.3 
0.753 mrem/vr, including 
0.036 mrem/yr (= 66.7%) 
(see Table 6-9) • 
gaseous discharge pathway : apnrox 0.546 mrP.m/yr 
(=approx. 72.5%) 
(estimated from [" 1, Fig. II-3 J) 
ratio thyroid/whole body 
0.546 mrem r 
0.161 mrem yr ... 3.4 
The difference between the two dose rate ratios is essentially 
due to the ratio between I-111 and H-3 discharge. 
The amounts of I-131 discharged in the regions concerned are 
as follows: 
RI'IR: 6. 5 Ci/yr UMRB: 2 150 Ci/yr 
This gives the following I-131/H-3 discharge ratios 
RI''!R: UMRB: 
6.5 Ci/yr = 2 • 3 (-4 ) 28 000 Ci/yr 
2 150 Ci/yr = 
7 090 ooo Ci/yr 3 .o ( -4) 
These ratios for discharge rates bear roughly the same relation-
ship to one another as those calculated above for thyroid/whole 
body dose rates, which confirms the above observation. 
For the other organs, there are no appreciable differences, as 
the dose rates for the organs concerned approximate very closely 
to the whole body dose rate in both studies. 
This short comparison shows that differences in the obtained 
result of both studies can be explained by the different data 
anticipated and the different characteristics of the two regions. 
Greater discrepancies could not be detected. 
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7. On the question of accuracy 
As already mentioned in the introduction, the need for an 
assessment of radiological exposure on a regional basis, as 
opposed to calculation of the exposure of the population in the 
vicinity of nuclear facilities, long regarded as an important 
part of safety reports, has only recently been generally 
recognized. 
One reason for the introduction of this aspect was the fact that 
nuclear engineering was emerging from the experimental and 
demonstration stages and developing into an energy technology 
with an increasingly dense network of facilities. A further 
and equally important reason was the almost simultaneous reali-
zation that in ad~ition to the exposure pathways which had 
received most attention -'direct irradiation' and 'irradiation 
through inhalation', irradiation via the so-called ecological 
pathway- i.e. 'irradiation from ingestion of foodstuffs' also 
made a significant contribution to total exposure (see for 
example 1:126 J, 1: 12~ and C 127 J). Since to some extent the 
production, distribution and consumption of these foodstuffs 
take place over an extensive area it seemed appropriate to deal 
with the question on a regional basis. 
The regional studies carried out to date, cited in the intro-
duction 1:1 to 6_7, and the data and parameters on which they 
drew !:e.g. 68 to 73, 128 and 129J indicate that they are a 
relatively new departure. The results still contain compara-
tively significant inaccuracies, inherent to a certain extent 
in the nature of forward studies, as emerges from previous 
sections. 
The inaccuracies involved are pointed out below by way of 
example on the basis of observations on the steps described in 
previous sections. This will give an idea -albeit incomplete -
of the order of magnitude of the inaccuracy and may provide an 
impetus for investigation in the future. 
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(see Section 3.4) 
The population statistics for the years 1970 to 1975 were used 
as a basis for these reflections and for the calculations for 
1985/go and 2000/05. The birthrate has recently shown a notice-
able decline in all central European countries, however. This 
not only reduces the total population, but also produces a shift 
in the age structure towards a higher average age. This shift 
generally has the effect, until some new equilibrium is reached, 
of lowering the dose rate for the 'average person' (see equa-
5.2-27and 28), so far as this depends on age, while the reduc-
tion in the population reduces the collective dose rate (see 
equations (5.2-26 and 29)). 
Assuming a reduction in the birth rate stabilizing at 75% of 
the previous rateH), the resulting changes based on the data in 
Table 3-4 are given in simplified form in the following table. 
Change in the average age and total population due to a fall in 
the birth-rate to 75% of the prPvious rate. 
Time since fall in Increase in Total 
birth-rate commenced average ane population 
(=100% for t=O) 
LYrJ ivrJ f%] 
0 0 100 
10 +1 96 
20 +2 93 
30 +2.5 39 
40 +2.5 86 
50 +2 82 
60 +1 79 
70 0 75 
H)This assumption (75%) has been made on the basis of trends 
observed in the West and Central European countries. 
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Since, however, the changes outlined yield dose rates lower than 
those calculated in this study, the results may be regarded as 
an upper estimate. There are no surveys or forecasts relating 
to possible geographical shifts in the population within the 
Rhein-r·1aas Region as a whole or population movements into or out 
of the area over the next few decades. In view of the economic 
attractiveness of the region the number of people moving in 
should exceed the number moving out and thus losses due to the 
fall in the birthrate will be at least partially made up. 
~9Ei~~!~~E~-~~~-!E~~~~~~~E-!!~~!~9 (see Section 3.5) 
It is difficult to forecast how the land will be used in the 
coming decades since this is subject to changes due to cyclical 
fluctuations and trends in consumer taste for which long-term 
predictions cannot be made. In general it is assumed that the 
number of people with farming as their main occupation will de-
crease in favour of the number farming as a secondary means of 
livelihood which, together with changing tastes, could produce 
a swing from so-called basic foodstuffs to special products. In 
view of this uncertain situation the present circumstances must 
for practical reasons be applied to the whole of the period in 
question. 
It is even more difficult to compile a fisheries forecast for 
the rivers in the '<.hein-l\1aas Region. There has been a reduction 
in fishing, since the rivers have become increasingly polluted 
over the "Jast few years. Further deterioration can perhaps be 
excluded in view of various agreements designed to prevent fur-
trer degradation of the quality of the river water, and the 
present situation may be regarded as representative for some 
time to come. 
~E!~~i~2-~~~~~-~~EE~i~~-l~~~-~~~~!~~-1~1l 
It is possible to formulate only an approximate idea of the 
future use of surface water as drinking water within the Rhein-
r.1aas n.egion, s1nce only ge:1eral data are available. Forecasts 
for developments in the future use of water are set out in the 
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following table. 
Forecasts for the use of surface water as drinking water 
Forecast Use of water Increase 1; 
X(t)=x0 x (1 + Q.x t) 
For Germany Drinking water: 
{95J mm 2) -1 1965: 1 - 0..= 5.7(-2)yr yr 
2000: 3 " 
For the water: 
1o9m 3 -1 Netherlands 1972: 0.52 a.= 1. 7 ( -1) yr yr 
["130J 2000: 3 " 
For the Drinking water: 
9 3 
-1 Rhein Region 1972/73: 0.62 10 m CL.= 3.6 ( -2 )yr yr 
[131J 1980: 0.79 " 
1) a linear increase is assumed. 
2) on the basis of an area of 250 000 km2 , this corresponds to 
0.25 1o9m3/yr (1965) and 0.75 1o9m3/yr (2000) 
Taking as a basis a rounded off value of (L =5 x 10 - 2yr - 1 for 
the increase in use of water for the provision of drinkino 
water within the whole Rhein-r-1aas Region, an increase by a 
factor of 1.5 may be expected for 1975 to 1978 and an increase 
by a factor of 2.25 by the year /.000. 
As can be seen, the few forecast values taken from the litera-
ture and set out in the above table show considerable differ-
ences. This is partly due to various reqional factors. For 
the whole Rhein-Maas Reoion the uncertainty of the rate of in-
crease assumed should be a factor of approximately 2 or 3. 
Reference was previously made in Section '4.2.3 -Revised 
projections' to the influences which within two or three years 
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have reduced the oriainal pro"iections for nuclear output uo to 
19.q5 to two-thirds or t"hree-quarters of the nuclear capacity 
oriqinaJly preclicterl. The medium term forecasts up to the year 
2000 should also he seen in the light of these nrobahle short-
term chanaes. 
Effluent rates (see Section 5.3.1) 
For plants whj eh have already "b-een in operation for some time 
the averaae value for the annual effluent rates is derived 
(Table S-1) and used in the calculations. Fluctuations in 
these annual release rates may be identified by means of the 
variation/averar:re value ratio. 
Average value: 
n 
l X 
V=l \J 
X a----
n 
Variation: s 
n = number of years in operation 
For tr-e Ohrigheim (i'-To 20) plant, which will he considered here 
as a typical example of 9 nuclear power !''lant, the s/x ratios 
set out in the following table are obtained for the annual 
erni.ssi nr: rates over the period 1969-1975 L 76, 77 J. 
'Variation/avera0e value' ratjo of the annual emi~sion rates of 
the Ob1· igheim nuclr;ar power p] ant - onerating period 1969-75. 
-----· -·--------- -- ------------------r -------
Emission s/x 
--------- ·------------------+---------· 
Gaseous releases: noble gases 0.68 
I-131 2.02 
L'iauid releases H-3 
remaining mix o. 77 
-------------------L..----------------1 
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The table shows that the variations lie within the order of 
magnitude of the average values. 
Assuming that several facilities (m) with statistically similar 
emission pronerties are in operation at one location, then the 
following anpJy: 
X mx x s S/X x s /x 
As can be seen, the variation/averanE" value ratio for tf'e t0tal 
emission at the location is smc.llPr tha1' for the in6ivirluaJ 
facilities. 
In the same way the variation/averarJP. value ratio TY1ay he corn-
piled with regard to exposure via the water pathway. Jn tr:is 
case 'm' is the numher of facilities situated unstrPam of the 
ohservation point in ouestion. 
In the case of facilities not vet c0mmissioned thE" cuest1on 
arises as to how realistic the anticinat~d valuPs applied are. 
P.ere a comn<l.rison of the anticinaterl values sho"m in Tarl0 'i-2 
and derived fr0m various nroiertinns indiratPs th~ range of the 
emission rates regarded as realistic. As is apnarent, this 
ranqe is for the most part within tl1e order of mac;ni tude of the 
anticipated values. 
Atmosnheric disnersion (see Section 5.3.2) 
-----·---------~------
Ground roughness category III 'Low tree.c aiJd buildi.nl]s' (see 
section 5.3.2), which generally gives a sJiohtly biohPr esti-
mate of the predominant roughness in thP area ar0twcl nuclear 
facilities, was taken as a basis for the clisnersion calculations 
made in this study. Factors are given in the tahle belov.• which 
indicate the extent to which the atmosnheric dispersion factor, 
at various distances from a source 100 m high ano for various 
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ground roughness categories differ from the reference case. 
Ratio of the atmospheric dispersion factors Jx/JIII near to 
ground level for various ground roughness categories x (height 
of the plume source: 100 m) 
Distance Roughness f93J 
Lkm_} I II III IV 
low grass fields under low trees, high trees 
cultivation, buildings towns 
hedges 
1km 0.37 0.64 1 0.73 
10km 1.43 1.18 1 1.14 
100km 1 1 1 J 
It is clear that in the reference case the hi0hest sne~ific 
activity is at a dipt-ance of 1 km, whiln at a distance of 10 km 
the specific activity i~ lower than the values for oth~r qround 
roughness ~Rtegories by a fnctor of 1.4 at the maximum. 
Cooling tower~ were not taken into ransi~er?tion fnr atmas-
nheric dispersion. Cooling towers may affect dispersion as 
follows: 
1) by their structural volume, incrr>asir"1 t11r"bulence: 
2) hy their heat and steam emissionE<, '"hir:h ~ny alter 
turhulence and humidity factors. 
The first steps are currentlv "being taken to quantify thesP 
possible effects [J32, 133 J. 
As regards hyclro3nheric disoersion, it is clear from what is 
already known that a great deal of detailed knowledge will bP 
required for a precise understandinq 0f some phenomena. The 
latter incJude the effect of: 
1) the chemical form of radioactive emissions, 
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2) the chemical state of the river, 
3) the concentration of natural components of the river, 
and 
4) heat transfer to the river 
on the transport and interaction processes. As previously 
shown in Section 5.3.3, most of the activity emitted is trans-
ported with the water ~102 to 104_7: thus the sorption and 
sedimentation processes depend in particular upon the para-
meters mentioned above. 
~SS~~~!~~!2~-~~9-~E~~~~~E-~~S~2E (see section 5.3.4) 
The accumulation and transfer factors of US~~C ~71J formed 
the chief basis of this study. The range of factors published 
in the literature on the basis of various measurements or eva-
luations will he characterized by way of an example on the 
basis of two sets of data for Isotope I-131 (transfer from air 
to milk) and for Cs-137 (bioaccumulation freshwater to fish). 
Air-to-milk transfer factors for I-131 
Reference Air-to-milk transfer factor 
TA milk x Cpx Bp [P3 J 1 > 
A. Bayer L"127J 1000 
F.O. Hoffman f 134J 1600 
EPA-520 ~135J 920 
WASH-1258 f:136J 540 
WASH-1535 f137J 1200 for vd = 1 cm/s 
F.O. Hoffman ~138J 4800 
WASH-1400 ~139J 860 for vd = 1 cm/s 
USJ:--lRC-1.109 ~71J 2540 for vd = 1 cm/s 
1) see equation (5.2-5) 
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Freshwater-to-fish bioaccumulation factors for Cs-137 
Reference Freshwater-to-fish bioaccu-
mulation factor 
BF rk~J 
D.E. Reichle et al. L140J 640 - 9500 
J.F. Fletcher et al. £ 68J 1000 
S.E. Thompson et al. £141J 400 
St.M. Jinks et al. /:142J 3680 
C.M. Micholet et al. /:143J 350 
J.K. Soldat et al. !" 69J 2000 
H. Permann et al. ["144J 170 
BMI (D) !: 73J 3000 !!!9. kg /K 1) 
usr-.Rc-1.109 ;: nJ 2000 
1) K concentration of stable potassium in the water Cmg/1_7 
Rhein: Kilometre 28: 1.25 mg/1 
Kilometre 571: 8.52 mg/1 ~145_7 
As can be seen from these two tables, most of the values from 
the literature are spread within limits roughly corresponding 
to an order of magnitude. This is due partly to differing con-
ditions for measure~ents and also to different degrees of con-
servatism in the evaluation of measurements for the estab-
lishment of recommended data. 
Dose factors 
------------
(see Section 5.3.5) 
Since dose factors, like transfer factors, are compiled from a 
series of individual factors which may be measured or evaluated 
in various ways, there may be discrepancies here also between 
the sets of data put forward. This may be demonstrated, again 
by way of example, by means of the thyroid-ingestion dose 
factors for the isotopes I-129 and I-131. 
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Thyroid-ingestion dose factors for I-129 and I-131 
!Nuclide Aqe group ~em] "ll~ississippi ClrG Ci 
St.udy" [1J USKRC [71J Soldat £1217 
I-129 Infant 
- 6.d (+7) 1.4 (+7) 
Child 4.6 (+6) 2.d )+7) 5.6 (+6) 
Young person 1.3 (+6) ').6 (+6) 4.:3 ( +6) 
1\oult 7.4 ( +6) 7.2 (+fi) 7.2 (+f') 
I-131 Infant 
- 1.3 (+7) 1.4 (+7) 
Child 7. :~ (+6) 5.4 (+6) 5.7 (+6) 
! Young 2.1 (+6) 2.3 (+6) 2.4 (+F) person 
Adult 1.9 ( +6) 1.C) (+6) 1.9 (+F.) 
As can be seen from this com,..,arison, the dose fact-nrs f"r I-131 
in the 3 sets of data show qood agreemP~t, wher~a~ those fnr 
I-129 differ, sometimes considerablv. ~his discrenancy is due 
mainly to different assumntions with reqard to the length of 
time the iodine remains in the thyroid gland. l'-'b:~rei'Js the 
effect of this is not anparent in the case of I-131 which has 
a relatively short half-life, the effect on dose factors for 
the long-lived I-129 is fully reflected. 
The following example illustrates tl1at tre sets 0f data also 
differ to some extent with regard to t'be main assum!'tions made: 
Whereas the tritium inhalation factor was dealt with as follows 
in the "l'1ississiopi Study" [1J: 
Inhalation = Inhalation throuqh lunns + inhalation 
through skin 
~2 x inhalation through lungs 
there was no special mention of tritium inhalation through the 
skin in the USNRC Regulatory Guide L 71 J the latter used in 
this study. These examples may qive some idea of the inaccu-
racies which can be involved in dose factors. 
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~~~~~~E~~~~-9~~~ (see Section 5.3.6) 
variations in the eating habits of the population due to dif-
fereDces in the a0ricultural use of an area, occupation and 
individual trends in consumer taste were discussed earlier in 
Section 5.3.6. Table 5-12 shows for the main foodstuff groups 
the factors by which the average consumption figures may be 
exceeded by certain population groups. These factors are app-
roximately two for basic foodstuffs. They may be much higher 
for special foodstuffs. Thus the average consumption of fresh 
water fish by inland fishermen is higher by a factor of approxi-
mately 65 than the average consumption obtained for the total 
population. 'l'hese two factors of 2 and 65 may be taken as an 
indication of the range of deviations in the eating habits of 
certain population groups from the statistically determined 
consumption data. A detailed consideration of the special con-
ditions is possible only within the context of individual site 
studies. 
§~~~~Ei: 
The uncertainties and inaccuracies pointed out in the above 
section faJl into three groups: 
1. Uncertainty of forecasts 
for example nuclear engineering 
iJOpulation trends 
provision of foodstuffs and drinking water. 
These uncertaintiesare inherent in forecasting and 
characteristic of prospective studies. 
2. Fluctuation of parameters 
2.1 fluctuations in time 
e.g. rate of release from nuclear facilities 
agricultural yields 
2.2 regional differences 
e.g. ground roughness 
chemical state of water 
condition of ground 
-~-
2.3 individual differences 
e.g. consumption of foodstuffs 
Within the context of regional studies only temporal 
and regional average values are generally applied. It 
is usually possible to consider local and individual 
factors only within the context of site studies. 
3. Inaccuracy of parameters 
e.g. inaccuracies inherent in measurement results 
inaccuracies - or rather uncertainties - due to 
widely differing measurement results. 
Within this context further investigations should be 
performed especially in the field of transfer, bio-
accumulation and dose factors to reduce these uncer-
tainties. 
Widely differing measurement results due largely to 
different temporal and regional environmental condi-
tions belong to group 2 'fluctuation of ~rameters'. 
It is not at present possible to work out a total inaccuracy. 
It seems more sensible to estimate the inaccuracies of the 
individual parameter fields~ for this the above observations 
on accuracy may be reqarded as a starting point. 
-~-
8. Radiological impact from worldwide nuclear technology 
In Chapter 6 of this study the radiological impact on the 
population of the Rhein-Maas Region originatin~ from emissions 
from nuclear facilities in this region and the adjarPnt aren 
was calrulated. The ~x?Osure from the 'first pass' of the 
radionuclides emitted was obtained. 
Moreover, radionuclines with 'global significance' (i.e. radio-
nuclides with a sufficiently lonq half-ljfe and appropriate 
transport behaviour) which are emitted from nuclear installa-
tions throughout the world also constitute a further contri-
bution to the total exposure from nuclear technology. These 
include radionuclides emitted from installations in the Rhein-
Maas Region which have left the region by reason of geophysical 
circulation processes and have then re-entered the region. 
For simplicity, radionuclides ~·ith 'global significance' may be 
divided into the following three groups: 
1. H-3, C-14, Kr-85 
2. sr-90, I-129, Cs-137 
3. Actinides (e.g. Pu-239, Pu-240, etc.) 
For the first group global dispersion occurs relatively quickly 
after release (which is in the form of F 2o, co2 or noble gases). 
The second and third groups contain radionuclides with suffi-
ciently long half-lives, but dispersion occurs very slowly 
during the alternating processes of fallout and resuspension. 
This is particularly true of the third group. Since, moreover, 
suitable models for transport behaviour have not yet been ela-
borated, survey results will have to suffice for the time being 
for these groups. 
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On the basis of proiections for the development of worldwide 
nuclear engineering up to the year 2000, the expected dose 
rates for this period resulting from the emission of inter alia 
H-3, C-14 and Kr-95 were calculated in a study for the European 
Community carried out by UK-J•;RPB L83J. The applied projec-
tions for nuclear capacity are shown in Fig. 8-1 and the dose 
rates derived from these projections in Fig. 8-2. 
vJhat was said in Section '4.2 .3 Revised Projections' about the 
projections for the Rhein-Maas Region is also largely true of 
the applied projections: it now seems likely that the fore-
casts originaJly made for 19d5 will probably apply only three 
or five years later and the forecasts for 2000 only seven or 
twelve years Jater. This should be remembered when considering 
the dose rates calculated in Fig. 8-2. 
values were compiled and a pp lien in L 83 J as the sums of the 
discharge rates for the entire circuit: these values are given 
in 'l'ahle :3-1 and were based on the last complete release 
(DF = 1) of these three radionuclides. These discharge rates 
were com~are0 with the total discharge rates derived from 
numerical values compiles in 5.3.1 of this report - also assu-
ming com~-:.lete release - for an LHR nuclear engineering plant 
( ?./3 Pl·m + 1/3 B1·'"!'{) • As can be seen the numerical values for 
11-3 ancl F:r-85 correspond sufficiently well, given the degree of 
accuracy ohtainahle in such investigations. In the case of the 
C-14 the discreoancy is qreater due to different C-14 release 
rates of the total nuclear cycle. These are: 
UK-;JRPE L d3 J Pw'R 2.5 Ci/(1000 Mt.-7tjyr) 
BV.'R 5.8 11 
HTR 21.9 11 
LMFBR 
This study [S?J LWR 8 Ci/(1000 MWt/yr) 
HTR 30 u 
Lfoi'FBR 1.5 11 
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Due to the weight anplied in L 83J for the year 2000 
LPR : HTR : Ll"'FBR = 0. 70: 0.06: 0.24 
an overall release rate is obtained of 
UK-~cRPE L 83 J 
'I'his study : 
4 Ci/(1000MWt/yr) 
8 Ci/ ( 1000l''Wt/ yr) 
A 4-section model was used in £83 J to calculate the concen-
tration of H-3 : surface water and deep see water from the 
northern and soutl'1ern hemispheres respectively. For the calcu-
lation of the concentration of C-14, four further sections were 
added to the model : humus covering and troposphere, again from 
the northern and southern hemispheres respectively. Finally, a 
4-section model was adopted for the calculation of the concen-
tration of Kr-35. The troposphere was divided into two bands 
each for the northern and southern hemisnheres. 
The results obtaineo in £83_7 for the 35°-60° north Jatitude 
band may be found in Fig.S-2. The qonad dose rate (eaual to 
th~=> ,,rhole-bodv dose ratP) was calculated for H-3,C-14 and Kr-85 
and the skin dose rat~s for Kr-85. The dos~ rates expected 
from thn ··~ission rates in this report are also given. As this 
shovrs, C-14 produces the highest partial dose within the gonad 
dose rate; for the disch~rae rates taken as a basis for this 
renort, th~=> qonad nose rate for the year ?000 is iust under 
o.l mre~•/vr. ThR ~kin doPe rate from Kr-85, however, a~suming 
as ahovr> '·:::omplete worldwide discharge' is already approximately 
3 mrem/yr for tre year 2000. The dose rates for the years 1985 
and 2000 from Fig. q-2 taking account of the time lag which will 
presumably apply (see Section 4.2.3) are also set out in Table 
8-2. 
The observation made in Chanter 7 is valid for the dose rate 
for C-14: this dose is calculated from the current co2 concen-
tration in the air. There is likely to be an increase in the 
use of fossil fuels which will in turn increase the atmospheric 
co2 content. Consequently the actual resultant dose rate for 
C-14, which is proportional to the C-14/Cstable content, will 
prohahly he below the rate calculated. 
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Dose rates lower than those calculated here are expected once 
decontamination plants, mainly in reconditioning plants, are 
built to retain these nuclides. It is not yet possible to make 
a realistic estimate of the effects of the reduced output on the 
total exposure up to the year 2000, since there is still in-
sufficient information on the construction of reconditioning 
plants in all countries engaged in nuclear engineering. The 
release rate is unlikely to be reduced by an international world-
wide agreement on the limitation of overall release rates, and 
will probably come about as a result of national laws limiting 
the maximum doses in the vicinity of reconditioning plants. 
Target decontamination factors, which are though to be realistic 
for large-scale reconditioning pla11ts in Western Europe may be 
found in Table 5-3. If applied throughout the world, these 
would in the long term, reduce the expected concentration of 
H-3 by a factor of 10 and of Kr-85 by a factor of 100, which 
would considerably reduce tt:e skin dose rate in particular. 
Only applied in Western Europe this potential reduction of the 
global impact can only be reached to a degree of 22% M) • The 
separation of C-14 has not yet received the same attention as 
the separation of Kr-85. In view of its significance for the 
gonad dose rate, however, efforts v-1ill also have to be made to 
reduce the discharge rates in the long term. 
M) Installed nuclear capacity in the year 2000 
western Europe: 700 Gvle 
World: 3160 GWe 
['"e3J 
£"83J 
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9. Radiological impact from natural radiation, nuclear 
weapon tests and medical diagnosis and treatment 
9.1. Natural radiation exposure 
r;;atural radiation exposure includes external and internal 
irradiation caused by cosmic radiation, terrestrial radiation 
and ingestion or inhalation of the naturally occurring radio-
nuclides. 
Cosmic radiation is produced when elementary particles and 
high-energy light nuclei impinge on the earth's atmosphere 
(primary radiation). Reactions with nitrogen and oxygen nuclei 
in the air produce secondary cosmic radiation. The intensity 
of this radiation is to a considerable extent dependent on the 
height above sea level, since part of the radiation is absorbed 
by the atmosphere. It is practically constant in time. Typical 
values for the resultant exposure rate in our latitudes will be 
seen in Table 9-1. The general rule applies that with effect 
from 30 mrem/yr for NN • Om up to a height of several kilo-
metres the dose rate doubles approximately every 1 500 m ~146_7. 
Terrestrial radiation comes from the natural radioactive sub-
stances, in particular K-40, Rb-87, Th-232, U-235 and U-238, 
and their decay products which occur in various concentrations 
throughout the world. The dose rate produced by this terrest-
rial radiation is dependent upon the geological formations of 
the substrata and varies from place to place. 
The total external radiation exposure (cosmic radiation plus 
terrestrial radiation) was compiled by evaluating references 
~146 to 151_7 for the Rhein-Maas Region In Fig. 9-1. As this 
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Figure shows the annual dose rate within the region is between 
approximately 55 mrem/yr and 200 mrem/yr. The lowest values -
55 to 80 mrem/yr - occur in the low-lying areas of the lower 
Rhein. In the lower mountainous areas, with the exception of 
the Black Forest and the Vosges, the dose rate varies between 
approximately 70 and 135 mrem/yr. The values for the high 
mountain areas of Switzerland are between 110 and 160 mrem/yr. 
The highest external radiation exposure occurs in the Black 
Forest and the vosges, reaching 150 to 200 mrem/yr due to the 
very high proportion of terr<-•!-itrial radiation (granite in the 
southern Black Forest and the southern Vosges). 
!~~~E~~!-~~E~~~E~_!E~~-E~9~~~~~!~9~~-~~~~~~~9-~E-~~~~!~9 
In addition to the radionuclides K-40, Rb-37, Th-232, U-235 and 
U-236 and their decay products, radioactive nuclides such as 
H-3 and C-14 are produced by cosmic radiation. A proportion of 
these naturally occurring radionuclides pass by means of the 
food chain into the human body where they increase the radio-
logical impact Radon and its decay products are also inhaled 
into the respiratory organs and increase the impact 011 these 
organs. The partial doses from the most important radionuclides 
are set out in simplified form in Table 9-2. 
Since the gonad dose rate (equal to the whole body dose rate) 
from internal irradiation varies scarcely at all from place to 
place in our latitudes, the total whole body dose rate from 
natural radiation effects is the sum of the locally determi:1ed 
values for the external exposure plus approximately 20 mrem/yr 
from internal exposure. This is also shown in Fig. 9-1. 
A further source of radiation, which is generally inclurled 
under the natural external exposure from terrestrial radiation, 
is the radionuclides contained in building materials. 
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The following apply in Switzerland for the proportion of time 
spent inside dwellings £ 14Q}: 
a) a reduction in cosmic radiation of 19% 
b) an increase in terrestrial radiation of 19%. 
The two factors together produce an increase in external 
irradiation of 7 mrem/yr. 
For Germany £153_7 lengthy periods spent inside dwellings 
produce an average increase in the exposure from terrestrial 
radiation of 14 mrem/yr (minimum -32 mrem/yr: maximum +200 
mrem/yr). If the average time spe~t inside dwellings is 
applied these values may be halved. 
9.2. Radiation exposure from nuclear weapon tests 
The long-lived fission products from nuclear weapon tests 
carried out principally in 1961 and 1962 also add to the dose 
exposure. The following dose rates were obtain in various 
countries of the Rhein-~1aas Region for the year 1975 from 
measurements and estimates: 
Switzerland ~75_7: 
Whole body dose rate 
a) from external exposure from the 
air and inhalation 
b) fro!T' external exposure from the 
ground (Cs-137) 
c) from internal exposure from radio-
nuclides ingested or inhaled (Sr-90) 
0.1 mrem/yr 
2 mrem/yr 
3 mrem/yr 
Total approximately 5 mrem/yr 
Germany L 153 J : 
Genetically significant dose rate 
a) from external irradiation from the 
ground <a mrem/yr 
b) from internal irradiation from radio-
nuclides ingested or inhaled (1 mrem/;ir 
Total: (8 mrem/yr 
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Netherlands ~154_7: 
Gonad dose rate 
a) from external irradiation from the ground 
b) from internal irradiation from radio-
nuclides ingested or inhaled (Cs-137) 
Total: 
Bone marrow dose rate 
from internal irradiation from radio-
nuclides ingested or inhaled (Sr-90) 
0.7 mrem/yr 
0.2 mrem/yr 
0.9 mrem/yr 
1.2 mrem/yr 
These dose rates, which were calculated by national research 
institutes, lie between 2 and (8 mrem/yr. This large difference 
may be due to actual site differences or to the different 
methods of investigation used in the various countries. The 
second cause indicates the urgency to harmonise the different 
methods of measurement in the various countries. 
9.3. Radiation exposure from the use of ionizing radiations 
and radionuclides in medicine 
X-ray diagnosis gives rise to the greatest partial dose within 
the average applied dose. The application of radionuclides in 
nuclear medicine gives rise to a relatively small proportion of 
the average dose. 
The average dose rates for the whole population for the year 
1975 were : 
Switzerland L 75 J 
x-ray diagnosis 
Whole body dose rate 
Genetically significant dose rate 
Germany L 153 J: 
80 mrem/yr 
43 mrem/yr 
Genetically significant dose rate 
x-ray diagnosis 
Radiation therapy 
Nuclear medicine 
approx. 50 mrem/yr 
< 
approx. 
1 mrem/yr 
2 mrem/yr 
The situation is probably similar in the other countries of the 
Rhein-Maas Region. This short summary shows that the radiological 
impact of the population due to non nuclear sources is many times 
higher than the impact due to nuclear facilities. 
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10. Review and conclusions 
The aim of this prospective regional study was to estimate the 
future radiological impact of the population in the Rhein-Maas 
Region attributable to nuclear facilities under normal opera-
ting conditions. This was to be followed up by the calculation 
of dose rates 
- for the period 19d5/90 on the basis of projected 
installations and sites 
- for the period 2000/05 on the basis of the forecasted 
development of nuclear technology in the decades to 
come. 
Its relatively high population density (approx. 270 inhabi-
tants/km2) coupled with a high level of industrial and energy 
production and highly developed agriculture makes the Rhein-
Maas Region {approximately 222 000 km2 , approximately 60.4 
million inhabitants) one of the key regions in Europe. It 
comprises, wholly or in part, eight western European countries. 
The electricity generating capacity currently installed in the 
region totals approximately 60 GWe. Various electricity con-
sumption forecasts suggest that by 2000/05 installed capacity 
will rise to approx. 150-300 GWe. 
Nuclear installations 
~uclear energy accounts for approximately 7.5 GWe of current 
electricity production in the Rhein-Maas Region. Plans for 
future nuclear installations and sites suggest that this capa-
city will rise to approx. 55 G\'le by around 1995/90, and on the 
basis of predicted developments in nuclear technology it will 
have doubled to total approx. 110 CWe by 2000/05. The latest 
forecasts show that nuclear technology will develop at only two 
thirds to three quarters of the growth rate originally assumed. 
This means that the nuclear capacity planned originally for 
1985/90 will not be installed until three to five years later 
and the capacity forecast for 2000/05 about seven to twelve 
years later. This rescheduling applies also to the dose rates 
calculated in the present investigation. 
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The projected installations which form part of the nuclear 
infrastructure will have the following installed capacity by 
1985/90 
- enrichment plants: approx.2 000 t/yr UF6 
- fuel element fabrication plants: approx.1 400 t/yr 
- fuel reprocessing plants: approx. 40 t/yr. 
As no specific forecasts are available for these installations 
it was assumed that their capacity would double in the period 
1985/90 - 2000/05, in line with the doubling of the nuclear 
generating capacity. 
In order to take into account the radiological exposure of the 
population of the region attributable to nuclear installations 
situated outside it the latter were grouped into those within a 
near distance zone of 100 km and those situated in a far dis-
tance zone between 100 and 400 km (in the case of large re-
processing plants, 1 000 km) from the region. The first 
category, which is the more important one, will, on the basis 
of plans for installations and sites, have the following 
generating and processing capacities by 1985/90: 
- nuclear power stations: approx. 1.:3 GHe 
- enrichment plants: 
- fuel element fabrication plants: approx. ,)00 t/yr 
- reprocessing plants: approx 1800 t/yr 
Assuming that far every GWe of electricity ~reduced a fuel 
supply a~d reprocessi~g capacity of approx. 35 t/yr is re-
quired, the ratio of nuclear capacites for the Rhein-l•'aas 
Region and the near distance zone is as follows: 
fuel fabrication : fuel consumption : fuel reprocessing 
= O.d6: 1: 0.72 
It was assumed as for the Rhein-rv•aas fZegion that in the near 
distance zone and far distance zone nuclear generating and 
processing capacity would double in the period 1J35/90 to 
2000/05. 
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The aim of this investigation was to calculate for the organs 
give:~ below the probable dose rates attributable to radioactive 
reJeases from lluclear installations: 
Bones, gastro-intestinal tract, gonads, liver, lungs, 
skin and thyroid gland and for the whole body. 
The results were to be presented in the following form 
- local individual dose rates 
- individual dose rate distributions and average and 
maximum individual dose rates 
- collective dose rates 
- a classification of dose rate according to the type of 
radionuclide and the exposure pathway concerned. 
As a first step the main stages in computing the individual 
radiological contributions via the various pathways and the 
total organ-related exposure were then established. As selec-
tion of the mode of presentation of the dose rates for a given 
pathway was determined by the basic data available, the value 
of the results varied from case to case and these were presen-
ted and annotated in detail. 
The calculations of the dose rates was based on the release 
rates for 1'/ fission and activation products. Investigations 
and assessments conducted so far have shown that the following 
radionuclides are responsible for the greater part of the total 
radiological exposure: 
H-3, C-14, Ar-41, Co-58, Co-60, Kr-85, Kr-88, Sr-89, 
Sr-90, Ru-106, I-129, I-131, Xe-133, Xe-135, Cs-134, 
cs-137 a~c Ce-144. 
The actinides were not taken into account since they are a 
radionuclide group about which too little is known. 
\-.'here installations had been operating for any length of time 
average values were established on the basis of release rates 
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measured in the preceding years and these were then used as a 
basis for the calculations. 
In the case of installations which had been operating for a 
short period only or which are still to be comissioned, values 
were used which appeared to be realistic probable values. 
Exposure was calculated via the main exposure pathways: i.e. 
in the case of gaseous releases with the exhaust air 
- external radiation attributable to activity in the 
stack plum 
- external radiation attributable to activity deposited 
on the ground 
- internal radiation attributable to activity inhaled 
- internal radiation attributable to activity ingested 
with food 
in the case of liquid releases with the waste water 
- external radiation attributable to activity in the water 
- external radiation attributable to activity deposited 
on the ground (in flood plains) 
- internal radiation attributable to activity ingested 
with drinking water 
- internal radiation attributable to activity ingested 
with food (fish, irrigated agricultural produce). 
Finally, the following criteria were also taken into account 
for the investigations 
the meteorological characteristics of the region (fre-
quency of weather categories, wind direction, wind 
velocity, precipitation, etc.) 
- the hydrological characteristics of the Rhein-Maas 
catchment area (flow rates, flow velocity, suspended 
matter content, etc) 
- the regional structure of the population (recorded at 
district level or in the case of immediate proximity of 
nuclear installations at community level) 
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- the regional structure o~ agricultural production (pro-
portion of total area represented by arable land and 
pasture, proportion of total agricultural production 
represented by the various agricultural products, 
yields etc. ) 
regional structure of drinking water supply, in so far 
as the surface water is involved (quantities drawn off, 
treatment processes, proportion of ground water added, 
etc.) 
- the regional structure of yields from freshwater 
fishing 
- quantities consumed by average population according to 
age. 
A section added later was better able to illustrate the uncer-
tain factors and inaccuracies in the models and basic data 
used. The aim was to give some idea of the inaccuracies, which 
in the case of several individual parameters can be of an order 
of magnitude. 
The calculations were performed on the basis of parameters 
which are summarized again here: 
- basic data on the nuclear installations and their re-
leases, and on the population affected, including its 
structure and supply sources~ 
- models of the transport processes of the radionuclides 
emitted and the exposure via the various exposure path-
ways~ 
- objectives with regard to the results to be obtained. 
The assumptions which had to be made for simplification and 
their effect on the results were clearly shown. The main ones 
were that: 
- the model of a population remaining at its place of re-
sidence leads to overestimation of the external radia-
tion and of exposure via the inhalation pathway in the 
case of population near the site and to underestimation 
of the exposure of the population living furthe~ away 
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- ignoring the screening effect 8f house walls, and in the 
case of beta radiation, also of clothing, leads to over-
estimation of external exposure 
the model of self-sufficient agriculture in a small area 
also leads to overestimation of exposure via the inges-
tion pathway in the vicinity of the site and to under-
estimation at locations further away from the site 
- ignoring the decay period of the radionuclides in food 
between harvest and consumption and possibly also the 
attenuation of the radionuclides deposited on surfaces 
due to the food being cleaned leads to overestimation 
of exposure via the ingestion pathway 
the frequency of periods sper1t on river banks in inun-
dation areas is based on data for keen anglers as no 
other data were available. The frequency of visits by 
this group to river banks was used as a ~sis for cal-
culating maximum external exposure 
ignoring decontamination the decay period of the radio-
nuclides in the pipework of the water authority between 
intake and draw-off for consumption leads to overesti-
mation of the exposure via the drinking water pathway 
the model in which fish are assumed to remain in one 
location overestimates the maximum dose rates· and under-
estimates the minimum dose rates via this exposu1·e path-
way 
- fresh water fish consumption is bctsed on cata from l)ro-
fessional fishing families for the calculatim1 of the 
maximum exposure via this pathway 
- quantities of water taken from rivers for irrigation 
purposes were merely estimated in terms of order of 
magnitude as there were no statistical data available. 
The assumption that vegetables derive all their water 
from irrigation represents a conservative esti:nate. As 
mentioned earlier, if tlle reduction in activity due to 
cleanillg the food is ignored, the exposure via this 
pathway is overestimated. 
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l'l,ain results 
Tr1e following is a selection of conclusions for the main dose 
rates for the organs, bones, skin, thyroid gland and whole body, 
resulting from the "first pass" of discharges from facilities 
within the Rhein-Haas Region and the two surrounding zones. 
Maximum individual dose rates (within the Rhein-Maas Region) 
Gaseous releases Liquid releases 
Organs Lmrem/yr J £mrem/yr J 
1985/90 2000/05 1985/90 2000/05 
Hhole body 1.02 
'0 1.22 >< o-i QJ 0 QJ 
1.08 +I 1.62 +I +I Bones ~VJa n:l '0 E 
·ro QJ ·rl QJ ·rl 
Skin 1.26 n:l Ol u 1.22 +IQJX E C:·rl u o-i 0 
n:l+l a.o H 
Thyroid gland 10.8 0 .c: c: 0.57 ::1 0. z u n:l xoo. 
lil'On:l 
Average individual dose rates (related to the whole population 
of the Rhein-Maas Region) 
Gas€ous releases Liquid releases 
Organs t:"mrem/yr J Cmrem/yr J 
1985/90 2000/05 1985/90 2000/05 
Whole body 7.81 (-3) 1.56 (-2) 6.21 (-3) 2.22 (-2) 
Bon.es 1.09 (-2) 2.18 ( -2) 1.01 (-2) 3.67 (-2) 
Skin 2.92 (-2) 5.84 (-2) 6.21 (-3) 2.22 (-2) 
Thyroid gland 1. 79 (-2) 3.58 (-2) 4.69 (-3) 1.83 (-2) 
The maximum individual dose rates which can be expected in 
1985/90 - they were mainly calculated for infants and children 
- are, with the exception of the thyroid gland, in the range of 
1 to 2 mrem/yr. Dose rates of approx. 10 mrem/yr via the 
gaseous discharge pathway can occur in the thyroid gland. The 
maximum dose rates calculated for exposure via the gaseous dis-
charge pathway were arrived at by adding together the individual 
exposure pathways at the same location, while the maximum dose 
rates shown for the liquid effluent pathway were calculated on 
the basis of the maximum values occurring at various locations 
for the individual exposure pathways. The individual dose_rates 
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so calculated for liquid effluent are thus the sums of the 
maximum individual contributions, which are higher than the 
maximum dose rates actually occurring. Summation of the maxi-
mum dose rates for both forms of discharge should be seen in 
the same light. 
The average individual dose rates which can be expected to 
occur in 1935/90 fall within the range of approx. 0.5 (-2) to 
3 (-2) mrem/yr. As the dose rates are to be understood as 
average values distributed over the whole population, it is 
possible to calculate the sums of t ·~e dose rates attributable 
to the two forms of discharge. These rates fall within the 
range of approx. 1.5 (-2) to 3.5 (-2) mrem/yr. 
The determining factor in the extrapolation of these values in-
to the period 2000/05 is a doubling of the nuclear generating 
and processing capacity and consequently doubling of the integ-
ral release rates and doubling of the use of surface water for 
drinking water supply and irrigation purposes. 
If it is assumed that current site distribution and the number 
of installations on each site are not going to change radically, 
there will be little or no effect on maximum dose rates attri-
butable to gaseous releases. Average dose rates will double. 
The maximum dose rates attributable to liquid releases can be 
expected to double as concentrations in surface waters will 
also double. The average individual dose rates can be expected 
to double, treble or quadruple, depending on the exposure path-
way concerned as there will be the added effect of a doubling 
of river water consumption. 
An analysis of the contributions of the various exposure path-
ways showed, with the exception of the skin, that exposure 
attributable to gaseous releases for all the organs considered 
occurred in more than 50% of the cases via the ingestion path-
way. The radionuclides H-3 and C-14 were largely responsible; 
while in the case of the thyroid I-131 occurred as a dominant 
nuclide. The external plume radiation (mainly attributable to 
the Kr and xe isotopes) and external ground radiation (mainly 
attributable to Cs isotopes) contribute roughly the same amount, 
which varies between 10 and 20 percent depending on the organ 
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involved. The contribution from inhalation is less than 5%. 
75% of the dose rate to the skin is dependent on external plume 
radiation, the most important radioactive noble gas being Kr-85. 
Radionuclides H-3, C-14 and Cs-137 are also present to a corres-
pondingly lesser degree. 99% of exposure attributable to liquid 
releases via external ground radiation is caused by Co and Cs 
isotopes. The main contributors through the drinking water 
pathway and the 'irrigated products' pathway are H-3, Sr-90 and 
I-131 (thyroid gland). As regards the fish pathway, more than 
80% of the dose rate is attributable to Cs isotopes and I-131 
(thyroid gland). 
~-~~~~E!~~~-~!-E~~!~!~s!~~!-~~~~~E~-!~-E~~-E~9!~~-~!E~_g!~e~! 
~~I?2~~E~ 
The dose rates attributable to releases in the Rhein-Maas Region 
should be compared with the dose rates caused by releases from 
nuclear installations in the world context. 
A report by the UK-NRPB f:83J shows that the individual dose 
rates given below can be expected in these latitudes as a result 
of global releases of radionuclides H-3, C-14 and Kr-85 - to 
these are added the regional releases once they have gone 
through the 'first pass' and left the region- : 
1985 ( 580 GWe) : 
whole body: 0.6 (-2) mrem/yr: skin: 0.4 mrem/yr 
2000 ( 3160 GWe) : 
whole body: 3.6 (-2) mrem/yr: skin: 2.5 mrem/yr. 
The ratio of the average individual dose rates attributable to 
regional releases to dose rates attributable to global releases 
is as follows: 
regional releases global releases 
"first pass" 
1985: whole body dose rate 1 0.43 
skin dose rate 1 11.3 
2000: whole body dose rate 1 0.95 
skin dose rate 1 31.0 
The comparison shows that the whole body dose rate resulting 
from global releases is of the same order of magnitude as that 
attributable to regional releases ("first pass"). In the case of 
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the skin dose rate,however, the exposure attributable to global 
releases is more significant. This is explained by the accumu-
lation of Kr-85 in the atmosphere, it was assumed in the UK-lffiPB 
report that there was total release of this isotope during re-
processing. 
The sharp rise in exposure levels attributable to global re-
leases in the period 1985/2000 is based on the assumption that 
world-wide installed nuclear capacity according to the UK-t:RPB 
report will increase approximately five-fold in the period in 
question while in the Rhein-Maas Region merely a doubling of 
capacity has been forecast. 
g9~~~i~9~-~!~~-~~~~~~9~~-!~~~!~ 
The dose rates established 
must be compared with the statutory dose rate limits in 
order to ensure that the latter are being observed 
- can be compared with dose rates from other sources in 
order to assess the proportion of overall radiological 
exposure attributable to nuclear technology. 
The following statutory limits of the six countries in the Rhein-
tllaas Region are given below. They appear in a report L 155 jM) 
on the statutory limits in a number of European countries. 
Switzerland: concentration limits/site 
Germany: whole body: 30(+30)mremNr/all nuclear installations 
thyroid gland: 90 mrem/yr/all nuclear installations 
France: 
Luxembourg: 
Belgium: 
discharge rate limits/site 
probably as Germany 
as USA ( 10CFR50, Annex I) (only L\~'Rs) 
whole body: gaseous discharge pathway/5 mrem/yr/ 
installation 
liquid effluent pathway 3mrem/yr/installation 
skin: gaseous discharge pathway/15 mrem/yr/ 
installation 
each organ: liquid effluent pathway/10 mrem/yr/ 
installation 
M) This report is of preliminary character. The whole section 
has to be seen in this light. 
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each organ: radioiodine 15 mrem/yr/installation 
J\'etherla11ds: each organ: 30 mrem/yr/site. 
These limits apply to the release rates or resultant dose rates 
- of any one particular nuclear installation: Belgium 
(only LWRs) 
- of a site with nuclear facilities: Switzerland, France, 
Netherlands 
- of all nuclear installations, Germany, Luxembourg 
The third concept is more suited to the problem of limiting 
radiological exposure in any one region. This should be applied 
to the whole region in the comparison being attempted. 
A comparison with the calculated maximum individual dose rates 
for 1935/90 shows that even if the maximum values for gaseous 
discharge and liquid effluent radiation are added together -
and it should be remembered that this addition is an overesti-
mate - the total resultant dose rates are still lower by a fac-
tor of 13 (whole body dose rate) or 3 (thyroid gland dose rate) 
than the dose rate limits applied of 30 mrem/yr and 90 mrem/yr 
respectively. The dose rates which can be expected in 2000/05 
and of the increases so far assumed it is really only the maxi-
mum dose rates via the liquid effluent pathway which will double 
- will still be lower than the dose rate limits applied, viz. by 
a factor of 9 for the whole body dose rate and a factor of 7.5 
for the tryroid gland dose rate. 
This comparison shows that on the basis of the assumptions made 
in this investigation maximum dose rates attributable to re-
leases from nuclear installations in the Rhein-Maas Region and 
bordering areas may occur by the period 2000/05 which are app-
roximately one order of magnitude lower than the 30/90 mrem/yr 
dose rate limits applied to the whole region. 
If dose rates increase to such an extent that they are close to 
the statutory limits - and this could occur if 
- further nuclear installations are built which consequently 
increase the total release rates of radioactive substances 
- new knowledge makes necessary a revision of the models and 
the basic parameters used hitherto 
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- the statutory dose rate limits are lowered 
measures will have to be taken, such as a reduction of the 
amounts of activity released from each nuclear plant, to ensure 
that the dose rate limits are not exceeded. In order to avoid 
putting unfavourably situated sites at a disadvantage, for 
example sites on the lower reaches of rivers, all countries 
within the region would have to reach agreement, which is a 
step that this report can do no more than suggest. 
An international agreement in a world-wide context will in the 
long term be equally necessary to limit the global radiological 
exposure caused by world-scale nuclear technology. 
A comparison of dose rates attributable to other sources in 
terms of whole body exposure is given below 
Type of exposure 
Exposure to natural radiation in the 
Rhein-JI1aas Region 
Exposure to radiation (average level) 
attributable to medical diagnosis and 
treatme:-1t (1975) 
Exposure to radiation attributable to 
nuclear weapon tests (1975) 
Exposure to radiation (average level) 
attributable to nuclear installations 
in the Rhein-JI~aas Region ( 2000) 
Exposure to radiation attributable to 
global nuclear technology (2000) 
Total 
Dose rate 
Lffirem/yr_7 [rJ 
75-260 
50-80 
1-3 
0.03cl 
(max:3.46) 
0.036 
approx.175 
approx.63 
approx.34 
approx.3 
0.02 
(max : 2) 
0.02 
lOO 
As the Table shows, the releases from all nuclear installations 
in the Rhein-Maas Region in 2000/05, will contribute on average 
0.038 mrem/yr or approx.0.02% to the total whole-body dose. In 
the case of persons exposed to maximum doseH) in mathematical 
terms this increases to 3.46 mrem/yr or 2%. The exposure 
H) critical group 
Potential risk from nuclear installations in normal operation and natural risk1 ) 
Organ Damage Dose-effect Probability of Probability of Ratio of probability of 
relationship occurrence due occurence due occurrence due to 
£1s7J to nuclear to natural causes 1) ~~~~~~E-~~~~~!!~~~~~~ 
installations L"1s7J Probability of 
(around 2000/05) occurence due to natural 
frem-l_J £yr -J._J £yr-l_} causes 
m2) f2) 
Whole body Leukaemia 2 (-5) 7.6 (-10) 7.8 (-5) 6.1 (-5) approx. 1 (-5) 
Bones Bone cancer 0.5 (-5) 2.9 (-10) 3.2 (-5) 1.9 (-5) approx. 1 (-5) 
Gastro-intestinal Cancer of the 3 to 4 (-5) 11.4 to 15.2 (-10) 109.5 (-5) 87.1 (-5) approx.0.15 (-5) 
tract gastro-intestinal 
tract 
Lungs Lung cancer 2 to 2.5 (-5) 7.6 to 9.5 (-10) 109.6 (-5) 19.9 (-5) approx.0.15 (-5) 
-
-= 
Thyroid gland Cancer of the 5 to 10 (-5) 27 to 54 (-10) 0.8 (-5) 2.4 (-5) approx. 25 (-5) I 
thyroid gland 
1) natural risk = genuine natural risk + risk resulting from civilisation 
2) m = male, f = female 
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attributable to nuclear technology in the region should be seen 
in relation to the non-nuclear exposure, above all natural ex-
posure, which locally fluctuates in the region between 75-260 
mrem/yr. 
~~~~~~~~E~-~!-~~~-~~~~~!~!-~!~~ 
As index for risk the probability of damage from low dose ex-
posure is defined. A very conservative model is used in general 
'no threshhold dose, linear dose-effect relationship'. This 
concept is to be understood "as working hypotheses and not as 
proven facts" [" 156 J. The risk anticipated in 2000/05 on the 
basis of this conservative concept was estimated with the aid of 
dose effect relationships [" 157 J and is reviewed here. 
As the table shows, the ratio of the anticipated average proba-
bility of damage occurring on the basis of the conservative 
dose-effect model to the probability of a naturally occurring 
damage*) is 1 : 10 000 to 1 : 1 000 000 depending on the type of 
damage in question. Risks in this realm of probability cannot 
be processed statistically. 
~~~~~~~~~-~~E~~~!~~-~~9_9~~~!~E~~~~-~~E~ 
The investigation performed on the basis of present knowledge 
shows that the radiological impact expected up to the end of the 
century is of an order of magnitude that gives no cause for con-
cern. ~atural exposure and the exposure from medical diagnosis 
and treatment are many times higher than the exposure from 
nuclear technology. As has already been pointed out in the 
various sections of the report, the important basic data for in-
vestigations of this type must be continuously developed and 
critically followed up. 
The new knowledge gained in the course of this study suggests 
that the following tasks should be given priority in any further 
work on this project: 
- further study of projected installations and sites 
and forecasts in the field of nuclear technology as 
it is likely that the discussions currently in pro-
gress will have some bearing on this matter~ 
M) natural risk = genuine natural risk + risk resulting from 
civilisation. 
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- further study of the release rates of operational 
nuclear installations and any new installations,M) 
- further study of plans for Pu-recycling in light 
water reactors and the consideration of the expected 
changes in the release spectrum caused by this. 
- extension of the list of nuclides to include the most 
important actinides as soon as adequate data are 
available~ 
- improvement of the transport, transfer and bioaccu-
mulatic models which describe the path by which the 
radionuclides released reach man, with improvements 
to the relevant data~ 
more accurate data on the water taken from rivers for 
irrigation purposes, further work on forecasts of 
drinking water supply and extensions to irrigated 
areas as exposure via this pathway will become more 
significant in future~ 
- coverage of further links in the nuclear infrastruc-
ture, such as the transport of nuclear material and 
the final storage of waste - wherever relevant data 
are available. 
£~~~~~!~-~~~~~~~g~~~~~~-~~-E~~~~!~g~~~!-~~E~~~E~-~y~~9-~~~ 
immediate future 
This study examined the radiological exposure which can be ex-
pected in the Rhein-Maas Region up to the end of the century 
due to the use of nuclear technology. The period of time 
covered by the study is thus the immediate future. 
M) 
"While much research and development work has bee:1 done, there 
remains a shortage of commercial plant operating experience 
upon which estimates of future performance can be reliably 
based. This is especially true of those operations that will 
generate the wastes of greatest concern: fuel preparation, 
fabrication, and reprocessing." /:153J 
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Energy forecasts sugge.st, however, that this period represents 
only the beginning of the large-scale use of nuclear energy. 
While it was assumed here that within the period under review 
light-water reactors will predominate, the large-scale use of 
nuclear energy will essentially be on the basis of breeder 
reactors. This type of reactor will ensure that effective, long-
term exploitation of the heavy elements uranium and thorium is 
possible via the plutonium-uranium cycle and the uranium-thorium 
cycle. 
The next logical step to follow this study should therefore be 
an investigation of radiological exposure over and beyond the 
period 2000/05 and forecasts of the use of advanced reactor 
types and the supporting nuclear infrastructure should be used 
as a basis for any investigation of this kind. Questions which 
have to be answered within these further investigations are: 
- are there isotopes which cause long-term concern? 
- in this case are additional decontamination 
measurements required? 
will a state of equilibrium be reached and in what 
way? 
These investigations should be conducted for an economic 
conglomeration on a larger scale, within which the nuclear 
power station capacity is backed by corresponding capacity in 
the main installations of the infrastructure. For this reason 
it appears appropriate that the investigations should be 
extended to cover all the industrialized regions of Western 
and Central Europe. 
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Table 3-1: Drinking Water Supply from Surface Water via Direct Treatment, Bank Filtration, 
and Ground Water Enrichment in the Rhein-Maas Region 
(Position and Capacity of Catchment Stations: see Fig. 3-4) 
See footnotes at the end of this list. 
NO, WA'I£R WORKS POPULAT, 1 ) DIRECT TREATMENT SANK FILTRATION GROUND WATER ENRICHMENT 
WAT,BODY3)to.o 4)0/0 5) WAT ,BODY RD 0/0 WAT ,BODY RO 0/0 
1 KONSTANZ b600C BOOENSEE 1 100.0 
2 KRBJZLINGEN 270CC BODENSEE 2 91,5 
3 STUTTGART 612300 SODENSEE 8 59,6 
4 ESSLIN;EN 97399 BODENSEE 8 22.0 
5 HEILBRONN 126300 SOOENSEE 8 34.2 
6 KUCHHEIM TECK 127199 BODE~ SEE 8 39.0 
7 PFDRZHEIM 99600 SOOENSEE a 18.3 
• CRAILSHEIM 114399 SOOE~SEE 8 12 .a 9 LUCWIGSBURG 81800 BOOENSEE 6 43.1 
10 KEMNAT 100000 SOOENSEE a 59.2 
11 REUTLINGEN 93500 BOOENSEE 8 47,2 
12 YILLIN;EN-SCHW, 79399 SOOENSH 8 69,5 
13 SINDELFINGEN 54899 BOO EN SEE a 91.1 
14 TUEBINGEN 73899 BOOENSE~ 8 51.9 
15 BOEBLINGEN 73000 BOOENSEE 8 23.1 
16 SINSHEIM 650000 BOO EN SEE 8 16,4 
l7 BOEBLINGEN 41600 BOOENSEo 8 49,7 
18 EBINGEN 27300 BOOENSEE 8 20.9 
19 HECHINGEN 44399 BOOENSEE 8 1.8 
20 FELLBACH 42899 BODENSEE 8 33.5 
21 7UTTLINGEN 32800 BOOENSEE 8 23.6 
22 KORNWESTHEIM 28300 BOO EN SEE 8 52.3 
23 KORNTAL 31699 BOO~NSEE B 29.2 
24 NUERTINGEN 24500 BOO EN SEE 8 59.8 
25 TAILFINGEN 17000 BOOENSEF B 64,4 
26 NECKARSULM 22100 BOO EN SEE 8 45.1 
27 LEIINBERG 25300 BOOENSEE 8 81.3 
28 BIETIGHEIM 23199 BOOENSEE 8 50.3 
29 ROTTWEIL 24600 BOO EN SEE 8 81.1 
30 UEBERLINGEN 14199 BOOENSE~ 8 74.2 
31 GEN. If«; EN 18100 SOOENSEE 8 100.0 
32 TROSSINGEN 11399 BOOENSEE 8 100.0 
33 STo GEDRGEN 12000 BOO EN SEE 8 54.0 
34 MAGSTADT 8000 BOO EN SEE 6 98.2 
35 LAUFFEN 9100 SOOENSEE 8 9&.5 
36 MEERSBURG 5000 BOOENSEE 8 97,2 
37 FRIEORICHSHAFEN 50399 SOOENSEE 19 77.7 
38 ST, GALLEN 80000 BOOENSEE 25 87.1 
39 ARBON 20000 SODENSEE 25 100.0 
40 RDHRSCHACH 19000 BOOENSEE 25 100,0 
41 ANRISIIIL 10000 BOO EN SEE 25 89.0 
42 THAL 5000 BOO EN SEE 25 100.0 
43 RONNSHDRN 11000 BODE~ SEE 25 100,0 
44 LINDAU 24500 BODENSEE 38 81.8 
45 MANNHEIM 334300 NECKAR 10 18.9 
46 FRANKFURT 659899 MAIN 21 5.3 MAIN 21 9,2 
47 8AO HDIISURG 52800 MAIN 21 1.5 MAIN 21 2.6 
48 SCHWALBACH TS 15100 MAIN 21 4,4 HAIN 21 7.7 
49 FRANKFURT 200000 MAIN 21 3.5 MAIN 21 6,1 
50 IIUERZBURG 117000 MAIN 260 38.7 
DELAY 
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15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
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1~ 
15 
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15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
10 
1~ 
15 
15 
15 
15 
0 
0 
10 
10 
15 
5 
15 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
2) 
I 
8 
I 
Table 3-1 : (cont. ) 
NO. WATER IWRI<.~ PU~ULA 1. DlR£CT TRlATHlNT o.lANK FILTRATION &ROUND MAltk ENRICHMENT OEoLAY 
WAT .~UOY RD O/u OIAT.SUOY Ro 0/ll WAT .BODY kO u/0 IDI 
51 HOScLGEMUNDEN 9:.-~CL MUStl lOO bC.C 0 
52 TRIER lc9l00 HI:.!> EL l'll> o.s 0 
53 BASEL 27000(: RHEIN .bO 9~.0 0 
54 SPEYER 44.:.l.C. RHEIN 393 15.2 
" 55 SCHIFFERS TAN >7<.99 RHEIN 41v 12.2 0 
51> LUOWIGSHAFEN l'l910t RHElN 422 zc..o 0 
57 MA INZ b:j0\J(., RHEIN 500 100.0 0 
58 WIESBAD£N bvWC RHEIN S07 ... s.o 
" 59 RHEINLAf'<O-PFA LZ 45000 RHUN 5ov bC.2 0 
bO KOBLtNZ l~uLOC RHtiN 58d 82.& 0 
1>1 bENDORF 15399 RH~IN 599 1>1.7 0 
bZ WUSSENTHURM 2lb00 RHEIN bO~ 115.3 0 
1>3 NEUWIEO b2~<i9 kHEIIII bOb 50.0 0 
~. ... ANDH<IIIACH 29199 RHUN I>C9 1>1.7 0 
1>5 RHEINLANO-PFALZ 1~3uu RHEIN c.2C 5C.C 0 
bb RHEINLAND-PFALZ 4310C RHHIII 1>30 50.1 0 
1>1 BUNN 64e(..(, RHtlN 1>50 so.o 0 
bd llOELN 573&00 RHEIN 1>90 17.9 0 
b9 NEUSS lld89'l RHEIN 130 10.0 0 I 
10 WUI'PERTAL 4C.d699 RHlrN 740 24.9 0 t-3 11 DUESSEUORF o7S899 RHEIN 7% oe.c 0 I 
72 DUIS&URG 332 ll7~ RHHN 71>0 19.3 L !\) 
73 KREFELD 2250.0 RHtolN 7c.4 21.7 0 
74 OUISSURG-HAHBuRN 10~;NO RHHN 782 29.5 0 
75 DORORECHT lu~300 WAAL 1u 90.2 r. 
11> BEI<.GAHDACHT ... V5JUU LEK 52 400.0 0 
77 JUTPHAAS 157;8'19 L~K 'J8 lOO.u 0 
78 AMSTERDAM 3l>uOC LCK 9b l~O.v 3 
79 ANDIJil 2.vsuc L~K 140 lwtJ.V 300 
er. i'>ERGAMBACHT bd'tl99 MAAS b Y7o2 c 
81 R[JTTERDAM o.2l (.,(..I,.. MAA!> 10 lOO.<~ 0 
82 ANTWERP EN ooOCVC. MAAS 281 lOO.~ 110 
SUM l.&!b!JoJ7o 
1) Populat. = number of people who are supplied with water from the Water works 
2) Delay = delay between removing from water body and supplying to drinking-water systems 
3) Wat.Body = water body from which the surface water is caught 
4) RD = river distance of catchment station 
5) % = portion of total drinking water supplied by surface water 
Table 3-2: Area and Population Data of the Rhein-Maas Region (RMR) 
Total [17] Belonging zu the Rhein-Maas Region 
Country Area [km2J Population Population Area [km2] % % Population % 
Density of the of the of the 
G:m-2] Country RMR Country 
CH 41 288 6 443 000 156 28 000 68 12.59 5 o66 100 79 
FL 156 23 600 151 156 100 0.07 23 600 100 
A 83 850 7 530 000 90 2 600 3 1 .17 307 200 4 
D 248 576 62 054 000 250 113 000 45 50.82 35 846 700 58 
F 547 026 52 510 000 96 34 300 6 15.43 4 055 300 8 
L 2 586 340 000 131 2 586 100 1.16 340 000 100 
B 30 513 9 800 000 321 14 900 49 6.70 2 687 600 27 
NL 40 844 13 540 000 331 26 800 66 12.05 12 105 900 89 
RMR 222 342 60 432 400 
% 
of the 
RMR 
8,38 
0.04 
0.51 
59.32 
6.71 
0.56 
4.45 
20.03 
Population 
Dens~ty 
[km- J 
181 
151 
118 
317 
118 
131 
180 
452 
272 
I 
t-3 
I 
w 
Table 3-3: Areas and Population of Administration Districts within the Rhein-Maas Region 
(Position of the Districts: see Fig. 3-5) 
See footnotes at the end of this list 
NO. NAME OF CISTRIU AREA /K~Z/ POPULAT • CuuNTRY NOo NAME OF DISTRICT AREA /KMZI POPULAT. 
I AUBilNNE dl 15 ~.o 7d5o CH SI SIGNAU Pl :!~0.0 24275 
2 AvENCHES cl 67.7 503o CH 52 THUN ez 267.0 75294 
3 CIJ~SO~AY ez 1-Ja.J 1250d CH 53 TRACHSELdLD BZ 1~1.0 23511 
4 ECHALLENS Bl 131.J qutH CH 54 ·A~GEN BZ 129.0 23772 
5 ~..>RANDSON d i16.J 11982 CH 55 SALSTHAL-GAEU BZ t2.4 11961 
6 ~uUDON ez 124.0 I Jl97 CH 56 ~ALSTHAL-TAL BZ 139.0 14065 
1 lR•E ez 210.J 16547 CH 57 BUCHEGGB ERG BZ t2.7 5812 
d uRUN ez 15. ';tl 5o64 CH 5d DURNECK ez 75.0 11805 
9 ~AYfH,'fE cL 10 l.O lll36 CH 5• GOESGEN BZ 68.7 20349 
10 LA 'VALLEE Bl 173.) 710> CH 6J KRIEGSTETTEN Bl 76.8 40758 
11 YVEI<GJN ez 157.0 2lb47 CH 
"' 
LE BERN H 117.0 42330 
12 LA dRoJYE ez 227.0 15o07 CH 62 oJLTEN BZ 80.5 47986 
13 LA GLANE Bl 16S. 0 14J23 CH 63 SOLOTHURN ez 6.2 17708 
I'> LA Gfi.LIYERE BZ 4S8.v 21lJI7 CH 64 THIERSTE IN ez 102.0 11359 
15 LA SARINE Ill 216.0 66587 CH 65 BASEL-STADT KT 37.1 234945 
16 StE BZ 160.J 2Jv87 CH 66 ARLESHEIM ez c;6. \ 122958 
17 SENSE ol 265.) 28134 CH bl LIESTAL BZ 85.9 lt5135 
18 LA VEVEYSE Bl 1.34.1,) 7~54 CH 6b SISSACH BZ 11t1.0 21t746 
19 BOUDRY ez 105.0 2~!>43 CH 69 •ALOENBURG BZ 1C5.0 12050 
20 LA CHAUX-OE-FONCS 81 93.. 3 43518 CH 70 ENTLEBUCH BZ 411.0 18001 
21 LE LOCLE Bl 144.0 ldd61l CH 71 HOCHDORF BZ 1H.O 45206 
22 NEUCHATEl ez 7>.7 52519 CH 72 LUZERN BZ 2110.0 144129 
23 VAL-DE-RUZ ez 12 •• J 10180 CH 73 SUR SEE ez 302.0 43049 
24 V'Al.-OE-TRAVERS BZ 166.J 13953 CH 74 •ILLISAU BZ 338.0 39256 
25 AARdERG Bl !53. J 25891 CH 15 AARAU ez 104.0 5871tl 
26 AAH.WA~GEN ez 154.0 38!>13 CH 76 BADE~ ez 153.0 92882 
27 dE RN 81 2J3.V 25521 ~ CH 11 aREMGARTEN BZ 111.0 't1003 
2d Bl EL Bl 24.d 66247 CH 78 BRUGG BZ 150.0 31t995 
29 BU <R EN 8Z 8 7.5 20l't2 CH 79 KULM ez 101.0 31138 
30 BURGOORf BZ 197.0 41807 CH dO LAUFE~BURG BZ 152.0 18568 
31 COuRTELARY BZ 266. a 26442 CH dl LE~ZBURG BZ 103.0 36946 
.32 OELEMUNT oz 2o9.0 27S't9 CH 82 MURI BZ 139.0 18818 
33 ERLACH 81 86.9 9228 CH 83 RHE INFEL DEN BZ 112.0 24145 
3't LES FRANCHES-MONTAGN.BZ 192.0 8303 CH d4 ZOFINGEN BZ 1'tZ.O 52617 
35 FRAUBRUNNEN Bl 124.0 24920 CH 85 ZURZACH BZ 130.0 23't25 
36 FRUTIGEN ez 48S.O 15843 CH 86 OBWALOEN KT 492.0 24509 
H INTERLAKEN ez hh.O 32981 CH 87 NI OWALOEN KT Zl't.O 25634 
J8 KO NOLF I NGE~ Bl 214.0 4544't CH &8 URI KT 1080.0 34091 
39 LAUFEN 81 82.6 14JH CH 89 EINSIEOELN BZ 110.0 10020 
40 LAUPEN ez d7.5 1159't CH 90 oERSAU BZ 1't.4 1753 
41 ~UUTIER BZ 28:!.V 31909 CH 91 HOE FE ez 31.1 1401t3 
42 LA NEUVEV ILLE BZ 56.'1 5756 CH 92 ~UESSNACHT BZ 29.5 7956 
43 •IDAU Bl a a.> 31425 CH 93 MARCH BZ 171.0 21627 
44 NIEOERSIM•ENTAL bl 306.0 I dill CH 94 SCHWYl ez 4'ilt.O 36673 
45 08ERHASll ez 551.0 7d21 CH 9!'> lUG KT 239.0 67996 
46 UoERSIMMENTAL Bl 333.0 73~b CH 96 AFFOLTERN BZ 113.0 24131 
47 PORRENTRUY bl 317.0 2ol35 CH 97 A NO ELF INoEN BZ U6.0 20112 
•a SAANEN ez 241.0 73J7 CH 98 dUELACH BZ 185.0 84046 
'<9 SCHIIIIARlE~BURG Bl I Slou d345 CH 99 OIELSOORF BZ 153.0 371>54 
so SEFT IGEN Bl ISJ. J 2dl27 CH 100 HINWIL ez 180.0 57910 
COUNTRY 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
I 
8 
I 
.r:-
Table 3-3:(cont.) 
NJ. NAME OF CIST'-ICT ARf:A /KM21 POPULAT. COUNTKY .'\ill. NA~E OF OIST•ICT .l.ICEA /K'-12/ POPULAT • COUNTRY 
1J1 tiuRGEN e; 1C..O 9234c.. CH 151 BLUDENZ ez !2SO.C 56135 A 
lJ2 MEILEN <Z 1t. 5 6217'+ Lti 152 BREGE~Z BZ Bf3.V 105175 A 
103 PFAEFF IKGN 
"' 
164.0 3o:>93 CH 153 OOM.N~ I Rf\1 ez 112.0 68169 A 
104 uSTER BZ ll~.J 7 jJ19 CH 154 HLDKI RCH BZ 218.0 77739 A 
1.)5 WINTERTHUR tl 25l.J 122510 CH 155 LINOAU-BODE•SEE SK 17.3 25400 D 
1U6 ZUER!CH Pt 1 Se. J 49723.! CH 156 lt,.,DA.U-BCDENSEE LK 306.0 'o'o600 D 
1J7 U~ERKLETTGAU PZ 41.1 305~ CH 15 7 ASCHAFFENBURG SK ltq.lt 55300 0 
106 RE !AT ez 3S. 5 5d0b CH 158 BAD K!SSINGFN SK 12.5 12300 D 
lJ9 SCt'!AffHAUSEN BZ 10 l.J 5.!052 CH 159 K l TllNGE~ SK 32.9 17800 D 
110 SCHL E IT HE I• BZ 43.5 2563 CH loO SCHWE 1 Nf UR T SK 33.0 57800 D 
Ill STEIN ez 31.2 't56.J CH 161 WUERZU8URG SK 57.6 115600 D 
112 UNTERKLETTGAU BZ 41.4 3818 CH 1u2 ALZENAU LK 262.0 5HOO 0 
113 AlBlJLA BZ 7 23. J 1~H2 CH 163 4SCHAFFENBURG LK 3to.o 87600 0 
114 GLENNEF. oz 697.0 11404 CH 164 BAD BPUECKENAU LK 338.0 19600 0 
115 HEHlZEN8ERG BZ 264.J 13543 CH 165 dAD K l SS !NGEN LK 455.0 'o6900 0 
116 HINTERRHEIN BZ 471 •. ) 2'>03 CH 166 qAa .-.EUSTAU - SAALE LK 368.0 36100 0 
117 IMI>ODEN ez 205.J 12692 CH lb 1 EdER~ LK 361.0 266DO 0 
118 OBERLANO,UAR T ~~ o 7C. J 1 tS655 (11 lbO GF.:MUEf\IDE~ A.MA IN LK 353.0 21900 D 
119 PLESSUR BZ 266. ~ 373J5 CH 16- GEROLZHUtEN LK 417.0 41200 D 
120 UNTERLANC(;UA•T e: ~it 1.0 [8;53 CH 170 1-iAM~t:LBURG LK 351.0 27700 D 
121 VORDERRHE iN bl ~64.v tib9d CH 171 ~ASSFURT LK 427.0 47000 0 
122 GLARUS Kl 684.0 3til5~ CH 172 HOFHEIM LK 301.0 18900 D 
123 ST.GALlt~ BZ ll.v 88023 CH 113 I<.AR.LSTADT LK 416.0 'ollOO D 
'( 
V1 
124 RORSCHAC" d 4<,.b 3l'J60 (H 174 •IT li NGE~ LK 326.0 3d lOO D 
125 UNTERRHE IN TAL ez su. b 3;jl66 CH ITS KOENIGSHCFFto. I .GRABF.lK 3Cl.O 17800 D 
12b 08ERRHE IN TAL ez 98.3 22105 CH lTb UlHR A.MAIN LK 382.0 36800 D 
127 •<ROENI>ERG ez 2C 1.0 23->23 CH 177 MARKTHEI DEN~ElD LK lt67 .c 44500 D 
128 SARGANS ez ">lti.U 28-,.81 CH 178 •• ELLR I CHST ADT LK 326.0 23400 D 
129 YASTER ez l3b • .) 981:> CH 179 Mll TE~BEKG LK 345.0 39000 D 
130 SEE 
"' 
122.0 3223, CH 180 OBER,BURG A.MAIN LK 314.0 68900 D 
lJ1 D~£:RTOGGE~d\JRC. 81 224. J 11d53 CH 181 WCHSE,-;FUH.T LK '372.0 35500 D 
132 NEUTUGGE:N~URG ez 103. ·J 14453 CH 182 SCHWElNFLRT LK 'o88.0 72200 D 
133 AL TTOGGENoURG tl 12l.J 134~6 CH 13.! _.UERZSURG LK 439.0 88400 D 
134 U~TERTOGGE~8URG ez 101.0 30418 CH ld4 ANSBACH SK 22.1 33100 D 
135 •ll BZ 7~. 7 2~685 CH 135 EKLANGEN SK '36. 3 85800 D 
l3b GUSSAU 
"' 
71.6 2UJ'13 CH 1B6 FUERTH SK 44.6 93900 D 
137 HINTERL"'D 
"' 
1 3~. 0 22184 CH 18 7 NUERNBEKG SK 137.0 480400 D 
138 ·•I TT El LAND e z tU. 2 l"t75V CH 138 ~OTHtNBURG-TAUbF~ SK 21.0 11900 D 
139 VURDERL A~C 21 4t. 4 !lOB- CH 189 SCHWAHCH ~· 20.8 26900 D 140 !NNERER LANDESTE ll az 158. J 11<57 CH 190 WEIS~tNI3UKG ~· 31.~ 1"300 D 141 AEUSSEkER LANDESTE!l ez 1lt.5 lo67 (H 191 ANSBA.CH LK 620.0 51800 D 
142 •kBON 
"' 
7C. u 3l791 CH 192 Elll4f..lGEN L< 213.0 10900 D 
143 ~lSCHOFSZELL Bi '72. 6 24222 CH !B FUEio..Trt LK 3C4.0 82100 D 
144 01 ES SENHUFEN ez 41.3 ~lHb CH 1"4 ~ER$tji{UCK LK 2e8.o 33000 D 
145 FRAUE1...tf El 0 "~ 1 J ;. J .)U70l CH 19; rllLPULTSTEl~ LK 516.0 35800 D 
14b .-EUZLI ~GEN bZ 1 :J J. J 207'13 CH 1~6 LAUF-PEGNITZ LK 1eq.o 57300 D 
1'o7 I"IUENCHWll[,lj BZ 15 7.J 25161 CH 1>7 ~EUSTADT-AISCh LK 493.C 42300 D 
148 STECKtiOKI\ "l 1; 8. J 14'119 CH 14B "JIJER~DEI{G LK 292.0 69700 D 
14, wEINFELOff'.l 
"' 
124.0 2lJbl CH 14'> RUTHC·IIBUKG-T AU~~I<. LK 451.0 19000 D 
LSJ LIECHTENSTElfl. 1 ~c. 0 23o4~ PL ?~0 SCHE l 'IFELO LK 3c;lt .o 21500 D 
Table 3-3:(cont.) 
NoJ. N4Mt: Uf CIST~ICT AI< t .A /K~2/ POPVLAT. (1JUNT R Y ~D. NAME Of DISTRICT ARE .A /KM2/ PQPUlAT. COUNTRY 
2JI SCH-.AHA.CH 
" 
~(.. 7.\J 7o3J!..I Q 251 SA ECK I NGt:~ LK 311.0 76300 D 
2J2 UFH:NHE I I'! ,, 5!.4. 0 37 j,J\) 0 252 S T•JCK ACH lK 606.0 52300 D 
203 oo~ E:.l ~SE:.N~uRG ,, 48 :.u 3d<t'JU D 253 tJEdERL l ~GEN LK 563.0 17200 D 
2J4 ~AMbERG SK 3c.l 091/J,J D ?54 VIlli NGE' LK 473.0 I 02000 0 
2J5 tiAYkfUTH SK !2.2 h4UOJ 
" 
255 OIIALOSHUT lK 5Cilt.O 74100 0 
2v6 CJBUKU SK L s. J <t220J 0 256 WOLFACH lK 641.0 57800 0 
2J7 FuRC11HEI~ s• 111. j 21'1VJ D 2>7 HE! DELBERG SK 94.3 122100 D 
2v8 KULMBACH SK 24. I l.3 70J D .!58 !\ARLSRUHE SK 123.0 258400 D 
2v9 'EUS TAUT t!.C.J~URG SK 7. 3 ll.4JJ D 259 ,_.ANN HE IM ~· 145.0 330600 0 210 dAHdEK& LK oss.v ~5tWO D ZoO PFORZHEIM <K ~3 .6 93100 D 
211 dAYR:EUTH lK 551. J 4941)1) 0 261 SRUCHSAL lK 4b3.0 143400 D 
212 CQbUf<G 
'" 
5Jd, 0 7 3uOJ D 262 BUCHEN lK B ll.O 66800 D 
213 EOEk:o4ANNSTADT L' 42~. J 2b20V 0 2o3 riEI OELBENG lK 487.0 187700 D 
214 FURCHHf IM LK 3~9.u 4diJO D l64 K.ARLSRUHE LK 589.0 210200 0 
215 HOECHSTACT A.tJ • .AlSCH lK 't 12.0 SHJO D 265 MANNHE lM lK 313.0 201400 D 
216 KRONACH LK b21J. J 796J~ 0 26o '40SBACH LK 454.0 71800 D 
217 KULMBAC11 
'" 
42G.O 3550J D 261 PFDRZHEIH lK 264.C 13400 D 
2lb LICHTENFElS L• 3~8. ,J ~4VUO 0 268 SINSHEIH lK 533.0 90700 D 
219 MUENCHMERG 
'" 
2~ 7.0 40201.) D 269 T AUBERBI SCHCFSHE IH lK 111.0 83000 D 
22v NAIL A ,. 23:!:1.0 35/0J D 210 HEILBRON~ SK 64.0 102100 D 
221 Pt:GNITZ lK 55 E. 0 3SjlQV D 211 5 TUT TGAQ. T SK 207.0 632900 D 
222 STAOTSTE!NACH 
'" 
22d.O 2J2~J n 272 AA.LEN lK 10~0.0 161400 D 
22.l STAFFELSTEIN lK 312. J 26400 0 213 BACKNANG lK 589.0 111200 D 
2l4 i'4EUMARK-Of'ER Pf All S• i'i. ~ l(UOO D 274 BDESLINGEN lK 457.0 216500 D 
225 "''EUMARK-CBEW.PJ-All L< b4l.J 4l40J D 215 CRA llSHE 1 .• lK 7t6.0 68900 D 
226 CAU11 LK d93. J 149\)J D 276 E SSll NGEN lK 253.0 257400 D 
221 f"'EUDE:NSTAUT lK 617.0 bb'.JOV 0 211 GOEPP INGEf\1 lK 630,0 228800 D 
228 HE:CHINGE~ LK 39t. J 56qQJ D 218 HE! DENHE IM lK 624.0 126500 D 
22• rlORB lK 35b. 0 H600 0 279 HE llBqQN' lK 678.0 198100 D 
230 I(AVENSBUKG LK 714.J l2410V D 28~ r<..UE~ZELSAU LK 342.0 33800 D 
231 REUTliNGEN lK 46V. J 194500 0 281 lEONBERG lK 2~o.o 131300 D 
232 t<DTTWEIL lK 555.oJ 139voo D 292 lUDWIGSBURG LK 424.0 312300 D 
233 TE TT NANG LK 2b 3.J 9l500 D 203 ~ERGENTHE!H LK 414.0 42600 D 
234 TUES INGF' 
'" 
4d2.-.~ 135100 0 284 ~UERTINGEN lK 380.0 164300 D 
235 TUTTliNGEN lK 455.J 91 BOJ 0 285 OEHRI 'GEN lK 3~8.0 49~00 D 
236 ~AIIIGEN L. 754.0 8l5DO D 286 SCHoAEBISCH GHUEND LK 443.0 111900 D 
2H BADEN-BADEN 5• 91.2 30-iOJ a 287 SCH•AEBISCH HALL LK 568.0 64700 D 
23b FRE lliU~G l.dRt.l SG. s• c;s.z I6S2vJ D 288 VAIH!%EN lK 385.0 95100 D 
23~ SUEHL 
" 
HS.J 9 lJOU D l89 oAIBLINGEN lK 438.0 250100 D 
240 ~UNAUESCHINGEN lK I6S. U 76&l.IO D 2o;a DARHS TADT SK I \1.0 141900 D 
241 EMMEND 1 NGf.'-4 LK 066. i) 122JOO D 291 FKANKFURT-HA!N SK 1~5.0 657800 D 
242 FRU BUeG LK 634.0 9461)0 0 l92 G!ESSEN SK 65.9 78100 D 
243 HUSCHWARZwALO LK blib.ll 46200 0 ~93 '-thNAU SK 30.2 57800 D 
244 KEHL LK 317. J 63100 D l94 QFFENSACH-HA IN SK .lt5.4 120400 D 
24~ KJNSTANl L' 516. u 194600 0 295 olESBADEN SK 164.0 252000 D 
246 LAHG. LK 445. u 89d0.J D 296 BERGS fRA>S E LK 118.0 230900 D 
241 LDEKRACH L' 63d.J IS 1500 D 297 BIEDENKOPF LK 407.0 64700 D 
24b .'llltJCL LHE I pi! LK 4 3 s. ~J 6530u u NB BUEDINGEN lK H6.0 81800 D 
249 JffE:NBU...._G 
" 
4bl.v ll41JJ D 2'19 OAR MS T ADT LK 288 .o 125300 D 
250 RASTA TT lK ~45. J 143000 D 300 DIE8URG lK 450.0 134700 D 
Table 3-3:(cont.) 
~J. NAME OF CISTKICT ~~L~ /K~2/ POPULAT. CO'JNT ::.:,y ~o. 
3J1 OILLKf<EI> Lr >14.0 1v3dOJ ~ 3~1 
3J2 ER BACH LK 596.0 76uuu D 35 2 
31H FK IcDtiE~G l' :;,7~.v 181v-JO J 353 
3J4 GELNHAUSE•" u ()4;.J 93000 ) 354 
305 GIE~SEN lK Olt~. •J 11940u r, j5~ 
3\J6 G~OSS-GEKAJ L• 46l.J 22 240\J D jj6 
3u 1 HANAU L• 2J9.0 147900 ~ l5 7 
3v8 LIMbU% L" ,6-j.!J 93JOJ n 3'>d 
3u9 ~AIN-TAU~US-KKciS lK 3:-J 7 .. 0 20JOv u 359 
310 ·JoERLAHNKR:'I S lK j~ 3.) 59 dUO n l6v 
311 UoERSTAUNUSKRE!S lK l~C.J 13,30~ 0 361 
312 uFFE~BACH LK 334.0 2644\JJ D 3ol 
313 RHUNI>AUKR~I S LK li2.J 6l4JJ 0 363 
314 SCHLUECHTERN LK 466.0 44d00 a 364 
.H5 U~TE~TAUNUSKREIS LK s~t.o 7:1700 0 365 
316 US I NGEN LK 2ea.J B~Ou 0 ~66 
317 •~ TZLA~ u o2.6.:J 158500 0 3o 1 
318 ·~A~ BUP G- l AHN SK 22.9 475J\J D 3ud 
319 MARBURG-LAH~ U< 8 75. u 118oJJ f) 3'>9 
320 FRANKENTHAL SK 43.d 423011 D 310 
321 KA I SERLAUTEKN SK 13'i.ll l012Uu D 371 
322 LANOAU I.D.PFALZ SK 3'i. 1 31500 0 H2 
323 LUD•IGSHAFEN-~HEI~ SK (;8. 1 115400 n 373 
324 MA INZ ~- 9 7.6 17db00 D H4 325 NEUSTADT-•ElNSTRASSE SK 113. () 50dv~ 0 375 
326 PIKMASENS SK 4 8.1 54800 0 376 
327 S?EYER SK 42.o 4280J 0 311 
328 wORMS SK 109.J 76900 0 378 
329 ZwE IBRUECKEN SK JS.d 32500 D 379 
33J All EY-wO•MS LK 5'19.u 98300 D 380 
HI dAD DUERKHEIM lK 592. J 116500 0 381 
332 DUNNERSBERGK,eiS lK o4l.u 67600 D 3d2 
333 l>cRMERSHE I~ LK 4 7C.O 9550\J 0 3d3 
H4 KAISEkSLAUTER•' LK 594.() 90d0J 0 384 
335 KUSEL lK ~132.0 826vO D 385 
336 LANDAU-8AU d~~Gl4bER~ lK 67l.u l046JU J >86 
33 7 LUUw!GSHAFEN LK 3h.J 12Jd00 0 361 
338 MAINZ-BI~GEN LK 5S3.u 152JOO D 388 
339 PI~MASENS LK 1%.0 81400 0 389 
340 ZoE I BRUEC~E~ lK 24d.O 3220-l ~ 390 
341 KJBLENZ SK lv 3. J 1211JOJ 0 391 
342 AHRWE!LER LK 7d 7. J lO~JOJ J 392 
343 ALTENK!RCHE~I•ESTERollK 642.0 12l70·J Q 393 
344 tlAD KREUZ~ACH LK d64.J l4~30J 0 394 
345 ~IRKENFELC lK 795.11 9300J D 395 
34o LuCI'iEM-lELL LK 716. J 65>00 0 396 
34 7 MAY EN-KCBLE~Z LK dlC.J 18 790u 0 397 
348 ~EUW lEO l~ 6l7.J 150luO D NB 
349 UBERWESTERoALDKREIS lK ~0 •J.) 7tio0.J ') J99 
35J RHEIN-HuNS~UELK-KREIS LK 9~3.J t::lt::loJO D 4Ju 
ljAf'1~ UF OISTRI~T 
~HEI~-LAHN-KREI~ 
UNT~~WF.ST~R~ALD~~fl$ 
TRI F~ 
BERNK~STcl-oiTTLICH 
B I TTHURG-PRUFM 
OAUN 
Ti<IER-SAARBURG 
SAA~HRUECI<.EN 
•-HH-1BURG 
McKl!G-wAOcRN 
•JTTWciLER 
SAARBi<UECKFN 
SAARL JIJI S 
>ANKT l~GBERT 
SAN KT wE NOEL 
AhCHE; 
A ACHE~ 
DUERef\J 
ERK':lfNl 
JUEL!CH 
"O~SGHAU 
SCHLEIJEN 
SELFKANTK~.-GEILc~K. 
BUNN 
K'JFLN 
BERGHE IM-ERFT 
EUSKIRCHE~ 
KOELN 
~BEkBERGISCHER KRE!S 
KHEI~-BERGISCHER KR. 
RH~IN-SIEG KREIS 
DUESSELOU~F 
OUISBURG 
E>SE.~ 
KREHLO 
LEVE~KUSEN 
MIJENCHENGLA~BACH 
'4UEHL~EI M-RUHR 
~EUSS 
OBERHAUSEN 
UMSCI'iEI 0 
RHEYD f 
SIJL 11\IGEI\I 
wUPPERTAL 
DINSLAKEN 
OU~SSELOORF-METT~ANN 
GELOERN 
GREVENBROICt1 
KEMPEN-KREFELO 
KLEVE 
ARO /KM2/ 
lK j?3.0 
lK 432,0 
SK 117.0 
lK 11 eo.o 
LK l6 30.0 
lK SIO.O 
LK l1GU.O 
SK 5l.6 
LK 2~9.0 
LK ~51.0 
LK 259.0 
lK 334.0 
LK Hl.O 
LK 20.0 
LK tte4.o 
SK 58.7 
LK 337.C 
LK 542.0 
LK ?21.0 
LK 327.0 
L< 290.0 
LK e23.o 
lK 31j9.0 
SK 141.0 
SK 251.0 
LK 365.0 
lK 608,0 
LK 2S8.0 
LK 5t6.C 
LK 621.0 
LK 1150 .o 
SK 158.0 
SK 143.0 
SK 195.0 
SK 116.0 
SK 46.7 
SK Sl.O 
SK e8.2 
SK 53.1 
SK 71.0 
SK 64.6 
SK 45.1 
SK 80.0 
SK 151.0 
LK ~il.O 
LK 436.0 
LK 510.0 
LK 558.C 
LK 511.0 
LK 501.0 
POPULAT, 
118800 
87900 
103400 
109700 
93000 
56700 
119400 
I 275QO 
80500 
1 021)00 
166400 
264400 
205700 
azzoo 
93200 
176600 
280700 
162400 
98400 
78200 
32600 
65900 
139000 
278800 
846500 
126800 
127600 
265600 
152200 
283500 
398900 
650400 
448800 
691800 
222600 
109000 
151200 
192900 
117000 
244900 
136700 
!01500 
176900 
416700 
143800 
401300 
88200 
276800 
261400 
109100 
COUNTRY 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
I 
1-3 
I 
-.:( 
Table 3-3 : ( cont • ) 
NU, .~AME OF CISTRJCT A"t o, ~~~21 eQPULAT. CO J~TKY 1\i'l. 
401 MUE~S u ~c4.J .l535UU 9 451 
41)2 kEES L< 5ld. J Llo6u~ n 40 2 
4J3 ~HEIN-WUPPER-~>~IS LK it'· J 25Jj,JJ I) 451 
41)4 tlUCHUM SK 121. J 34LoJJ ,) 454 
41)5 CAS rROP-f<A~XEL SK 4.!t.2 o:HOJ 'J '+SS 
406 DURr111UND SK 2/1. J 642-tOJ I) 456 
407 HAG EN SK 90.4 l~'llvJ 0 451 
40d HM4M SK 45oJ 34~JJ ~ 458 
409 HER NE SK ;c.~ 1040JJ D 45> 
410 LSE~LOHN SK 3J.~ 514JO 0 4o0 
411 LUENtN SK 40.d ll~Jv 0 461 
412 IIAN'<E-E I CKEL SK 21.3 ~71Jv 0 4<>2 
413 WATTENSC11EID SK 23.9 813JO D <oo3 
41't ol TTEN SK 48.4 ~ l'tJO D 41>4 
415 Akr..SilE~G LK 662.J l41l6JO ~ 465 
'tl6 llRILON l~ l~J.J 796JU i) 466 
411 EN"'tPE-RUH~-KI!EIS L< H9.0 26661)0 D 467 
418 ISE~LOHN LK .:L3C,.J 2J5JJJ) 0 ~od 
'tl9 LIPPSrADI LK 50o.o 1107JJ u 4o9 
420 LUE:DENSCI-EID L< o7S.J l41JOv D 41J 
4ll MtSCHEDE LK 615.J 708Jv D 'tll 
't22 OLPE LK ll~. iJ 121YOO D 'tl2 
423 SIEGEN LK 64~.J 243400 D 't13 
't24 SOEST LK 637.1.1 123200 0 414 
't25 UNNA LK <o25. J 2324JJ 0 475 
426 ~I TTGENSTHN LK 4dS.J 45500 D 476 
427 BUCHOL T SK ldo9 49500 0 417 
't28 BOTTROP SK 42. 2 105400 D 4lb 
429 GELSENKIRCHEN SI< 104.0 34't60() I) 479 
HO GLADBECK SI< 3 5.9 8240v D 480 
431 ~ECKLINGHA.JSEN SK 6b.4 125400 0 461 
't32 AHAUS LK ot:d.J 12 !OOJ D 4c2 
't33 ~ECKUM LK 599oJ 17110J ~ 483 
434 dLIRKEN u 63loJ 9dlOJ I) 'td4 
435 CliESFELD LK o12.v 9/40J I) ~35 
't.l6 LUED INGHAUSEN L• t..Sd.t.J 147vOJ ~ 466 
't37 KECKLII'<GHAUSEN L• /15.1) 36J50v D 4o I 
43d STE I "'fU~ r l~ 112.0 19150J D Hb 
't39 ~UEREN L> lo I, 0 6lou0 0 489 
4't0 PAOEf<oOi<~ L• ~5'e.\l !'to lOO 0 4~0 
't't1 ALTKI~CH ·~ o,4.J ~1215 F 491 442 CULMAR H bbl.u 123~01 F 4~2 
4't3 THA1'4N A~ 524.0 70o31 • 4>3 
4't4 GUfBwlLLER 
·-
5tlo.J b6J3J ~ 4~4 
445 ~ULHliUSE A~ &<9.J 21td5f..l F 4~5 
44b MIBEAU~ILLE H 't5J. J 47070 F 496 
"" 1 
HAGUE'<AU ·~ <..o\.1• J 102~25 F 497 448 .~ULSHE I M .. us.u 71470 F 4"8 
4't9 SAVtRNE Af- >dJ. J 841&4 F 499 
't!>O StLESTAT-ERSTf IN H >l<l.J ll4i4l F SJO 
"<4M E OF u!STP!C7 
STRA~~UJ~G-CO~PAG~~ AR 
STf<AS~OURG-VlLL" A~ 
o!SSEMBOURG AR 
E PI NAL ~-
"'=UFCHAT lAY 
'" So!NT ,JI E A" 
di(!EY •• LUNE~lll~ AR 
NA"jCY •• TDUL AR 
BflULAY-~USELLE AR 
CHATEA-SALINS A" 
FDRBACH AR 
HET l-cA~P4GM AR 
SAt<RE90URG AR 
S~RREGUc~INES ~· rH!U"'~ ILLt-FST AR 
T~IO~~ILLE-OUE§T AR 
MCTZ-VIllt: AR 
COMMERCY AR 
VERDUM S.~EUSE AR 
CHARLE~ILLE-HEllERES AR 
SEOA~ AR 
VLIUZIERS AR 
CAPELLEN CT 
E SCit eT 
LUXEMBOURG-Vlll2 CT 
LUX Eo11l-C AMPAGNE er 
MERSCH CT 
CLERVAUX CT 
JIEKRICH er 
~EDANG~ CT 
VIANOEN CT 
oiLTZ CT 
ECHTERNACH CT 
GREVEN•ACHE1 Cl 
REMICH CT 
ARLUN AR 
8ASrAulll" AR 
~AMCHE-E~-FA~t•lllf AR 
1\JE:!JfCAT::A~ ~· VIRTJ~ ·~ I)[NA~T AR 
"'Ar-tu, ~· PHILIPPcVILL~ AR 
ChM-L fiC.d ~· THuh AR 
rlUY Ak 
LIFG" AR 
VERV!f"S AR 
AQEA /KMZ/ 
683.0 
18,.l 
5ei.O 
~lt~o.o 
LCLO,O 
l43J,O 
u~o.o 
568.0 
<S60.0 
408.0 
428.0 
181.1) 
1110.0 
1190. c 
317 .o 
505,0 
163.0 
910.0 
tso.o 
1380.0 
2790.0 
3050.0 
1150.0 
4Jl,O 
199,0 
243.0 
51.5 
187,0 
224.0 
3C2.0 
239.0 
2tlo0 
54.1 
2'i'lo0 
186.0 
211.0 
128oC 
.3~1.0 
~t9.0 
~37.0 
1~50.0 
717 .c 
1510.0 
1120.0 
~os.o 
561.0 
~Cb.O 
no.c 
165.0 
201().0 
POPULAT, 
198838 
253384 
56497 
2 32267 
68610 
91121 
192135 
18500 
395593 
56359 
69420 
29275 
189180 
192030 
61029 
817'13 
1236't3 
l'tl534 
111369 
45082 
91376 
180435 
682~0 
25687 
21381 
114778 
16150 
25't95 
13814 
9606 
19685 
10305 
2658 
10t30 
993't 
15269 
101>21 
't8413 
35022 
~9519 
52541 
41815 
~44b0 
231132 
589't~ 
458609 
13632~ 
92626 
617572 
23913t 
COUNTRY 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
B 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
B 
8 
B 
B 
8 
8 
I 
CP 
Table 3-3;(cont.) 
NO. NAME Of DISTRICT AREA /KM21 POPULAT. COUNTRY 
501 rlASSELT ·~ 904.0 319~93 B 502 wAREMME AO 387.0 58976 ~ 
5J3 TJNGRES AP 628.u 165940 8 
504 NOuRD-LJ ~BURG Ki: o53.0 236153 NL 
5J5 MI DllEN-ll MBURG RE 665.v 192954 NL 
506 ZUIO-LIMBt,;RG ~E 690.0 614oN rll 
507 oEST-'1-BRABANT KE 1260.0 49l301 NL 
508 MIDOEN-~-eRABANT ~~ 1..;~o.u 391~<>3 NL 
5U9 NuORDUOST-N-BRABANT KE I.>! C. u 47V219 ·~L 
510 ZUIDUOST-N-BRABANT i<~ D7C.u 586434 Nl 
511 ZEfUwSCH-VLANOEREN ~· ~77.0 105104 NL 512 U~EKIG ZEELAND ~E 1&70.0 U1500 NL 
513 VELUwE Kc 1H5o.o 51H27 NL I 
514 ~L •. T~RHOEK ~E 153J.u 340032 Nl 
515 ARNHEM/N IJMEGEN K~ 990.0 594~48 R 
516 ZUIUoEST-GElDERLAND ~[ 711.0 16~171 Nl 
517 UTRECHT RE 14CO.O 657b6b NL 
51H AuGLOMERATIE LclCEN RE 239.0 320455 NL 
8 
Note: I \0 
AR = Arrondissement I 
519 AGGLUMERATIE 'S-GRAVEN•.>Gf KE 227.0 6ij4792 Nl 
lzu DELFT EN wESTLANC K!' 19~.0 194293 NL 21 OSTELIJK l-HOLLANO 
"" 
520.0 2664ij3 NL BZ = Bezirk 
522 GRUOT-RIJNMONO KE ueo.o 1200944 I'll 
523 ZUIDOLlST Z-HULLANO kc 520.U 35 7113 NL CT = Canton 
5l4 NUORDIOVfklJSSfl RE 1980.0 322072 NL 
525 ZUIOwEST-OVERIJSSEL kE 400.J t2u513 NL 
526 hENTE RE 1440,0 534562 ~L KT = Kanton 
5l7 ZUIDELIJKt IJSSEl~EERPLl.. kF.: ~tl. J 29574 Nl 
528 KUF VAN NOORO-HCLLANO RE ll4C.O 272858 NL LK = Landkreis 
529 ALKMAER E.O. R~ 323.0 174048 NL 
530 IJMONO --~ 14l.u 164621 NL 531 AGGLOMERATLE rlAARLEM ~E 144.J 237264 NL RE = Regio 
532 lAANSTRE:EK kE 95.1 137ll~ NL 
533 GROGT-AMSTEROAM ~c 736.0 1u6549v NL SK = Stadtkreis 
534 GtJOI EN •ECHh TR EEK RE 161.\J 233432 NL 
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Table 3-4: Population in Age Groups 
Basis: State of Equilibrium (Constant Birthrate l)) 
Mean Life Expectancy = 70yrs2 ) 
Age Group Age [yrs] Percentage of Total 
Population 
Infant 0-1 1.43 
Child 1-10 12.86 
Teen 10-20 14.28 
Adult over 20 71.43 
1) At the moment decreasing birthrate in most European countries 
which results in a shift in favour of the older age groups 
2) Valid for nearly all Central European Countries 
Table 3- 5: Employees in the Three Branches of Economy 1974 [31] 
Country Agriculture Industry Trade, Traffic 
and Foresting and Mining and Service 
[%} {%} [%} 
CH 7. I 46.3 46.6 
FL no data available 
A 16.1 40.1 43.8 
D 7.3 47.6 45 .I 
F 12.0 39.2 49,2 
L 6.6 49.0 44.4 
B 3.7 41.2 55 .I 
NL 6.6 35.5 57.9 
------------ ---------------------------------------------------RMR I) 
7.5 44 48,5 (estimated) 
USA 4 .I 31.7 64.2 
I) Uncertainty of this estimation: less than 5 % 
Table 3-6: Use of Land within Various Land Categories (see Fig. 3-7) 
(Evaluated on the Basis [31 to 35]) 
Land Use 1 [%] I Plant Product Dependent Land Use l~G [%] X ):~ 0 of ~able- and Qrass Land 
~ ..... 0 ..... .., ol Cll 
~ '0 '0 e-o Values of Land Category S::'O s:: s:: as s:: 
.! ~ as (Color symbols ,,! §' Cll ...:1 s:: ., 
of Fig. 3-7) ..... Cll +> s:: s:: c:..> 
.c: .-!Ill 
"' 
+> ..... Cll 
+> 
.0 "' Cll .-1 as m t:: "' ..... as as 
"' 
..... Cll 
.-1 
:.. !:,8, 0 .€,~ ~~~ as fz.J Cll 
s:: 
"' 0 Cll 
..... c..> I 
+> 
"' 0 1AG p.. 1AG lF lB lR c 
Predominantly 29.6 60 20 15 5 55 
Arable Land (33) 
(orange) 
Predominantly 13.8 60 30 9 1 18 
Grass Land for (1o.8) 
Grazing (olive) 
Predominantly 19.8 30 60 8 2 12 
Forest Land (3.6) 
(green) 
Mixture of 34.1 60 30 9 1 45 
Arable- Grass- (27) 
and Forest 
Land (yellow) 
1) The symbols: C= Cereals, R= Root Crops, V= Vegetables, F= Fruit, G= Grass; 
P= Pork, B= Beef, M= Milk; 
1AG • 
li"' 0 
"' c:..> 
+> 
0 
0 
"'' 
1AG R 
1o.5 
(6.3) 
2.1 
(1.26) 
2.1 
(o.63) 
8.1 
(4.86) 
have the meaning defined here only within Tables 3-6 (far right column) and 3-7 
2) pOtatoes: 45%, beet: 55% of acreage for root crops 
1AG are given p 
"' 
:> Cll 
.-1 
.0 
as 
+> 
Cll 
110 
Cll 
>I 
1AG V 
2.5 
( 1 • 5) 
o.75 
(o.45) 
o.75 
(o.225) 
1. 5 
(o.9) 
in brackets 
rz. t.!l 
+> 
"' ..... 
"' ::s as 
"' 
t;, IZ.j 
1AG F 1
AG 
G 
2 3o 
( 1.2) ( 18) 
o.15 79 
(o.o9) (47 .4) 
o.15 85 
(o.o45) (25.5) 
o.4 45 
(o.24) ( 27) 
Table 3-7: Agricultural Products: Yield and Use 
( Evaluated on the Basis of [31 to 38] ) 
a) Plant Products 
Yield Yp Use '1> [%] 
Plant Products 
[!t.g/ (m2 .yr )] Human Food Animal Food uP,AF Seeds. Losses 
~.HF Cattle SWine Others etc. '1> ,SL 
Cereals c 0.4 15 18 50 3 14 
Root Crops R 5.9 1) 71) 56 1) 30 1) 11) 61) 
Potatoes 2.7 33 
Beet 8.5 
Vegetables V 2.0 80 - - 20 
Fruit F 3.4 85 - - 15 
Grass G 2.5 - 100 - -
I) ~1e~~:,hted mean value ~Jith respect to proportionate acreage of potatoes and beet (see footnote of Table 3-6) 
I 
>-3 
I 
r\) 
Table 3-7;(cont.) 
b.) Animal Products 
i 
Animal Products Yield per Fodder AF Yield per Animal H Product Use u A [%] YA YA 
Meat Fresh Milk and 
f!tg/k~l Lkg/yr] Fresh Milk Products 
Pork p 0.095 kfi p 1 ) 115 1 ) 100 -
0.38 kg C + 0.62 kg R 
Beef B 0.0081 kfi B 2) 93.5 100 -
0.019kgC+0.160kgR+0.821kgG 
Milk M 0.13 1 M 2)3) 
0.019kgC+0.160kgR+0.821kgG 1515 3 ) - 2o 
I 
1) Without slaughtering-fat 
2) iood value: 3.5 kg grass corresponds approx. to 1 k~ cereals resp. root crops [3EQ 
3) Weighted mean value, dairy cow ( 4o% of cattle): 0.33 1/kg fodder resp. 3787 1/yr 
Cheese 
Butter 
Animal 
Food etc. 
-
-
8o 
8 
I 
w 
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Tab. 3-8: Freshwater Fishery within the Rhein-Maas Region 
(Yield and Catch evaluated on the Basis of 1}2 to 50]) 
Water Body Section Yield yF Total Catch (River Distance) [kg/(km.yr)] [kg/yr] 
Alpenrhein 1 - 23 1001) 2 300 1) 
Bodensee Obersee 1890 kg/(km2·yr) 900 000 
Untersee 4580 kg/(km2·yr) 293 000 
Reuss 1 - 62 1001) 6 200 1) 
Aare 1 - 165 2001) 33 000 1) 
Neckar 1 - 127 100 12 700 
Main 1 - 390 1001) 39 000 1) 
Mosel 1 
- 255 200 1) 51 000 1) 
Lippe 1 - 100 65 6 500 
Rhein 1 - 45 800 36 000 
46 - 165 750 85 000 
166 - 226 460 28 000 
227 - 292 1 100 71 000 
293 - 352 1 950 120 000 
353 - 437 2 500 210 000 
438 - 540 1 7202) 175 000 
>540 0 0 
725 ooo3) 
Maas 1 - 265 1 4oo 370 000 
266 - 4oo 500 68 000 
438 ooo3) 
Waal 1 - 1o4 01 )2) 0 
Lek 1 - 158 01) 2) 0 
Total 2 506 700 
1) Estimated by comparison with rivers of similar stature 
2) Unfit for human consumption [50] 
3) Partial sum for the river within all noted sections 
- T-15 -
Table 4-1: Yearly Total EnergY- Consumption and Electric Energy 
Consumption 1974 1)1,52] 
Total Energy Consumption Electric Energy Consumption 
Country per Country!) 
[ 106 tee 1 
per Capit') 
[ kgce] 
per Country ) 
r 109 kWh 12 
per Capit~ 
[ kWh 12 
CH 31,3 4 830 34.9 5 388 
FL no data available no data available 
A 33.4 4 437 30.9 3 580 
D 372.4 6 001 317.6 4 542 
F 250.0 4 763 188.0 3 201 
L 7.9 22 132 4.8 9 588 
B 64.6 6 614 42.4 3 865 
NL 86. I 6 354 53.9 3 601 
---------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------
RMR3) 
(estimated) 6 000 
USA 2 460 11 600 
I) ce coal equivalent, kgce ~ 29,3•106J 
2) Wh watt-hour, I kWh ~ 3,6•I06J 
2 105,8 
3) Uncertainty of this estimation: less than 5 % 
4 500 
8 520 
- T-16 -
Table 4-2: Installed Electric Capacity 1974 Q51,52] 
Country Thermal Hydroelectric Total Total Capacity 
Power Plant Cffacity 
CMWe"J 
Power Plant Cafacity 
[MWeJ 1 
capacitt 
CMWe]) 
per Caoir-,a 
CkWeJ 1 
CH I 400 9 200 10 600 1.65 
FL no data available 
A 3 233 6 008 9 241 1.23 
D 61 330 4 775 66 105 1.07 
F 28 291 16 334 44 625 0.85 
L 214 972 I 186 3.49 
B 8 295 459 8 754 0.90 
NL 13 516 -- 13 516 1.oo 
----------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------
RMR 
2) 
(estimated) 60 000 1.05 
USA 429 500 64 283 493 763 2.30 
I) We • watt, electrical 
2) Uncertainty of this estimation: less than 5 % 
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Table 4-3: Nuclear Facilities within the Rhein-Maas Region till 1985/90 
Ho. River I) Plant liver 2) Coamiuioniua'l 5) Country Type Proper J.eferenc .. 
Syatem Power3) or Capacity H..,. Dec011111iaaionina 
!"'"! J.Uthi llhein CH LIIR 900 MWe 1981 atw 1975; 6/74 ~ 
MUhlebera A& re CH BIIR 326 MWe 1972 atw 1975 
Graban-1 A& re CH BIIR 1214 MWe 1981 atw 1975 
Graben-2 BIIR 1214 MWo 1983 otw 1975 
G6aaan-Diniken Aare CH PWR 970 MWe 1977 otw 1976 
" 
tn.,il-1 Rauu CH LWR. 1000 MWe 1983 atw 1975 
... Iowil-2 LWR 1000 MWe "198S" atw 1975 
Wllrenlinpn Aare CH Rll S MWth "Saphir" 19S7 P.c. 
Keruforachunaa- Rll 30 MWth "Diorit" 1960/1977 
zentrum 
Beznau-1 Aare CH PIIR 364 MWe 1969 atw 1975 
Bezo.au-2 PIIR 364 MWe 1971 atw 1975 
..... 
Leibatadt Bhein CH BWR 1000 MWe 1980 otw 1976 
Menzenachwand Krunkelbacb D UMn 
10 Schwantadt-1 lthein D LWR 1200 MW'e "198S" otw 197S 
ScbwlSratadt-2 LWR 1200 MWe "198S" otw 7/73 
ScbwHratadt-3 LWR 1200 MWe 11 1985" otw 7/73 
11 Kaiseraua1t Rhein CH BWR 92S MWe 1981 atw 1976 
12 Heitersheim Rhein D FPP eo. 300 t/yr U02 "BBR." 1980 eatim. fr .IUS 
13 Peuenheim-1 Rhein PWR 930 MWe 1976 otw 1976 
Peuenheim-2 PWR 930 MWe 1977 atw 1976 
Pellenheim-3 PWR 9S7 MWe 1981 atw 197S 
Pelaenheim-4 PWR 9S7 MWe 1982 otw 197S 
14 Wyhl-1 lhein D PWR 1362 MWe 1981 atw 1976 
Wyhl-2 PIIR 1362 MWe 1981 atw 1976 
IS Lauterbourg Rhein LWR 1000 MWe "198S" 11101 13.2. 7S 
11101 6.6. 7S 
16 Neupotz-1 Rhein D PWR 1300 HWe 1982 atw 1976 
Neupotz-2 PWR 1300 MWe 1984 atw 1976 
17 Karllruhe Rhein D Rll 40 MWth "FR 2" 1961/1980(eotimated) 
Kernfonchunga- PBWR 60 MWth 11MZFR" 1966/1978 atv 6/74 
zentrum FliP 40 t/yr "WAit" 1971 
LMFR 20 MWe .,KNK" 1973 
18 Philippoburrl Rhein D BWR 900MWe 1977 atw 1976 
Philippaburs;-2 PWR 1362 MWe 1981 atw 1976 
...._ 
19 ~ Neckarweatheim-1 Neckar D PWR 8SS MWe 1976 atw 1976 
.X Necltarveatbeim-2 PWR 84S MWe 1982 atw 1976 
u 
20 
.. 
z Obri&heim Neckar D PWR 34S MWe 1969 atw 197S 
,... 
21 Ludviaahafen-1 Rhein PWR 42S MWe 1981 atw 1976 
Luciwiaahafen-2 PWR 400MWe 00 198S" atw 1976 
22 Kiracbgartshausen Rhein D HTR llSO MWe 1984 atw 197S 
23 Biblia-1 Rhein D PIIR 1204 MWe 1974 atw 1975 
Biblia-2 PWR 1300 MWe 1976 atw 197S 
Biblis-3 PWR 1300 MWe 1981 atw 1975 
Biblh-4 PWR 1300 HWe 1983 atw 197S 
....... 
24 Bamberg-Vieretb Main LIIR 1200 MWe 1982 atw 9/72 
2S Grafenrheinfeld.-1 Main D PWR 1300 MWe 1979 atw 197S 
Grafenrheinfeld.-2 PWR 1300 MW'e 1981 atw 197S 
26 
" 
BHratein-1 Main D· LWR 1300 MWe "198S" otw 197S 
X H6ntein-2 LWR 1300 MWe "1985" otw 197S 
27 IWll Main D BWR IS MWe 1961 atw 197S 
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Table 4-3;(cont.) 
No. River Plant River Country Type Proper Cotlllliaaionins/ Reference• 
Syatam Power or Capacity Name Dec01111lillionina 
28 Wolfaaua Main ~ ea. 7~ ~~~~ ~b ''RBU" 1965/69 NIS 0 11Nukem11 1962 P.C. 
X FPP 40( 10) t/yr U02+Pu02 "Alkem" 1963 NIS 
PFP ea. 3 t/yr U+Th ''HO BEG" 1971 P.C. 
29 1 Ellweiler Steinaubach UMl 150 t/d 1961 P.C. 
30 
r- Sentzicll-1 Moael PWR 905 MWe 1983 atw 9/10/76 
Sentdch-2 PWR 
" 
905 MWe 1984 atw 9/10/76 
0 
31 X b•rachen Ho1el L PWR 1300 HWo 1981 atw 1976 
32 r- HUlbeim-Urlich lhein PWR 1295 HWo 1979 atw 1976 
33 
~ 
Bad Breili& Rhein LWR 1200 HWo "1985" atw 1/72 
34 l Uentrop-1 Lippe D IITR 308 MWe 11THTR" 1978 atw 1976 
~ Uentrop-2 PWR 1300 MWe 1981 atw 7/75 
~ 
35 Vahnum-1 Rhein PWR 1300 MWo 1981 atw 1976 
Vahnum-2 PWR 1300 MWe 1983 atw 1976 
36 Kalkar-1 Rhein D LHFBR 327 HWe "SNB. 300" 1981 atw 1976 
Kalkar-2 LMPBR 1500 HWo "SNI. 2'' "1986" atw 1976 
... 
37 Ahaua Al. D FFP ca.l50/300 t/yr U02 "NB11 "1985" P.C. 1976 
38 Al•lo OVerij ••elkanal NL UEP 35 t/yr IIF6 "DPP" 1972 P.C. 1976 
UEP 40 t/yr trr6 "UTA 25" 1973 
UEP 500 t/yr IIF6 "B 21" 1978 
UEP 1500 t/yr 016 1982 
39 Arnhem Rhein NL STR I MWth "KEMA" 1974 atw 8/74 
40 Doclewurd llaal NL BWR 54 MWe 1968 atw 1975 
41 -:;; Pet ten North Sea NL RR 45 MWth "HFR11 1962 
z 
42 Chooz Mao a PWR. 300 MWe 1967 atw 1975 
43 Tihanse-1 
-· 
PWR 920 MWe 1975 atw 1975 
.. Tihanae-2 PWR 930 MWe 1980 atw 1976 
0 tihanae-3 PWR 1000 MWe "1985" CEC 1976 0 
44 X JUlich Rur RR 5 HWth "Merlin" 1962 
Kernfonchunge- RR 10 HWth "Dido" 1962 
r; zentrum IITR 15 HWtb "AVB.u 1967 
45 ! Boruele-1 Schelde NL P'WII 480 HWo 1973 atw 1972 
,'!\ Boruele-2 LWR 1000 Mile 11 1985" atw 5/74 
..._ 
I) 
c::J C::J Tributary Rhein, 
2) 
Liat of Abbreviation• ••• Table 4-6 
3) Gross power, if specified 
4) 11 198511 year of coumi.uionina - aaaumed if not apecified in the reference 
5) 
atw . Atomwirtechaft - Atomtechnik, Journal 
atw 1975 • atw 20 (1975) 135-151' 187-209 
atw 1976 • atw 21 (1976) 114-131, 170-195 
atw 6/76 e. g.• atw 11 yellow paa; .... , Month/Year 
""" 
. Badieche Neueete Nachrichten, Karhruhe. Daily New1paper 
NIS . "Die Brennelementindu1trie11 HIS-Report (1975) 
P.C. • Private C01111Nnieation 
CEC . Commiuion of the European CoaDUnities 
Nuclear Plantl in the Countriae of the European Coaaunitie1 
Updated Dae•bar 1976 
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Table 4-4: Nuclear Facilities close to the Rhein-Maas Region till 1935/90 
(Near Distance Zone) 1) 
No. River Plant River Country Type Proper Commissioning/ References 
Syatem Power or Capacity Name Decommissioning 
--;; 
NOI E Emden E.,. LWR I 365 MWe "1985" atw 1976 
~ 
N02 Ll.Chtenmoor I 
1henburg 
2) FRP 1500 t/yr "KEWA" "1985" 
NOJ --;;; Lingen-1 Ems BWR 252 MWe 1968 stw 1975 E 
w Lingen-2 FFP ''Exxon'' 1977 atw 11/1976 
,--
N04 Grohnde/Hameln Weser PWR 1361 MWe 1981 atw 1976 
NOS WUrgassen Weser BWR 670 MWe 1972 atw 1975 
N06 3: Borken/Kaaael Fulda PWR 1300 MWe 1984 atw 1976 
k-
N07 Rehling-1 Le eh LWR 1200 MWe "1985" atw 11/1976 
Rehling-2 LWR 1200 MWe "1985" atw 11/1976 
NOB c Gundreamingen-1 Oonau BWR 250 MWe 1967 atw 1975 
0 
a Gundremmingen-2 BWR 1310 MWe 1980 atw 1976 Gundremmi ngen- 3 BWR 1310 MWe 1981 atw 1976 
-
N09 Ispra Lago Maggiore HWR 40/50 MWth 1969 Nucl.Eng. 1976 
NIO Creys-Malville RhOne LMFBR 1200 MWe ''Superphi!nix" 1981 atw 1976 
Nil il Bugey-1 RhOne GCR 540 MWe 1972 Bugey-2 PWR 957 MWe 1976 atw 1976 Bugey-3 PWP 957 MWe 1977 atw 1976 Q: Bugey-4 PWR 940 MWe 1978 atw 1976 
Bugey-5 PWR 940 MWe 1978 atw 1976 
~ 
Nl2 Geel/Mol/Dessel Grote Nete 
Gee! (ZBNM) ScL 1960 
Mol (SCK) RR 4 MWth "BR I" 1957 
RR 80 MWth "BR 2" 1963 
RR 40 MWth "BR 3" 1962 
FRP 300 t/yr 1966. "1985" P.c. 
u 
Dessel FFP 200/800 t/yr U02 "Eurofuel'' 1975,1982 NIS 
"' NIJ Doel-1 Schelde PWR 410 MWe 1974 atw 1975 
Doel-2 PWR 410 MWe 1975 
Doel-3 PWR 930 MWe 1980 
~ Doel-4 PWR 1000 MWe "1985" CEC 
1 )bee footnotes of Table 4-3 
l) Alternative Sites: 
Wahn/Lathen, Lichtenmoor/Nienburg • Lutterloh/Uelzen • Gorleben/Luchow-Dannenberg 
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Table 4-5: Nuclear Facilities around the Rhein-Maas Region till 
1985/90 (Far Distance Zone) I) 
No, Region Plant River Country Type ColiiDiasioning/ 
Power or Capacity Decommiaaioning 
FOI "Elbe" Stendal Elbe DDR PWII. 440 Mile "1980" 
Rheinsbera Rh in DDR PWR 80 MWe 1966 
Lubmin-1 Baltic Sea DDR PWR 440 Mile 1973 
Lubmin-2 DDR PWR 440 liWe 1975 
Esenahamm Weser PWR 1230 Mile 1977 
Krilmel Elbo BWR 1316 MWe 1978/79 
Stade Elbe PWII. 662 MWe 1972 
Brokdorf Elbe D PWR 1365 MWe 1981/82 
BrunsbUttel El be BWR 806 MWe 1976 
Cuzbaven North Sea LWR 1365 MWe "1985" 
P02 "Donau" Ohu-1 bar BWR 907 MWe 1977 
Ohu-2 bar LWR 1250 KW'e "1983/84" 
Niederaichbach bar GCIIWII IOOMWe 1972/1974 
Pleinting Donau D PWR 1300 Mile 1983 
Stein/St. Pantaleon Donau A LWR I 000-1300 HWe 1985/86 
Tullnerfeld/ Donau A BWII. 723 HWe 1977 
Zwentendorf 
Dukovany-1 Jihlaw• CS PWR 420 MWo 1979 
Dukovany-2 Jihlawa CS PWR 420 MWo 1980 
F03 11Po" Trino Vercelleae Po PWR 270 Mile 1965 
Mezzanone di Po BWR 862 MWo 1976 
Caono 
Brasimone LMPBB 140 MWth "1985" 
F04 "RhOne" Marcoule-1 RhOne GCR 40 Mile 1959 
Marcoule-2 RhOne GCR 40 MWe 1960 
Marcoule-3 RhOne LMFBB 233 MWe 1973 
Tricaatin-1 RhOne PWR 925 MWe 1979 
Trica•tin-2 RhOne PWR 925 MWe 1979 
Tricaatin-3 RhOne PWR 925 MWe 1980 
Tricastin-4 RhOne F PWR 925 MWe 1980 
Grenoble hire 
F05 "Loire11 Chinon-1 Loire F GCR 210 MWe 1965 
Chinon-2 Loire GCR 400 MWe 1967 
Chinon-3 Loire p PWR 905 MWe 1981 
Chinon-4 Loire PWR 905 liWe 1982 
St.Laurent-1 Loire GCR 460 MWe 1969 
St.Laurent-2 Loire GCR 515 MWo 1971 
St.Laurent-3 Loire BWR 954 MWo 1979 
St. Lau.rent-4 Loire BWR 954 MWo 1980 
Dampierre-1 Loire PWR 905 MWo 1979 
Dam.pierre-2 Loire PWR 905 MWo 1980 
Dampierre-3 Loire Pill 905 MWo 1980 
Dampierre-4 Loire PWR 905 MWo 1981 
F06 "Channel" Gravelin .. -1 PWR 925 MWo 1979 
Gravelinee-2 PWR 925- 1979 
Graveline.a-3 F FWR 925- 1980 
Gravelinea-4 FWR 925- 1981 
Reference• 
atw 1976 
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Table 4-5:(cont.) 
No. Site Plant River Country Type Commissioning/ ll.eferences 
Power or C.paci ty Deeom.iesionin& 
F06 Bradwell-1 GB GCR 150 IIWe 1962 
Braclwell-2 GB GCR ISO MWe 1962 
Dunaeneaa A-t GB GCR 275 IIWe 1965 
Dunaeneaa A-2 GB GCR 275 IIWe 1965 
Dunaeneea B-1 GB AGR 600 MWe 1978 
Dunaeneee B-2 GB AGR 600 IIWe 1978 
Si&awell-1 GB GCR 290 MWe 1966 
Si&awll-2 GB GCR 290 MWe 1966 
Sizowell-3+6 GB SGHIIR 4*660 MWe "1985" CEC 
faluel-1 F PWR 1300 MWe 1982 
Palual-2 F Pill! 1300 MWe "1985" CEC 
F07 La Hague F FlU' 800 t/yr ( +800) (1980) 
FC8 Windacale GB FRP 2800 t/yr (+800) (1980) 
I) See footnotes of Table 4-3 
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Table 4-6: List of Abbreviations for Types of Nuclear Facilities 
AGR = Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor 
BWR = Boiling Water Reactor 
FFP = Fuel Fabrication Plant 
FRP = Fuel Reprocessing Plant 
GCR = Gas-Cooled Reactor 
GCHWR = Gas Cooled Heavy Water Reactor 
HTR = High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor 
HWR = Heavy Water Reactor 
LMFBR = Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 
LMFR = Liquid Metal Fast Reactor 
LWR = Light Water Reactor 
NPP = Nuclear Power Plant 
NRC = Nuclear Research Center 
PHWR = Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor 
PWR = Pressurized Water Reactor 
RC = Research Center 
RR = Research Reactor 
ScL = Scientific Laboratory 
SGHWR = Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor 
STR = Suspension Test Reactor 
UEP = Uranium Enrichment Plant 
UMl = Uranium-Ore Mill 
UMn = Uranium-Ore Mine 
Table 5-1.1;Evaluated Release Rates for Plants already in Operation for some Length of Time 
- Gaseous Releases [ci/yr J -
No. Site H-3 C-14 Ar-41 Co-58 Co-60 Kr-85 Kr-88 I-129 I-131 Xe-133 
2 Muhleberg 1) 7000 o.4 72000 
6 ~'Urenlingen 1) SoL 0.5 
7 Beznau 1) 12(-3) 6300 
17 Karlsruhe 2) ScL 100 300 1.5(-3) 
FRP"WAK" 1900 16 50000 4(-3) 
LMFR"KNK" 2 16 1 2(-4) 80 
20 Obrigheim 3) 10 45 3(-3) 8( -3) 5 5( -3) 5000 
40 Dodewaard 4 ) 550 1.1(-2) 1350 
41 Petten 5) ScL 20 0.2 
RR"HFR" 6oo 
42 Chooz 6) 14000 
44 Julich 7) ScL 30 50 1.5(-2) 
RR-1"Merlin" 60 280 1.7(-2) 
RR-2"Dido" 330 1.1(-2) 
HTR"AVR" 6 5 
Evaluated on the Basis of: 
1) Reports: KUER-18 (1975), KUER-19 (1976) 
2) Reports: KFK-1565 (1972), KFK-1818 (1973), KFK-1973 (1974), KFK-2155 (1975), KFK-2266 (1976) 
Xe-135 Cs-134 
25000 
4 
500 8(-5) 
2450 
1000 
110 
10 
20 
3) Reports: STH-4/74 (1974), STH-11/74 (1974h STH-6/75 (1975), STH-2/76 (1976), STH-5/76 (1976) among others 
4) H. Wijker, Private Communication (1976) 
5) J.A. Goedkoop, Private Communication (1976) 
6) L. Maesen, J. Grangetas, Private Communication (1975) 
7) Report: JUEL ZST-209 (1975) 
Cs-137 
2(-4) I 
1 
1\) 
w 
Table 5-1.2: Evaluated Release Rates for Plants already in Operation for some Length of Time 
- Liquid Releases [ Ci/yr J -
No. Site H-3 Co-58 Co-60 Sr-89 Sr-90 Ru-106 J-131 
2 Miihleberg 1 )8) o.o 1.3o(-2) 1.04 o.o o.o o.o 6.3o(-2) 
6 Wiirenlingen 1 )8)ScL o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 5.oo(-1) 
7 Beznau 1 )8) 840 3.8 1.2 o.o o.o 0.0 2.oo(-1) 
1o) 
17 Karlsruhe 2) 4000 0.0 2.oo(-3) o.o 1.1o(-2) 1.oo(-3) o.o 
20 Obrigheim 9) 240 8.oo( -1) 5.oo(-1) 7.oo(-3) 5.oo(-3) o.o 1.oo(-1) 
40 Dodewaard 4 ) 5 o.o 1.35(-1) 3.oo(-3) 7.5o(-4) o.o 0.0 
42 Chooz 6) 1500 8.00(-2} 5.6o(-1) 0.0 8.oo(-5) 0.0 6.oo(-2) 
44 Jiilich 7) 237 o.o 5.78(-3) 0.0 o.o 0.0 1.43(-1) 
1) to 7) see Table 5-1.1 
8) S. Chakraborty, Private Communication (1976) 
9) Report: WaBoLu 18/74 (1975) 
1o) assumed to be released by the FRP "WAK" in full operation 
Cs-134 Cs-137 
o.o 7.5o(-1) 
0.0 0.0 
4.oo(-1) 2.70 
3.4o(-2) 1.47(-1) 
4.7o(-1) 7.9o(-1) 
6.5o{-2) 1. 40( -1) 
3.oo 3.5o 
4.32(-3) 4.27(-2) 
Ce-144 
o.o 
o.o 
1.4o( -1) 
7.oo(-3) 
4.oo(-2) 
o.o 
1.6o 
2.37(-2) 
I 
>-3 
I 
I\) 
~ 
I 
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Table 5-2.1: Evaluated ~xnected Release Rates for Mode~n 1000 MWe Power Plants 
- Gaseous Releases [ci/(yr • 1000 MWeU 
Nuclide USAEC I) USAEC "Karlsruhe "Jiilich+) UK-NRPB This Study 
"Mississippi "Tennessee Set" Set" for the EC 
Study" Study" 
[1] [6] [re to 82] [5] [83] 
1000 MWe - PWR 
H-3 0 I 040 12 20 12 20 
C-14 0 0 6.5 11.1 2) 6,0 12 
Ar-41 8.4 (-28) -- -- -- -- 30 
Co-58 0 0 -- -- -- 2(-3)3) 
Co-60 0 0 -- -- -- 2(-3)3) 
Kr-85 3 413 905 1 300 700 -- 1 200 
Kr-88 3.0(-27) 20,1 50 -- -- 4o 
I-131 1,8(-1) 7.9(-3) 6 (-2) 5(-2) -- 6(-2) 
Xe-133 3 491 299 3 200 2 500 -- 2 Boo 
Xe-135 1.7(-18) 24.2 300 -- -- 200 
Cs-134 0 0 4.0 ( -3) -- -- 2 (-3)3) 
Cs-137 0 0 7,0 (-3) -- -- 2 (-3)3) 
1000 MWe - BWR 
H-3 2.6 (-2) 41.5 18 30 ca,60 20 
C-14 0 0 7.5 11 .2 2) 10.6 12 
Ar-41 896 -- -- -- -- 30 
Co-58 0 0 -- -- -- 2(-3) 3) 
Co-60 0 0 -- -- -- 2(-3) 3) 
Kr-85 4 413 723 1 200 700 
--
1 200 
Kr-88 118 19.2 4 --
--
4o 
I-131 19 d,1 ( -2) 3(-1) 1 ( -1) 
--
3(-1) 
Xe-133 17 979 3 320 2400 2 500 
--
2 800 
Xe-135 8.5(-2) 383 200 --
--
200 
Cs-134 0 0 4.0 (-3) -- -- 2(-3) 3> 
Cs-137 0 0 7.0 (-3) -- -- 2(-3) 3) 
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Table 5-2,1t (cont.) 
Nuclide USAEC USAEC "Karlsruhe "Jtilich UK-NRPB This Study 
"Mississippi "Tennessee Set" Set" for the EC 
Study 
[1] 
StudJ 
[6 [7B to B2] [5J [B3] 
1000 MWe - HTR 
H-3 66.6 so 10 < 8 soo 20 
C-14 0 0 0,1 
2) 1.8 0 
Ar-41 -- -- -- -- 30 
Co-5B s::: 0 -- -- -- 0 0 
..... 
Co-60 .... 0 -- -- -- 0 ea 
"" Kr-B5 QJ 2 550 
"d 1 300 120 -- Boo 
.... . .... 
Kr-BB 0 
"' 
3B,2 4oo -- -- 40 d s::: 
0 
B.9(-4) I-131 CJ ca.1(-2) 3(-4) -- 1(-3) 
"" Xe-133 QJ 5B.o 450 40 -- 40 
"d 
d 
Xe-135 ::I 7,0 ea. 200 -- -- 20 
Cs-134 0 -- -- -- 0 
Cs-137 2. I (-6) -- -- -- 0 
1000 MWe - LMFBR 
H-3 3.4 (-4) S4,0 330 -- <2S 000 100 
C-14 6.3 (-IS) 0 I I 2) 
--
I 
Ar-41 2.3 (-2S) -- -- -- -- --
Co-5B 0 5.9(-9) -- -- -- 0 
Co-60 0 4.7(-11) -- -- -- 0 
Kr-B5 20.5 3.6(-1) 350 1 000 
--
Boo 
Kr-BB 5,B (-29) 0 -- -- 40 
I-131 12.3 2.6(-9) ca.1(-2) 9(-3) -- 1 ( -2) 
Xe-133 139 2.4(-2) 4 200 7 000 -- 4 000 
Xe-135 B.4(-2o) 0 250 -- -- 200 
Cs-134 8.4 (-1) 9.9 (-9) -- -- -- 0 
Cs-137 9.2 (-1) 3.8 (-8) -- -- -- 0 
I)In the Mississippi Study two sets of release rates are evaluated, for the PWR-type 
as well as for the BWR-type. The first set, presented in this table, is evaluated 
for the modern contemporary power reactors, whereas the second set is evaluated 
for the advanced power reactors of the same type, that will be commissioned from 
the year 198S. The release rates of fission products of the second set are approxi-
mately two times higher than the corresponding release rates of the first set. The 
release rates of activation products remain almost unchanged. 
2>c-14 values derived from: H. Bonka et al., Production and Emission of Carbon-14 
3) 
from Nuclear Power Stations and Reprocessing Plants and its Radiological Significance, 
IVth IRPA Congress, Paris 1977. 
The figures, which overestimate the actual release rates of these Co and Cs-isotopes, 
stand in place of all aerosol release rates. 
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Table 5-2.2;Evaluated Expected Release Rates for ~odern 1000 MWe Power Plants 
-Liquid Releases [Ci/(yr • 1000 MWe)] 
Nuclide USAEC I) USAEC "Karlsruhe "Jiilieh UK-NRPB This Study 
"Mississippi "Tennessee Set" Set" for the EC 
Study Study 
to 8;D [83] [1} [6] [j8 [5] 
1000 MWe - PWR 
H-3 486 I 040 I 180 900 I 180 950 
Co-58 1.8 (-2) 4.2 (-5) -- 2.3 (-1) -- 2 (-1) 
Co-60 3.6 (-4) 0 -- 1.1 (-1) -- 2 (-I) 
Sr-89 2.2 (-3) 0 5.0 (-I) -- -- 1 (-1) 
Sr-90 6.0 (-5) 0 5,0 (-2) -- -- 5 (-2) 
Ru-106 1,6 (-2) 0 1,0 (-2) -- -- I (-3) 
I-131 1.5 1,8 (-3) ca.l (-1) 1.6 (-I) -- 2 (-1) 
Cs-134 1.6 (-I) 1,3 (-4) 2,5 1.0 (-1) -- 1 (-I) 
Cs-137 9,7 (-1) 1.0 (-4) 4.0 2,3 (-I) -- 1 (-1) 
Ce-144 1.8 (-4) 0 1,0 (-1) 2 (-2) -- 5 (-2) 
1000 MWe - BWR 
H-3 129 41,5 162 150 ea. 150 130 
Co-58 1.1 (-2) 2.1 (-5) -- 2 (-2) -- 2 (-I) 
Co-60 2.2 (-5) 0 -- 1.5 (-I) -- 2 (-1) 
Sr-89 9.3 (-3) 2.1 (-5) 5.0 (-1) 2.7 ( -1) -- 1 (-I) 
Sr-90 5.4 (-4) 0 5.0 (-2) 2.6 (-I) -- 5 (-2) 
Ru-106 1.7 (-2) 0 1.0 (-2) -- -- I (-3) 
I-131 1.6 7 .I (-4) ea. I (-I) 8.8 (-2) -- 3 (-I) 
Cs-134 4.0 (-1) 5.2 (-5) 2.5 7.8 (-2) -- 1 (-1) 
Cs-137 1.8 4.2 (-5) 4.0 1.7 (-I) -- 1 ( -1) 
Ce-144 1.2 (-3) 0 1.0 ( -1) -- -- 5 (-2) 
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Table 5-2,2(cont,) 
Nuclide USAEC I) USAEC "Karlsruhe ·"Jiilich UK-NR.PB This Study 
"Mississippi "Tennessee Set" Set" for the EC 
stu~r· [1 [~jy" [r8 to 82] [5] [13] 
1000 MWe - HTR 
H-3 66.6 3 000 900 ( 8 500 950 
Co-58 a 0 0 -- -- -- 4 (-2) 
..... 
Co-60 ... 111 0 -- 8 (-3) -- 4 (-2) 
"' Sr-89 QJ 5,7 (-5) -- -- -- I (-1) "CC 
..... 
Sr-90 .. 3,5 (-4) -- -- -- I (-2) a 
0 
Ru-106 u 0 -- -- -- 2 (-4) 
"' I-131 QJ 0 -- -- -- 4 (-2) "CC 
a 
Cs-134 :3 7,6 (-3) -- -- -- I (-1) 
... 
Cs-137 0 7.6 (-3) -- 1.3 (-2) -- 2 (-I) a 
Ce-144 8.1 (-6) -- -- -- I (-2) 
1000 MWe - LMFBR 
H-3 54 210 100 ( 25 000 100 
Co-58 0 -- 8,8 (-2) -- 2 (-1) 
Co-60 0 -- 8,8 (-2) -- 2 (-1) 
"' Sr-89 QJ 0 -- -- -- 1 (-1) ., 
111 
Sr-90 QJ 0 -- -- -- 5 (-2) .... 
QJ 
Ru-106 "' 0 -- -- -- I (-3) 
"CC 
I-131 ..... 0 -- 2.1 (-1) -- 2 (-1) :3 
"' Cs-134 ..... 0 -- 1.2 (-1) -- 1 (-1) .... 
Cs-137 0 z 0 -- 2,0 (-I) -- I ( -1) 
Ce-144 0 -- -- -- 5 (-2) 
I) In the Mississippi Study two sets of release rates are evaluated, for 
the PWR-type as well as for the BWR-type. The first set, presented in 
this table, is evaluated for modern contemporary power reactors, whereas 
the second set is evaluated for advanced power reactors of the same 
type, that will be commissioned from the year 1985. The release rates 
of fission products of the second set are approximately two times higher 
than the corresponding release rates of the first set, The release 
rates of activation products remain almost unchanged. 
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Table 5-3J Evaluated Expected Release Rates for a Modern Reprocessing Plant 
(Fuel Burn-up: 30 000 MWd/t) 
-Gaseous Releases [ci/(yr • 1500 t/yr)J -
Release Rate Assumed Nuclide [ Ci/yr] Decontamination Factor 
H-3 70 000 10 
C-14 600 I 
Kr-85 190 000 102 
J-129 0,14 3 102 
Cs- 134 0.6 3 108 
Cs-137 o.s 3 108 
Table 5-4: Assumed Release Rates of the Reprocessing Plants at Windscale (GB) 
and La Hague (F) 
-Gaseous Releases [ci/(yr • 800 t/yrB 
Release Rate Assumed Nuclide [ci/yr J Decontamination Factor 
H-3 350 000 I 
C-14 300 I 
Kr-85 9 500 000 I 
J-129 o. 7 3 10 
Cs-134 0.3 3 108 
Cs-137 0.25 3 108 
Table 5-5: Frequencies and Mixing Layer Heights of the Various Weather Categories 
Weather Frequency [%] 
Category Switzerland Upper Rhein Lower Rhein Rhein-Maas-Delta 
Area [ 89] Area [ 90] Area [ 91] Area [92] 
A } 2 1 2.0 9 
B 7 8 8.3 
c } 14 13 15.8 38 
D 42 55 54.3 
E } 21 8 9.7 53 
F 14 15 9.9 
Mixing Layer 
Height [ 94 J 
[m] 
1500 
1500 
1000 
500 
200 
200 
I 
8 
I 
w 
0 
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Table 5-6: Effective Residence Times of Deposited Material 
in the Upper Layer of the Soil 
Nuclide Effective Residence Time 
T [yr] 8
eff 
Co-58 0.24 [96] 
Co-60 1.25 [96] 
Sr-89 0.2 [99.1 
Sr-90 14.3 [991 
Ru-106 0.73 [96) 
I-129 1.00 [97] 
I-131 0.032 = 'r only rad. decay 
Cs-134 2 • 89 [98] considered 
Cs-137 32.3 [98i 
Ce-144 1 • 1 = T only rad, decay r 
considered 
Table 5-7: Distribution Coefficients Sediments/Water 
(Evaluated on the Basis of [68. 103. 118 to 12U) 
Element Distribution Coefficient Kd 
[m3 /t] 
H 1 
Co 1000 
Sr 10 
Ru 150 
I 1 
Cs 2000 
Ce 620 
Table 5-8.1:Bioaccumulation and Transfer Factors [71] 
Element Soil+Plant Freshwater+Fish Daily Intak~eat 
Bs P [~] BF [~gJ T [~g] 
' 
A,meat 
H 4.8 0,9 0.012 
c 5.5 4600 0.031 
Co 0.0094 50 0.013 
Sr 0.017 30 0.0004 
Ru 0.05 10 0.4 
I 0.02 15 0.0029 
Cs 0.01 2000 0.004 
Ce 0.0025 1 0.0012 
Daily Intak~ilk 
T [£] A,milk 1 
0,01 
0.012 
0.001 
o.ooo8 
1 • 10-6 
0.006 
0.012 
0.0006 
I 
8 
I 
w 
1\) 
I 
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Table 5-8.2tBioaccumulation Factors 
Nuclide Air -+ Plant Water + Irrigated Plant 
Bp[~:] B [m3J I ~00- irrigationl IP kg growing season J 
Leafy Other Plant Leafy Other Plant 
Vegetables 1) Products 2) Vegetables 1) Products 2) 
H-3 83.3 3) 7 .5(-4) 3 )4) 
C-14 687.5 3 ) 1.8(-2) 1.4(-2) 
Co-58 4120 1,40 4.2(-3) 5.7(-6) 
Co-60 4126 7.29 4,2(-3) 3,0(-5) 
Sr-89 4121 2.11 4 .2(-3) 8,6(-6) 
Sr-90 4270 151 4.8(-3) 6.2(-4) 
Ru-106 4141 22,6 4 .3(-3) 9.3{-5) 
I-129 4164 27.6 4.2(-3) 5,1(-5) 
I-131 1497 o, 15 1.5(-3) 4,1 ( -8) 
Cs-134 4137 17.9 4.3(-3) 7.3(-5) 
Cs-137 4319 200 5.0(-3) 8.2(-4) 
Ce-144 4121 1. 70 4.2(-3) 7.0(-6) 
1) Deposit on leaves and uptake by roots 
2) Uptake by roots 
3) Ratio radioisotope/stable isotope in the vegetation assumed to be the 
same as in the atmosphere res. irripation water 
4) Independent of irrigation rate 
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Table 5-9: Dose Factors for External Irradiation 
Nuclide Imersion in Contaminated Cloud Standing on Imersion in Contaminated Wate 
~em·~3J Contaminated Gro~d Eem·~3J 2) gEG~em·~2J 1 I':Ewv ~G s•C1 
s·C1 B'Cl. 
Whole Body (y) Skin (1:1) Whole Body ( y) ~ole Body ( y) Skin (1:1) 
[1] derived from [1] derived from [122] [1] derived from 
H-3 0 0 0 0 
C-14 0 9.7 (-1) 0 0 
Ar-41 3.1 (-1) 1.4 (-1) 
-- --
Co-58 2.3 (-1) o.8 (-1) 1.7(-3) 5.o (-4) 
Co-60 5.6 (-1) 1,3 (-1) 4.9(-3) 1.3 (-3) 
Kr-85 6,1 (-4) 4.2 (-2) -
--
Kr-88 4.2 (-1) 1.4 (-1) - --
Sr-89 5.8 (-2) 0.7 (-1) 1.9(-7) 1.3 (-6) 
Sr-90 6.7 (-5) 3.6 (-2) 0 1.5 (-7) 
Ru-1o6 4.7 (-2) 4.0 (-1) 4,3(-4) 1,1 (-4) 
I-129 3.1 (-4) o.8 (-3) 7.9Hl 5.8 (-7) 
I-131 8.6 (-2) 0.5 (-1) 7.8(-4) 1.9 (-4) 
Xe-133 6.9Hl 1,2 (-2) -- --
Xe-135 5.8(-2) o.8 (-1) -- --
Cs-134 3.6 (-1) 1.1 (-1) 3.4 (-3) 8.1 (-4) 
Cs-137 1,3 (-1) 0,6 (-1) 1,1 (-3) 2.8 (-4) 
Ce-144 3.9(-3) 0.7 (-2) 1.1 (-4) 8.3 (-6) 
1 ) This dose factor takes into account an exponential distribution through depth 
with a relaxation length of 3 cm 
2) The whole body dose factors for external water surface irradiation g 
are taken as one-half those of water immersion [1]. EWS 
0 
1.06 (-3) 
--
1.4 (-4) 
0,2 (-3) 
--
--
1.5 (-4) 
4.2 (-5) 
4.2 (-4) 
1.1 (-6) 
0.7 (-4) 
--
--
1.6 (-4) 
1.1 (-4) 
0.9 (-6) 
[1] 
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Table 5-10: Inhalation Dose Factors in Age Groups[rem/C!) 
(from [7 1] and [1 23] ) 
NUCLIDE ~GE GROUP TOT.SODY BONE G I-TRACT LUER 
H - 3 INF~NT 3. 07E +02 o.o 3.07E+02 3.J7E+02 
CHILD 2. 03E+02 D.O 2.03E+02 2.03E+02 
TEEN 1. 06E+02 o.o 1. 06E+02 1.06E+02 
ADULT 1. 34E+02 o.o 1. 34E+02 1.34E+02 
c - 14 INFANT 3.60E+03 3. 60E +03 3.60E+03 3 .60E+03 
: HILD 1. 69E+03 1.69E+03 l.69E+03 1.69E+03 
TEEN 5. 66E +D2 5.66E+02 5.66E+02 5.66E+02 
ADULT 4.27E+D2 2.28E+03 't.27E+02 't.27E+02 
eo- 58 INFANT 1.20E+02 o.o 8.67E+03 8.39E+01 
CHILD 7.23E+Ol o.o 9.78E+03 4.11E+01 
TEEN 2. 93E+01 o.v 1.19E+04 2.21lE+01 
~OUL T 2. 59E+02 o.o 1.33E+04 1.98E +02 
eo- 60 INFANT a. 38E+02 o.o 2.34E+04 6.00E +02 
CHILD 5. 07E+02 o.o 2.53E+04 2.90E+02 
TEEN 2. 06E+02 o.o 2.94E+04 1.55E+02 
ADULT 1.85E+03 o.o 3.56E+04 l.'t4E +03 
SR- 89 INFANT e. a se +02 3.08E+04 't.86E+O't 0 .a 
CHILD 4. 16E+02 1.45E+04 4.56E+04 o.o 
TEEN 1. 39E+02 4.84E+03 4.42E+04 u.o 
ADULT 1.09E+03 3.80E+04 't.37E+04 o.o 
SR- 90 INFANT 5. 76E+05 9.4'tE +06 9.89E+04 Q.U 
CHILD 2. 70E+05 4.43E +06 9. 31E+04 o.o 
TEEN 9. 04E+04 l.lt8E+06 9.05E+04 0 .o 
~DUL T 7.62E+05 1.24E+o7 9.02E+04 o.u 
RU-106 INFANT 8.16E+02 6.65E+03 1. 26E+05 o.o 
CHILD 3. 88E+02 3.12E+03 1.18E+05 o.o 
TEEN 1. 32E+02 1. 05E+03 1.16E+05 o.o 
ADULT 1. 09E+Ol 8.61tE+03 1.14E+05 o.o 
I -129 INFANT 1.16E+04 2.23E+Oit 2. 23E+02 1.62E+Oit 
CHILD 5. 71E+03 1. 05E +04 2.15E+02 6.40E+03 
TEEN 4. 90E+03 3.53E+03 2.16E+02 2.94E+03 
AOUL T 6.91E+03 2.1t8E+03 2.22E+02 2.11E+03 
I -131 INF~NT 1.40E+04 2.59E+04 7.66E+02 3.1.l5E+04 
CHILD 7. 37E+03 1.23E+04 7.17E+02 1.25E+Oit 
TEEN 3. 30E+03 4.21E+03 7.45E+02 5 .90E+03 
ADULT 2. 56E+03 3.15E+03 7. 85E+02 't.47E+03 
CS-131t INFANT 5.23E+04 3.43E+05 9.80E+02 5.89E+05 
CHILD b.OZE+Oit 1.68E+05 l.02E+03 2.69E+05 
TEEN 6. 80E+04 b.OitE+Oit 1.12E+03 1.38E+05 
ADULT 9. llE+Oit 4.67E+04 1. 30E+03 1.06E+05 
CS-137 INFANT 3. 15E+04 4.90E+05 9.45E+02 5.22E+05 
CHILD 3. 38E+04 2.34E+05 9.22E+02 2.16E+05 
TEEN 3. 79E+04 B.02E+04 9.60E+02 1.03E+05 
AOUL T 5. 36E+04 5.98E+04 1.05E+03 7.77E+04 
CE-144 INFANT 1. 78E+04 3.34E+05 1.15E+05 1.30E+05 
CHILD e. 37E+03 1.57E+05 1.08E+05 4.91E+04 
TEEN z. 80E+03 5.24E+04 1.05E+05 2.17E+04 
ADULT 2. 30E+Oit lt.29E+05 1.0ZE+05 1.79E+05 
LJNG THYROID 
3.07E+02 3.07E+02 
2.03E+02 2.v3E+oz 
1.06E+02 l.06E+02 
1.34E+02 1.34E+02 
3.60E+03 3.60E+03 
l.69E+03 1.69E+03 
5.66E+02 5.66E+02 
't.27E+02 't.27E+02 
6.28E+05 o.o 
3.04E+05 o.o 
1.71E+05 u.u 
1.16E+05 o.o 
3.98E+06 o.o 
1.87E+06 u.o 
l.J7E+06 o.o 
7.47E+05 u.u 
1.65E+06 o.o 
6.06E+05 o.o 
3.13E+05 o.o 
1.75~+05 o.o 
l.J9E+07 o.o 
4.JOE+06 o.o 
2.07E+06 o.o 
1.20E+06 o.o 
1.07E+07 o.o 
3.93E+U6 o.o 
2.05E+06 o.o 
1.18E+06 o.u 
o.:> l.04E+07 
~.J lt.28E+U6 
1).0 3.66E+06 
().() 5.54E+06 
o.o 1.06E+07 
o.o 'to39E+06 
o.o 1.83E+06 
u.o 1.49E+06 
7.22E+04 o.o 
3.21E+Oit o.o 
1.80E+04 o.o 
1.22E+04 o.o 
6.75E+04 u.o 
2.71E+04 o.o 
1.47E+04 o.o 
9.41E+03 o.o 
9.()6E+06 o.o 
3.32E+06 o.o 
1. 72E+06 o.o 
9.73E+05 o.o 
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Table 5-11: Ingestion Dose Factors in Age Groups(!em/C!} 
(from [71] and [12i] ) 
NUCLIDE AGE GROUP TOT.BODY BONE GI-TRACT LIVER 
H - 3 INFANT 3.07E+02 o.o 3.07E+02 3.07E.a2 
CHILD 2. 03E+02 o.o 2o03H02 2.CI3E.a2 
TEEN 1. 06E+02 o.o 1o06H02 1oO&E.a2 
ADULT 1.31tH02 o.o 1. 31tE+02 1.31tE.a2 
c - lit INFANT lt.BlHOl lt.81H03 lt.81E+03 lt.81E+03 
CHILD 2.26E+03 2.26E+03 2.2&H03 2o2&E+03 
TEEN 7.55H02 7.55E+02 7.55E+02 7.55E.az 
ADULT 5.69E+02 2.81tH03 5.&9E+02 5o69E+02 
eo- 58 INFANT 9. 26E+03 o.o 9.79E+03 3.18E.a3 
CHILD 5. 58E+03 o.o 1.10HO't 1.85H03 
TEEN 2. 26H03 o.o 1. lltHO't 9.92E+il2 
ADULT 1.67E+03 o.o 1.51HO't 7.1t6H02 
eo- 60 INFANT 2. 56HO't o.o 2.&1tE+Oit 1.07E.alt 
CHILD 1.55E+Oit o.o 2.86HO't 5.11E.a3 
TEEN 6. 30E+03 o.o 3.31E+Oit 2.76E.a3 
ADULT lt. 12E+03 o.o lt.02E+Oit 2.16E.a3 
SR- 89 INFANT 8.1t2E+Oit 2.93E+06 5.1t8E+Oit o.o 
CHILD 3.95E+Oit 1o38E+O& 5.15HO't o.o 
TEEN 1. 32HO't lt.60E+05 4.99E+Oit o.o 
ADULT a. ase.o3 3o09E+05 4.91tE+04 o.o 
SR- 90 INFANT 6oltOE+06 2. 51E+07 2.43E+05 o.o 
CHILD 4.36E+06 1.72E+07 2.29E+05 o.o 
TEEN 2.57E+06 l.OitE+07 2.20E+05 o.o 
ADULT lo 86E+06 7.61E+06 1.02E+05 o.o 
RU-106 INFANT 3.12E+03 2.54E+04 1.97E+05 o.o 
CHILD l.lt8E+03 1.19E+04 1.85E+05 o.o 
TEEN 5. 03E+02 4.0ilE+03 1.81E+05 o.o 
ADULT 3.48E+02 2.75E+03 1.78E+05 o.o 
I •129 INFANT 1. 55E+Oit 2.95E +04 lt.46E+02 2.16E+04 
CHILD 1. 62E+03 1.39E+04 4. 29E+02 B.54E.a3 
TEEN 6. 51tE+03 4.&6E+Q3 4.31E+02 3.92E+03 
AOUL T 9.21E+03 3. 27E +ill 4.44E+02 2.81E+03 
I -131 INFANT 1. 86E+Oit 3.42E +Oft 1.53E+03 4.07E.a4 
CHILD 9.82E+03 1.&3E+04 1.43E+03 1.&7E+Oit 
TEEN 4.1tOE+03 5.57E+03 1.49E+03 7 .87E+03 
ADULT 3.41E+03 4.16E +03 1.57E+03 5o9&E+03 
CS-134 INFANT 6. 97E+04 4.58E+05 l.96E+03 8o24E.a5 
CHILD 8. 02E+04 2.24E+05 2.01tE+03 3. 77E+05 
TEEN 9. 06E+il4 8.05E+Qft. 2.2ft.E+03 lo94E+05 
ADULT 1.21E+05 6.22E+Oft. 2.59E+03 lo48E.a5 
CS-137 INFANT 4.20E+04 6.53E+05 1.89E+03 7.31E.a5 
CHILD 4.50E+Oit 3.12E+05 1.84E+03 3 .:l2E+05 
TEEN 5.05E+Oft. 1.07E+05 1.92E+03 1.44E.as 
ADULT 7.15E+Oft. 7.98E+04 2.10E+03 1.09E+05 
CE-14ft. INFANT 2.42E+02 ft.o49E +03 1.85E+05 lo77E.a3 
CHILD 1.14E+02 2.14E+03 lo74E+05 6.7oE.az 
TEEN 3. 83E+01 7.22E+02 1o 70E+05 2 o96E.a2 
ADULT 2. 62E+Ol ft..89E+02 l.65E+05 z.oltE.az 
LliNG THYROID 
3.07H02 3o07H02 
2.03H02 2.03H02 
1.06H02 1.07H02 
1.31tE+02 1.31tH02 
lt.BlE +03 'to81H03 
2o2&E+03 2.2&H03 
7.55E+02 7.55H02 
5.69E+02 5.69H02 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
a.a o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.a o.o 
J.O o.o 
o.o o.o 
;).i) u.o 
o.a o.o 
o.J o.o 
o.o o.o 
a.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
1).;) o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o a.a 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
a.o lo36E+Q7 
:).;) 5.58E+06 
J.O lt.77E+06 
J.O 7.23E+06 
.).J 1. 39E+07 
iloil 5. 72E+il6 
J.;) 2.39E+06 
:l.l 1.95E+06 
9o42E+Q't o.o 
4.19E+Oit o.o 
2.35E+Oit o.o 
1.59E+Oit o.o 
8.81E+Oft. o.u 
3.54E+Oit a.o 
1.91E+04 o.o 
1.23E+ilft. o.o 
0.() o.o 
i).() o.o 
:>.0 o.o 
().:) o.a 
Table 5-12: Food Ingestion Rates 1n Age Groups 
(Evaluated in [124}) 
Food Food Ine:estion 
Infant 
Cereals 20 
Potatoes -
Vegetables 18 
Above Ground Vegetable 6 
Root Vegetable 12 
Fruit 40 
1·1eat and Meat Products 3 
Milk and Milk Products 
(Without Butter) 216 
Fresh Drinking Milk 216 
Fish and Fish Products 
-Saltwater -
Fish and Fish Products 
-Freshwater -
Rates G~ Average 
Child Teen Adult Person 
36 57 80 7o 
21 48 89 73 
41 49 56 52 
25 31 37 34 
16 18 19 18 
84 96 90 90 
30 55 79 68 
96 86 104 102 
76 61 71 72 
2.8 4.7 6.6 5.7 
0. 15 0.26 0.37 0.32 
----------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Drinking Water 1f\O 330 1140 440 422 
Inhalation Air 2) 1900 3700 6300 6620 6130 
I )E 1 . xp anat1on see ch;1tlter 5.3.6 
2) 3 
Taken frorr. i 125i, Unit m 
·.·r 
Exceeding 1) 
Factor 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1.2 
1 .2 
4 
4 
4 
65 
1---------------
Table 6-1: Average Individual Dose Rates and Dose Yields from Gaseous Releases via the Ingestion Pathway 
within the Administration Districts around the Years 1985/90 for the Organ~Whole Body, Bone, 
and Thyroid 
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!.c;-; :-13 9.2<;~-.,3 •· 76:-n 
4o7:3 ·-11~ 1.11"-)2 :3,. 24<-,12 
lj.lt0""-13 1.,)3'-'12 2o4o; -J2 
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•• ,C.J~-fl2 1.1 !52-01 
a. 5 e:~-02 2. 07!-01 
t.l7:c-=-~z lo61ii-Ol 
Zo?lJ;:-01 5o5Jt.:-Ol 
?. 30'=-!)1 6o 37::-ol 
1.oo-=-"2 lot~7!-0l 
:..~.4~-('2 7.t;c;~-02 
1. 5·)';-1"1\ 3.51~-01 
4.2~-;-')? lo J2~-01 
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7.59?-0~ 1. 33f-01 
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2oJ3.S:-Q1 4. 72~-01 
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6o1B':-.)2 1o45E-Ol 
1.62"-Jl 3ob8E-01 
7.!2:;-12 1.64<-01 
1.()r=-·n 2. 52!-01 
1. S4·'-J1 4.61 ~-01 
4. o;se-01 1ol7E+OO 
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e.1411:-o2 l.~H-01 
~.12"=-V2 2, ~H-01 
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171 H,l«~FLFIT LK p~~r:lo ~C""'=ST L6r"!) :.:7~-)! 1.H~-J2 1.90~-02 ?o22F-(ll 4. 85<-0l 9.2~2-01 
172 f.tCFHfl ~ LK ~IX1':'1 us ~c LA·~C ~.S~'-)3 l.oz-==-..,7. 1o44'<-02 2.51'=-01 5,15~-01 7.05E-01 
173 K A~L ~UCT LK •IX'~ USi:O LAti!C t. cc::c:-)3 1o29"-'l2 1o92~-J2 •• 82!-01 1.J2<•ao 1,41UOO 
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175 KC~t=t..II!SHt:'~=~~J ~.\;'-'AB~='ol K PW~"''. A> ABL'' LI~O 4.4~·~-)3 e. 76'=-a ~ lol4'E-!)2 3o67C-Ol 7,J1f-01 e. 49f-01 
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177 MARKTI--FJ :)";'·~F ~LJ LK <lx~c uc:::~ D LAND fol4r::-'l3 1.zs~-12 1.97~-02 •• 84~-.:)1 1oOH•OO 1, 50E•OO 
178 ""LLR!C~STAOT LK O)R:J. eGf\";ST L•~o ~.51:'-13 8.55"'=-03 1. J9~-J2 1.43.'!-01 2,76f-01 lt,OeE-01 
179 f'lll~NE'!""G LK PFI-::o FCt.'=ST LAN:! t. s~,~-'l3 lo4j~-02 2o 20"-J2 7o28~-01 4, ese-01 s.~1e-o1 
18n CB~~NEUPG '·~"1~ l< PFi."::Jo F :~ :-sr LAN:J f 0 7CP!-.13 1.46"-02 2, 36~-02 2. '7'-01 4. 53~-01 So 7eE-01 
181 cc .. ~~f-!FUr:.T LK P"-"= .Jo A~A9l~ l~ll-10 ~ oCfi"!:-113 1.)8':-02 1. 56<-~2 5o12<-01 1, 07E•OO 1o43h00 
182 S:Ct-h~I"~U;l~ L< Pi\-='Jo A••et-; L•Nc 1ol4~-)3 1.~1';-')2 2. 51'C-J2 9. z J';-01 1. 8011!+00 2. 51!>00 
183 -UCR lEUR G L< P"._Do A' ABL' l6."~~C e:.sc;oz-J3 1o19~-)2 1. 75~-1)'! t.~l'!-0'! 1.38'::+00 1. 86E•OO 
1 E4 A~ SPAt> ~· •IFu u~.-~n LA~[ ?ol:'4r-13 Bol3~-'l~ lo 2'5'C-;)Z 1.58"=-02 3. 33l-02 4, 98E-02 185 ~HANG~N ;K PR"'=Do Aq A~l-: l.,, ~.67'=-13 7.51' .. "-):! 1o14~-J2 3.9e:-o2 8, JSF-02 1o12E-01 
l86 FJFATH >K pj;.~:J. A!; ABL; LA""D 3.5:':-)3 7.31,-B 1,Ho-J2 4, 71 ;-ll2 ~.580-02 1o31E-01 
H7 NU~FNBER~ ;< P~:::o FCPST t•No 3.4!. ... -13 7o0lt~-l)! 1.o~-=-~z 5o03"=-02 1.05::-o1 1. 83E-01 
\~a J\Clh1;N eU" G-TA J 1Eq ~· •1x~c Le: ~c LANC ~ .46:--o: 9.47 ... _,., 1.4~~-o~ 1. 75-::'-02 3,6s:::-oz 5.30E-02 lB~ SCHoAEACH ~· 114Jx~::: uc; ra LAf.IC ?o37~-,3 7.01--:-o: lof'I5';-Q2 1.31"--0? z.1u-:-oz 3o91E-02 190 h'=JS5"CN8URG SK ~YX "=I) us<~ LAND :. ~3:;:-): 7.12~-J! 1.22~-n 1.~6;-o2 4,20E-C2 6.~8E-02 
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NC, ~-~= (F !Jl)it{!":';" L-"-, : .. ~--;,-".;, y ( ~ -- ..... B.~-~) 
192 ~Fllt,NG':~ LK P,.Ci' 0 l" AOL- LA·~n 
193 F t.J':'RTt- LK PJ<- 1o ""-•BL- L.•"l: 
1 ~~ H~Rse•UCK L" ::'If'-;,. C"'Q":'ST Lt,fo'J 
~qs H!LPCL l~i-!N LK "'lf X"!O USf·J l AN~ 
19t LAUF-'"":GNJTZ lK Pr, ;:). FT;:;.r :;~ l J•IC 
191 N~USTII:'r-.Atoc;cl-t L>( "'7 x-~ l.'" ~ D L .6\1:' 
t~a r.~ur.'lNef.:l:G LK Pf,_D 0 F~~~-err Ll- J.:' 
\S9 ~ Clt-.,:=1\ PJR:;-TAJo-c LK •t x·~ uc: :re L &P\!C 
?~0 sc ... ~tNf'eL::"~ LK •-1! x-:I"J L.SI:~ LANC 
201 ~CH~6EJ('"H L< "!X:::: JC:':;:. L !t.ir 
202 UFF~NH~Tiol L< ... ! xo:o U'l'"D li~C 
2C3 ~r:J~S'=~5UR-; LK <'X'~ u~ r o Ll.hll'" 
20. BA•e•~G 
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"1 X~') Jli ~c t•No 
205 l'A'YR~LT.., ~I( •IX"D L.~~ J L ""'r 
zr6 CC 9L~ G ;, .~tX'=:' U'i~C L -.r~~c 
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2C9 N•LSTHT ~.c iJJR; ~· "''i xoec U' :D L 1\t..: 210 fA.I;':H LK ..,I X"·t' J~::o LANC 
21\ f!A'rAeLH- LK •1x'" t.J';~ J L A~c 
212 creuRG LK "''f x~r u<D LAN~ 
213 ~ BE~"tjt-J\1<;"'41- l< P!<.-i1 0 A; Act..-· L6TJ 
214 FCPCH·'I:t~ L< '"'1.Xo:D tJ:c;~n L ~~[ 
215 HC~C ..,~1 6VT '• ::loA! ~CH L>( "'lX~" v~rc L e~~r 
?16 Kf::CNAO· LK ~;,-::::. ;:r,~ .. ~~"T l ~~l') 
211 KUL•eACH LK "4J X""'J LSO::IJ LANr 
218 liCt--T'=NF';"'l.; LK ~I x:n uoe;-::c l IND 
219 ~U':;N(,..pt:=fO:G LK ~, )( ~} U'i ... O L 4~C 
22~ P.IAILA L>( •I X'~ u::~u L A,..,c 
221 PeG~ Ill LK ;)~,.J. c;~~.; ~T L~~Ll 
222 STAClSl 0 iNA[H LK p;;.-;:J. FCi' :ST Lt.NO 
223 STAFFIH iT"= I of LK P.;.J :Jo A"A6l ~ L.8"JU 
22~ N';U"4A~I<-OB~q P F J\L l )K Pl'iX -=;:1 u;i~ LANC 
225 N~UIIIIARt<-Cq>:j;o c t.LZ LK N~)(,:;) u;>;l) l A~C 
fAY"RN 
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22S HUB cK "'" x·J c>-o l ANr 
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231 ~·L TLHG";N LK .. tx ~0 u~ ... c l·N~ 
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2!'3 T':TTN.t.G LK P'="'=Oo 'H"L' LA~c 
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6.38~-~1 
3. S3i+C1 
7.15"=+JU 
c;.zs-;-c1 
7. sec-cl 
7. 73~-01 
1.70:.:+01) 
7. ec; .. -c1 
1.21"!•00 
7.1~:-01 
c;."l4~-ct 
e. 1 Bf-J1 
t.. Zb~-::n 
lo21:-rtl 
THY~OID 
Q;'4JYR 
6.1~E-Jl 
9.0~E-01 
3a22F-Ol 
9,31E-n 
2o31E-Ol 
1.12£>00 
3,4eE-01 
1.11E+ryo 
1. C~E+OO 
q.5eE-01 
lo3EC+OO 
1.03E+OO 
1, '6F-Ol 
s.:eJ:-02 
3. 5 (~-02 
4. 21:S.-Q2 
4.2~E-02 
1.21!-02 
~... <"t8!+00 
a, H~-01 
q, C~E-01 
1.45~+00 
7,1SF-~I 
lo 21f+OO 
6.7~E-Cl 
7.?5f-Q1 
7.5~~-01 
::. c;s~E:-01 
3.1~E-Ol 
7,01E-Ol 
2.HE-01 
1. 05E+OC'I 
2. CE:~-1:12 
e, 'CE-01 
5, 4 2e +0 1 
2.8~E+OO 
1.50£+00 
lotlEE+OO 
1.0~IE+OO 
2.-;c;I!+OO 
1,1SE+OO 
loBc;f+OO 
1. ~7~+00 
lo 21:11!+00 
1. 5~E+O"l 
lo3iZ:,.OC 
2o15:".:-0l 
>-) 
( 
~ 
1\) 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
~c. NAfiiC CF 015TOICT L •~o C AT":'G,.i1Y HrR\G~ IN0!~11U~L CC~IE RHE OCS"! ~I oLD 
( ~~~ TAPe3-~d •>· er,. eo"':: T><YRCI3 .H, BCDY BONE TH~ROID 
•RF•IYR ~~tK::,.tvtt •~<:•IYR R~M/YR R~~HR R;;M/YR 
?38 oRFI8UPG I.S~:::tC::Ga SK '41 X~IJ u~ro L -Ne 1. ')9~-"12 z. 75=-1)2 4. 56~-02 1.~0f-01 4.06~-01 6o48E-01 
2~9 eu:;t-tL LK ::>fo.":'O. FC~•ST LAND Ea 7~1;-03 1.4t~-ll2 2. J9~-J2 2.21"=-0\ 4o90E-01 a. 31E-Ol 
~40 DCNAU~HHING~~ LK ~r~~~txec user; Lt"''t: ~.42F'-I'):! 1.C'c~-n2 2o 84'::-02 5ol2E-~1 1o16e•oo 3o15E•OO 
H1 ~M•<NCING";~ LK PR,':Q• FCRr,ST LA~D e.s2•-o3 2.16"~=-02 3.16':-02 t:.-93~-0l 1o 76E•OO 3o17E>OO 
242 FRfteLPG LK p~~~. ~o::;~':ST LM' ~.:!1E-il2 3.3 5•-02 5. n~-02 4.6c;"E-01 1.17!+00 2.57!>00 
H3 HOSCH.ARZ•ALD LK PR.!! Do Ft"!I'":ST LA~C !.~2":-')3 1.21;-J2 4a42F-02 3. 3t:~-Ol 7.~8E-01 3.65~+00 
~44 K~"'L LK MI Xt::') u~;o LANC Eo71'\F-1)3 1.4~~-02 2.02<-02 3. ?0~-01 7,11E-Ol 9, 32E-Ol 
~45 KCHSU"Z LK PR-:: D. A>A8L • LA~D "'·2.,~-'13 9a76';-n:! 2alt2S:::-J2 5, 26~-01 lo20h00 2o66E•OO 
246 U~R LK PR'!t'la AR ABL~ LAND e.1s~-.,3 la96~-')~ 2. 76E-02 e. 24:;-:n 1o95h00 2.48E+OO 
247 LC~RRHH lK ~rxr' US~O LANC 1.~2~-"' 3ol4~-J2 8.06';-02 lol9€+0n 3o08HOO 7o06E•OO 
248 MU~lLH~IM LK PR~O. A~AeL::: lA~C 1.~2~-02 3.67:=-o.: ~. 3 3'E-02 1.6@'=+00 4o40E•OO 6.4~F.•OO 
249 OFFENeURG L~ PA!Oo FCR,ST LAN? E.~5~-l3 1. 50oe-tn 2.03:;-J-z 2.6~~-01 6.09!-01 9.7~!-01 
250 RASTAll lK PR:'!Oo <~REST LA~D '7o88t'-"3 lo68"=-t)2 z. 75~-02 3. 34~-01 7. 33~-01 1o 34E•IJO 
2~1 SA•CKHG~~ LK MIX"=!') US~O LANC 1o19!-J2 3. ')8;;-12 c;. 881;-'JZ 7,87E-01 2.06!>00 6.261!'>00 
252 STCCKACH LK PR.:O. A~ABL~ Ll"'D !oE7'~=-03 8o6f:';-?3 1. 77~-02 5o6H-01 1o25h00 2o31E•OO 
253 UF8ERL ING~'I lK p~;;:o. ARA8L~ LA 'ID 3.e6r:-a:; s.sz~-'l; 1. 79"-n s. 24•-01 1o18!+00 2o17E•OO 
21!4 YILLINGEN LK •xx;o us~o L~"'c l!:o54F-n3 1.zc;;;-o2 2.33<-02 ~.95"=-01 ~.lTE-01 1.~0E>OO 
2!!!5 •ALCU~T LK PRFOo FOo•ST LAND 1.47F-f'J3 1.84';-02 1ol6<-01 3. 7ef-(l1 ~.29E-01 7o~4E+OO 
256 •cLFAC~ LK ?Ft~l). F:RC~.,. LA'ID 7ol')";-'J3 1o69";-)2 2.40~-)2 3,98~-01 9. 55E-01 lo62E•OO 
2~7 HP I DEL e~RG SK PR'EO. AI< ABL ~ lAND 1o07F-,2 2o22'S-!)~ 4o07~-02 2.60~-01 5,59E-01 9o45&-01 
258 KARLSRlH• s~ PJ::":Oo ARABL' LA'ID £.621'::-')2 4.13~-n e. 75::-oz a. 9 ~~-01 1o36HOO 2o67E•OO 
259 IIAr.NHU~ ·~ Pl'-~0. ARABl~ LA-.~ 1.03<-02 2.'38"=-1)2 3. 720-02 4,02E-01 9.19£-01 1o31E•OO 260 PFCRZ~fl~ SK r-ttx~o US<;O LANC E.20t;-O?' 1.36•-n 2.>1~~-02 6o 64E-02 1.45~-01 2o HE-01 
261 BRUC~!AL lK PR': D. AR ABl < L-1110 t ... s~-oz 2.91~-JZ f.~ 1~-oz 2.,!:~+00 3.68~+00 6, 57E•OO 
H2 BUC~EN LK PREO. A~ABL:': LA~D t.ta~-'l3- le 29C:-'l2 1.95.1!!-1)2 ).3<;F+OO 2o 85!•00 3.~7&+00 
2t3 Hf;ICEL!•RG LK PR.!': I)• J:QR~ST LAND 1.os'!-n z.za:-oz 4. 25~-02 5o08E-01 1o10e•OO 2o47h00 
264 KA~LSHHl! LK PR'= C. ARAeL~ L•ND 1.~5!=-:)? 2o65~-12 s.or~~::-oz 2o01E•OO 3o61h00 6e43E+OO 
2t5 04ANNHEtM LK MIXFO UHO LAND 1.08"'-,2 2.41~-02 ~.621';-02 5.05';-01 1o13F.•OO 1. 88E>OO 
266 MOSelH lK -.1 x~o "'E~ lANC 7.1 ~f-03 1.49~-!')2 2.46~-02 5.75~-01 1.19E•OO 1o84e•OO 
267 PFOPZHUII LK •rx~D USED LAND Eo 52~-03 1.42~-02 2.22:E-'l2 2.~0"'-01 6o 28E-01 9, 54E-01 
268 SINS~~J04 LK PR:!Oe ARABL '= LAND Eo151'-~3 1.69:-02 2.87~-JZ t.?c;-; .. oo 2.58hCO 4.0~•00 
2~9 T&UeEP EISCHCF~H~I• L~ PRFC. ~t"iR'l:ST lAND ~.E: 6F-'l3 l.t9G;-)2 1. 76":-'l2 4,2n-o1 9o1H-01 1o60E•OO 
270 HUlBRC'I'I :iK 0R~D. AR-Bl!' LA~O E:e36"!-03 1.41;-n 2.21~-JZ 1o33E-01 z. 91~-01 4o1EE-01 
271 STUTTGIRT ~K PR.~ D. AqAsL:: LAND •· e~~-1)3 1. lT--12 t. 54~-112 3o27E-Ol 7.14E-01 9o42E-Ol 
272 ULEN lK PR~O. Foo:;sr LAND "•2b~-·')3 <:l.t;C'::-1)2 1. B~f-02 5o4e>-01 1. 24E+OO 2.9~!>00 
273 8ACK'IANG LK Pru:::.. FCR';ST lAND ..,.t;a~-03 1o11'!-J2 1. nE-n 3.44~-0' 7o75E-Ol 1o44E>OO 
274 BCfBLI~G~N LK lritiX'=O USFD LA'IC -::.I"JI)~-0! 1.11~-02 1. 53~-oz 4o6 7~-01 l,03E•OO 1o 38E>OO 
275 CRAilS~~~· l~ MlX~O us•D LANr "·54~-'l:! c;. 75':-0~ 1o48F-n 7.10"<-Jl 1o51E>CO 2.23£>00 
276 E~~L ING~'I LK ""! x~o U~fD LANC ·-~1~-')3 ~.98';-03 1.4c;';-0~ 2,33F-Q1 5ol2e-Ol 7o40E-01 
277 GllF.PPING•N LK II!I X';'J UUO L IN[ ~:.~11'!':-1)3 So64~-l3 1. 715~-02 5. 5 3<:;-01 1. 23E>OO 2oHE•OO 
278 I<:!ID<H~I· LK ""IX~J IJ~'='l LANO 4.81 t:-')3 1.! 2~-J(: 2.s4;-o2 6.1 ('~-01 1o41E•OO 3,4EE+OO 
279 ~ILBPCNN L< Pf\'EOo A:lA8L~ LA"D t.~l~-03 lo-46::-02 2.301;-02 1.8611=•00 4ol2E•OO 5o9.!E+OO 
280 KUENZHSAU LK PR~C'. t~ ABL' L.'ID ~.~6~-'J3 1ol'~-J2 1. 70'::-~2 6. rc~-01 1o 26£•00 1. 73E>OO 
281 L~CNBI=fiG LK DR~C. AI\ABLC L~"'D ~.lt~'E-03 1.21~-l)" lo 73'-02 5.1 811!-01 lo14h00 1o4BE•OO 
282 L UD~IG~SURG l~ ps;,-::o. 
'" A6l '; LINC fo21-;:-'l3 lo41'-02 2.17~-02 a. H"--01 1, 82E•CO 2. 51E>OO 
283 04!RG~NTHE!M LK PIO."=il. 6R.8L; LA"'D ~.'J2i!-13 1.?6~-02 1. 5t~-02 1. 7t;'!;-Ol lo63E•OO 2oHE•OO 
284 'IUERTJNG~"' LK •rx;o UHC LA'It 4o28t:'-03 9.50~-l:! 1. 5Jr::-oz ~. 32~-ot 7.32E-01 1.12':•00 
285 G~HRING"-'1 lK PF,~O. FCR~ST LAND s.~5<-J3 lo24":-i)j2 1. ss;-o2 2oc5<-J1 5. 89E-01 1o07E>OC 
2e6 SCI<•Af EIS CH G~U'!NO lK !otiX~D U~FD LA~C 4,HF-B c;.att~-?3 1. 73~-02 3.ac;;:-01 8o84E-01 1o50E•OO 
2E7 StH•AFeJSCH HALL LK Pf\.~0 0 FOR";~T LA'Ir 4. 73':-"13 }oJ~C-J2 l.t-f)l!::-02 :3ol6C-0} 7.02-E-01 1o 30E•OO 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
~c. f'JAMf: CF O!$H1CT l A~D r AT~;r•:tv ay:;qAG! limiVlOJU DO~!':! ~AT' JCS~ YIELD 
IS"" TA9.3-61 ••• ~IJJY BC~'' THY~CIO ""· 
BGOY BCN~ THY~OJD 
Jili'F~114/YR ~~'i"IY~ ~R ~M/VR R~N/YR ~~~IYR Rl:MIY~ 
288 VUHI~G"'N LK PRfOo ARABL' LA' ID t.26:.C:-)3 1.38"-~2 2. os~-oz 7. 1a.:-o1 1o6BE>OO 2. 32!+00 
289 litAIBLI~G~., LK PR';Co F'Jf\..;:ST LM'O 4o11it'-1)3 1oOf:-)2 1.63:-n 2.~6f-1)1 5o54f-Ol lo02E+OO 
!ACF.N-WFPTT'!~B~~G E.:~-;-1)3 1 ... 1~-o, 2.a2 :-o:z 3. 72~+01 e.l7E+Ol 1. 4~1:+02 
290 DA~•SUCT $~ ~!K';D lf:<D LAHC e .tlt~-"3 1oS8'-l2 3. ll)~-n 1.5?~-01 3.47E-01 5.o~E-01 
291 FRANKFURT-~AI ~ ~~ PRt;Co AAABL:; LA'ID t.c;OS:-1')3 1 ..... .:;,.~-c£ 2.63;-n 3. 2!:":-01 6.92~-01 1ol1E+OO 
292 GI~SSPN SK •u:c us~o LA'IC :.40!-fl? l.o:r=-J 2 lo45'!:-Q2 5o 3 8'!:-02 1.01E-01 1.4CE-01 
2~3 HANAU $( UIX~D US~' LANC ~.18~-1)3 2ol2~-')2 5o JH-02 ltoll~-02 9o601!-02 2.181'-01 
294 OFF~NBACH-•AI N ~· P~~o. FORoST LA 'ID 7.39"-o3 1.63'-0 2 3.on-n 2.93l:-02 6. 54E-02 1o49f-01 295 ~IES!ACF~ ~· ~IK~D USfl) LINC ~.t;l4f-f')3 1.21,-02 1. 73>:-02 1.~7f-01 2o98E-Ol 4o14E-01 296 8E~GnRA~Se LK •UI:;I) ~EJ LA'IC Sob9~-Q3 2.23':-02 3.41~-02 9. 3!11!-01 2o12E+OO 3o10E+OO 
297 BIED!NKCPF LK P~f')o FCRtST LA 'ID ~.21~-1)3 c;.z3~-:>3 1.Z4F.-n 1.8~~-01 3. 33E-01 5o1tE-01 
2~8 8U!DINGI:N LK MIX~r USED LANC s.73f-o3 1.16';-02 1o 79E-02 5o93•-01 1.17E+OO loUE+OO 
299 OARMSUOT LK Jr4l X~O lJS 1:!0 LINC e. 74F-'l3 2.oo:-o 2 3.~3!;-~.? "• qz:e-ot 9.02E-01 1o 33UOO 
300 or;;eu~G LK MIK~O USl:O LA~D 7.49~-13 le66'E-O? 2o69E-Ol s.o3e-01 1ol1E+OO 1o 70E+OO 
301 OILLKREIS LK PRW::O. f:CR<ST LA'IC s.4n-o3 lo'll'=-02 1.42~-02 2.~4E-01 ~.59E-01 7. 53E-01 
31)2 EO !AC~ LK PK'::Oo FOR!ST LINO 7. 27~-)3 1.56":-02 2.42~-JZ 3. 74'1-01 8o15E-01 1 .• 51E+OO 
303 FRlet!FRG LK PR~O. AHBL~ LAND fo22~-~3 lo292-') 2 2o17f-02 13.46~-ol 1. 71E+OO 2.59E+OO 
"304 GHNHA~Sf'l LK PR.'=Oo FCR";ST L~'iC t.est-n! 1.4~~-02 z. 78f=-J2 3.6 5!=-0l 7o 89E-01 1o67E+OO 
305 GUSSfll LK PR;:o. ARABlo LA"D ~.26~-')3 ~.c;3~-~3 1o37f-02 Bo30'7-0l 1.53E+OO 1o981!!+00 
306 GROSS-GeRAU LK PR~O. ADABL~ LAND 7.~4~-03 l.E. ?!!=-1) 2 2o41C-Q2 7. 6 3-'C-01 1o63E+OO 2o1lE+OO 
307 HANAU LK ~IKo;D USE) LANC 7.S4"'-J3 1.78~-02 3.80~-02 3. \B~-01 6.93E-01 1o33E+OO 
308 L !M8URG LK PR'!Oo ARA8L" LAND E:.,ll"'-:)3 lo22'=-02 1o BltE-02 5o42~-t)l 1o 07E+OO lo49i+OO 
309 MAIN-T AUN~S-K•~IS LK PilS:Do IRABL~ LAN:J fo \4~-•}3 lo27'-·l2 1o91~-J2 4o5f~-01 9.32!-01 1o29E+OO 
310 C8FALIHNKP!!:IS LK MJX~D UHO LA~D f.Ol;:o-J3 1.zo~-n 1. e1~-cz 3a57:;-ol 7.031!-01 1o04E+OO 
311 DBERSTAUNUSUUS LK ,.IX':=O US~D LANC 6.320::-)3 1.~ 2'<-~2 2. 2~~-02 1. S?F.-01 3ol7E-01 5.11E-01 
312 OFFENeACH LK ~IKI'O uc;~ry LANC e.o7~-n 1.82";-1)2 3.60~-02 •• ,17-01 e.9ee-o1 1o64i+OO 
313 RH~INGAUKREIS LK M!K~D US:EIJ LfNC ~.1A~-l3 1.oo~-1J2 1. 3!>~-02 ?.1!~-01 4o09f-01 5o40E-D1 
314 SC~LU£CHERN LK '41XLO U~~D LANC 5. 7~;;:-•):! 1o17'-02 laS!'=-02 4.o3<-o1 Bol7E-01 1o24E+OO 
315 UNTfRT AUNUSKR'<IS LK pqcc. FOct<:ST LA'IC !.e~tr:-()3 t.1a-:::-o2 1o 70~-02 2o57f-01 5o26E-01 8o98E-01 
316 USING EN LK P"-:O. FCR!ST U'IQ E-a07':-)3 la21t"=-'l2 1o95E-02 1. 52e-o1 3ol5E-01 5.nE-01 
317 ~~TZLA~ LK ~~x~o USO.D LA!IIC !!.t2il;-()3 1.oe•-o2 1.57~-n 5a32~-0l loOlf+OO 1o44E+OO 
318 MAR8UH-LAHN SK ~UfD ~~Q LANC 5.1:~-f)"Z r;.o6~-a3 1. 21~-02 1. 9~~-02 3o46f-02 4o54E-02 
319 ~AUUR~-LAHN LK ~Ix•D U.~~' LAND ~.12;.'-\)3 9.34'-B 1.201!'-02 7.~8~-01 lo32h00 1. 731!+00 
HFSS~N ~.47r'-')3 la34~-02 2.11:-02 lal!C+Ol 2. 32!+01 3. 531+01 
320 FRA~KENTHAL ~· PR":Oa ARA9L; LA'<D l.oz•-n 2.38~-,2 3.45':-02 la 33"=-01 3. 07E-01 4o01E-Ol 321 KAIURLAUTl''IN K PR~D. -~ABL'! LAND E aiJCI"!=-13 1.29'-02 1. 80~-1)2 2.53~01 5.29!-01 6o 79E-01 
322 l ANCAU laOaP~Al.Z SK p~-:o. AU9L! L-ND l.C9f-~2 2.~6'-02 4o85f-02 1. 29~-01 2.88!-01 5ol3E-01 
323 LUCkiHHAF~N-RH~!N SK PF:.fiJa AUBL':: LAND 1.11~-n ?.58'=-02 3o 79E-02 2. ?4!1:-01 5ol8E-01 6.95E-Ol 
324 MUNZ SK PRfOa ARABL~ LAf~D t.oc;~-03 1.2f•-oz 1. 77"=-02 1o H£-01 3o63E-01 'to 70E-01 
325 NE~STACT-W~I~ST~4~S~ ~· PF:ro. FOR!ST LA'ID ~.17-=-rt3 2o•J7<-~2 3obB~-02 loll'-01 2o55E-01 5o48E-01 326 PIR•aSFNS S( PP;o. APABlf LA~D fo3\ <-•13 1.3411!:-()2 loSlE-02 9.2011!:-02 1.931!-01 2.~0E-01 
327 SP"-YER SK PRfDo ARABL:" L.ND 1.387-'12 2.zc~-'J2 7. 38~-02 1. 7 ~~-01 4o 02E-01 8o32E-01 
328 ~CRMS s~ PRI'EOe A~A9L~ LANry 1e2t'1~-)2 2.a e~~::-ll2 4.17~-J2 3.8 e.:- 01 9o26E-01 1o22E+OO 
329 Zhl!leRt.J'I!:CK'Cfll SK PRt!De A~ABL" LAND 5.3'3-.::-')3 1elC~-'J~ le41l~-02 s. 1ec-oz 1o16E-01 1.371!-DI 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
I\IC, N-M£ CF :"lJe!'T~ !C1" lAN'J C ~T::::UC'1'r 
tS~" TA9o3·61 
33~ ALZ~Y-._C!':'-4;) l< PR'!O. AR.l~l< LA~O 
: ::t BAC CUfqKH~t~ L~ p~~t). FCR:~T LA~v 
332 D'~NHS9~•G~~<IS L~ PR~O. ARABL-;: LAI\ID 
333 G'FRl4'=JiSH"";I\4 L< PtH=Oe A~.lBL' lAND 
334 KH~~HLAUT'•N LK PI(:;;::). ARABL: lANO 
:ns KU~H LK P"~D. ARABL' lAfllv 
136 l .lNt.lU·eAD e~.-:·3ZA8~A.~ LK Pf\~0. FGR";ST LAHD 
3~7 L UO•I GSHAF Eil LK PRifOo A~ABLo LAIIID 
!38 MA!NZ-E!I~~-=~ l~ PR':Do A~ABL~ LAND 
339 PJ~•AS~NS LK PR~O. APAeL • LA'IID 
340 ZW~IBRU~CK;'I LK PP,C::J. AR.A9L;r; lAND 
H1 KCBLI;NZ ~· Pfi~["'. A•ABl! L&N~ 342 .lH~•~IL•R lK PF\:";Oo FOP~ST lA'IIO 
343 Al TENK IRtH~Nt •';H :R,JLK PR~O. OQREST LA'4D 
344 qAC KRfUlNAtH L< MIX<c USED lANr 
345 BIRK~NF<LO LK ~IX";D USFO lANC 
346 tCC>!:~-Z~LL lK Pf\~J. FCR~ST L~••o 
347 MAY~N-KCBL~Nl LK PR~D. F~R;";ST LA"'C 
348 N<U•t~D lK "Ri:Ce F':'!R~ST LAIJ~ 
349 r8~R-~ST•qh.ll DK~" IS LK ~txl'C u~ •ry LaNe 
350 R HfiN-~U'ISRU~tK•KR ";IS L< ~1xr:c U~•o LANC 
351 P H~lfll•lAHN-KR 'IS LK l4JXF::Q ~s;;o lAND 
352 UI\IT'O! .. •ST~~IoUJKREI5 LK M!X';C US~O LANC 
353 TRIF.P ~· PR~D. A~ABL< LAI-.c 354 BI<PNKAS'Tl'L·•ITTL I CH lK P':\~0. •c~=sr LAND 
355 BTTT8URG·P~u;• l< PR~ D. FCR~~:ST LAND 
H6 DAUN LK PR.~'J. FOR~ST LANO 
357 TRI~R-SAA~aURG LK P9':;J 0 .lPA~LF L.lf\10 
~HHNL,NO-POALZ 
358 SA.lPBqV"K';N SK P!l~::Jo A~ ABL ~ LA'ID-
359 HQ14BURG LK Pq,'="o. AR ABLi' LAND 
360 ... ~!UJG-._,AO~R\1 LK ps;,.;-o. A~ABL~ LA~O 
3H PTT .. ';ILB:'D LK P~~o. Aq_ABL ~ LAN? 
362 SUR BR ~~CK':;N LK PR~ C. AR ABL~ LAND 
363 ~AAHCUIS LK o~~o. A~ABL~ LANO 
364 SA~ KT !NG~;RT lK PD~D. t:C~~ST lAND 
365 SANKT .. ;:'Ni).e:L lK ~IXEC USfO LANC 
SURLA~C 
3H AACrtc:N ,. p~O!:I). FGF~5T LA~D 
367 AAC~~N LK PRt:::!) 0 FCqEST Ll~O 
368 DUE~~N LK PR~O. AOABL: LAND 
369 ~J\J<~l~NZ LK PK.";!). ARABL• Ll~O 
31~ JUHIC~ LK PF._C!)0 A'ABL '; lA NO 
371 MCN$[~1U LK MIX~!J: U~S:o LANt:' 
A~~~AG; JNOIV!CUIL ocs:; RAT~ 
·~- BCJV ac~" THYPCID ·~f.~/Y~ ~R ;M/YR •R !~IYR 
6.~~<-B lo51~-02 2ol4~-·J2 
e.45~-n l.B8'E-J? 3,oo~-ryz 
~.~n~-'l3 lol5C-t)i: 1. 53•-cz 
1.e1t~-n 4oOJ~-n 'iol6~-'J2 
~. 771=-i)~ 1.21~-')? 1.62~-·12 
,..e1r:-~3 9.57~-().? 1. 23!J-02 
t.n:o-oz 2.28<-02 "· 26'::-02 
lol0~-,2 2.52'=-02 4o671=-t)2 
~. 79'=-J3 1.18'=-0 ~ lo60t;-J2 
7.111~-)3 1.52•-nz 2ol9'E-02 
S.6!lf!-?3 1ol6'!'-02 1.49c-oz 
~.:tF-')3 1.06~-02 lo69~-i)2 
~.41311;-1)~ 1.1)1~-02 1.92"=-02 
~.46~-03 9.so~-o3 1.56'E-02 
4. 71~-~3 a. 94;;-, ~ 1o14~·02 
4.'>7~-o3 e.33:::-o~ 1ol0F·J2 
•• ~61!!-I'J 3 7.s:r=-'l3 ~- 78~·03 
t:.ltt)C:::-')3 1.29~-'12 2.1~~-02 
1.36t:-J3 1,53~-02 3,~ooe-n 
t.t:::u=-o3 lol6":-02 1. 83r:-02 
-t.-48!-)3 Bo061!'-J': 1o03E•02 
~ .8'7~-')3 lol 7<'-~2 1o81~·02 
1.2m=-')3 1.-; 1~-'\2 2o6'tC-02 
4 0 16F-03 8.77£-0~ 1o 51)!;•02 
4o 39F-·13 7.75~-0:3 lo09C-Q2 
.ljol9F-)3 6. 570:::-:>3 e.98E-03 
.t..!tl;-03 7.0~-03 9.62~-?3 
~.oo~-")3 t;.55~-03 1.66~·02 
E.l"l:"-13 1.,2:-'l~ 1.97~-02 
4o55~-13 9. 77~-'\~ 1o49f-02 
5.13'!=-03 1ol4~-n 1. 30'=-02 
~.!2f-03 1.11~-oz z.tac-oz 
~. 70F-13 c;.ll-:-')3 1.21';-02 
4,62F-?3 e.9 s~-o 3 1.17~-02 
4.57t=-''3 a. 1o-:-o3 1.31~-02 
..~SOC-)2 9.'70~-')3 1. 2~1;-02 
4ot7':'-l)3 8.95";-l:! 1.241=-02 
•• ~o~-1'):! t;.62!;-?3 1.45~·02 
4.;4!!-)3 7o16<!-J3 1.os:;-n 
4o90~-')3 7.oe~-':'3 1oJ8~-02 
4.74J:-1)3 7.07E-J3 1o15~-l2 
~.02~-03 bo99e-n3 1o07~-J2 
!:.02~-13 6.c;i9~-')~ 1. 78~-02 
~ .72;-0'3 7.18~-J~ 1.n:-o2 
ocse U~LO 
.H, BCDY BONE 
~.014/YR R~14"R 
1. oc;-t .. o,l 2o22~+00 
lt.97'-0l 1.11~•(10 
1.()8"=+00 2.16'!+00 
2.82~ .. 0') 5o59h00 
1.1)3'!:+00 ZollE•OO 
6,42~·01 1o61E•OO 
7. '34'2-01 lo67E•OO 
9. 23'=-01 2o08f•OO 
~- eo~-01 1.~3EoCO 
1.6!:1!+0') 3o51E•OO 
4.lt~-Ol 8.47£-01 
1. 38~-01 2, 59E·01 
3. 21E-01 5o55E-01 
'3. ':'4~-01 5o58E·01 
6.19-;:-01 1,16E+OO 
5,36~-01 9a82E-01 
~.6c;J::-Ol 4o 77!·01 
3. zt:=-ot 5o80E-Ol 
4.23:l;-01 ~.08!-01 
5.17!-01 9,89E·01 
6o55~·01 1ol6hCO 
6. 86<1:-01 1o35E•OO 
1t,6e~-o1 9, 71E-01 
1. 52'1:-0". 2o7H-01 
5.?0'-01 9o 06!-01 
6.55~-01 1oOU+OO 
3o 77~·01 6.38!-01 
1. 50':+00 2o 79f•OO 
z.zz.e+')t lto41tE+01 
6.46~-oz 1.37E·01 
3. 33';-01 6o60E-01 
7.82'=-01 1o51E•OO 
3, 32E·01 6, 28f·01 
4.21~-01 7.96!-01 
5,50~-01 1o 02£+011 
'9.91~-02 2o02E•01 
3. a1-::-o1 7o21E•01 
2e9f:=+O? 5oo8E+OO 
3.37~-02 5o06E•02 
lo92<-01 2. 88!-01 
~. S~C-01 1o22h00 
5.3!:";-01 7ol6E-01 
s. Slt~-01 7a29E·01 
2. 82~-01 ~.20!-01 
THYRCID 
R~M/YR 
2.8::e•oo 
1. ~~11!•00 
2.68h00 
1.012•01 
2a63E•OO 
1. ~...:•oo 
3o81E•OO 
3o06E•OO 
2o4CE.OO 
4a66UOO 
1o01E•OO 
3o83E-Ol 
9o6fE·01 
1.04E•OO 
1o45E•OO 
1o 28E•OO 
7,081!-01 
8o84E-01 
2o74E•OO 
1o52h00 
1.4~E•OO 
2oOOE•OO 
1o6l£>00 
4a31E-01 
1o47E+OO 
1.64E•OO 
9, 8eE-01 
ito47E•OO 
6o79h01 
1o 911!•01 
7, 74E-01 
2o63h00 
7o8lE-01 
9e7!e-Ol 
1o43E•OO 
2oUE-01 
9o64E-D1 
8a04h00 
8.3~E-02 
4o92!•01 
1o83HOO 
1o05h00 
1o8fE•OO 
5.84E-Ol 
I 
1-'3 
I 
~ 
V'1 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
ND. NA,Mf CF D!Sn!CT L ANC CAT~:iCRY 
lSe'"' TAI3.3-6t 
372 SC~LUC~N LK PI\ CD. F'Ri:ST LA~D 
373 SHFKAhTKR.-G':;IL ""~<• LK PR 'eO. ARABL' LANO 
37" BONN SK PF>-';0. ARABlt= LAND 
375 KC~LN •• PR[O. A;"..ABL'; L'"'C 376 8~RGHI~-~RFT LK PRED. A~A8Lo LAND 
377 FUSKUCHE" LK ~IXFO U~~D LANC 
378 KCeLN LK PRf). A•AeL: LAND 
379 OBUBfPGISCH'!R KRHS LK PRfr'ta FOR<ST L•ND 
380 RHEIN-!ERGI SCH~R <R. LK •tx;o USfD LANC 
381 Rtt,:JN-SJ:!G I<R':IS LK •IXFI) u~:;D LAND 
382 DUfSULOQRF SK tt«u.:o. ~~ABL~ L~ND 
383 DUISBURG SK PR~IJo ARABLE LA~D 
384 ~SS~N ~· ~JXP.I) US~O LANO 385 KREF!Lt ~ PREO. ARABLf LAND 
386 LEVERKl.$1:11tl ~~ ~Ix•D USED LANC 
387 "OENC>~NGL ADBACI1 SK PR~ D. A~ABL·~ LANO 
]88 "U~~HEIM-RUHP SK PR~ I)• AP ABll: L.I~IJ 
389 Nl'USS SK DR,~['. APABLc LA~O 
390 OBERHA~~~N SK ~rxrD U~EO LAI'IC 
391 RENSCHIO SK Pf\FO. FO~~ST LMo!O 
392 RHfYOT SK PR'EiJ. A~AgL~ LAND 
393 SCLINGEN SK PRco. FOR';ST LA~D 
394 ~UFOEUAL SK MIXFD USED LANO 
395 DINSLAKEN LK "IXEO US~D LA~O 
396 DUESS~LDCRF-~~TT~ANN LK PR~O. ARABL< LAND 
397 GHDf~~ LK MIX~O USED LANC 
398 GR~VEN !RC !CH LK PRFOo AF ABLe LJNO 
199 K~'PE:t--KP:CJ:';LO LK PR!EOo ARABLF LANC 
400 KLE~E LK MIXe'l USED LAND 
401 MOeP$ lK PR~O. A~ABL'E LA~D 
402 R~FS LK PR£0. GRA~S LANO 
403 RH~ IN- •UPPER -KRE IS LK M! X~D USED L ANC 
4~ BOCHUM SK PR":Oo ARA8L'! LAND 
405 CASnCP-f.AUX'lL SK MIXED US•? LANC 
406 DORTMUND SK DR~O. ARABL'l LA~D 
407 HAGEN SK ~~ X'!O USEO LANC 
408 HAMM SK ~tx~O USED LANC 
"09 H!!RNE SK ~~.tixeo US~O LAND 
410 tsERLn'l SK PRfOo FOR!ST LAND 
411 LUFN~N SK ~IXFO USED LANC 
U2 loANNF-EICK~L ~· IIIIX~O USiu LAND Ul loAn!NSCH!!I) SK NIX~D UUO LA'IC 
~14 ~orni!N SK PR~ D. A~ABL< LJ~O 
415 ARNSBERG LK PRt:Oo FCR":ST LA~D 
416 eR!LC~ LK P~co. FORfST LA~D 
~17 ~NNEP~-RUH!I-KRHS LK liiiX"!:J US~iJ LAND 
418 IS~~LCHN L~ MJXc~ U~~D LAND 
419 LIOPSTAOT LK PR~O. JRABL< LANO 
420 LUEC!N~CHHO LK MIX!C u-£0 LJNC 
421 MESCHFDE LK '41XtlJ US~C LA~C 
•v:R.AG~ l~OIVIJUAL ocs~ kAT'2 
-~. e::Dv eo~< THYRC!D I'FI~"/Y~ fi!R~M/YP JifR'='14/YR 
4.!5~-03 7a!.E.~-03 'i.83:E=-1)3 
Eal3~-')3 7.0S'=-O! lallr.-02 
4. 78'!:-')3 7e81C-t)~ 1.16-:-02 
4.671::-')3 7.1)5'=-0! 1. 01<-02 
4.81~-~3 7.06"=-0! 1o26o-02 
~.t9--~3 7.43F.-:):! la09f!:-1)2 
"• 7J C-l3 7.18'=-')3 1. J7~-02 
~.83<-03 7.7CIC-03 1.04~-02 
~.64~-)3 1.os~-·J2 9. 3.-;F-IJ3 
~.e~r-n 7.93~-)3 1.15<-02 
~.e1~-1)3 6o95'C-0~ 9. 70f-03 
4.~7Z:-')3 7.21E-O? s.~sE-03 
!!:.Ollo~-1)3 7.29';-03 1.00~-02 
~.~eE-B 7.18°-03 9.971;-03 
4.66r'=-03 6.94e-o~ 9.67'!-03 
4o94r£-"'~ 7.1)20:::-~ = 9.96C-1)3 
~.9 3t:-) 3 7.12~-)3 9.7Bf-)3 
•. e3-=-~3 6.9i:'l;-03 ~.84<-03 
5.01"?-03 1.21~-o~ 1.oo•-oz 
4.7~~-:>3 6.93:::-1'\~ 9. 2?E-03 
4. '70~-1)3 6.93~-')2 9.22~-03 
4. 70'.:-13 6.90"-03 9.33::-03 
•• 77l'-~3 6.94'=-1')3 9. 33~-~3 
!!:.45-:' -:")3 8.30':-02 1.20E-02 
~.etr,-1)3 6.97~-03 ~.55E-03 
~.31"=-1)3 7o71C-O~ 1.11~-02 
~.63"-?3 6.96'=-4)2 1.03~-02 
~.o~~-"3 7.12';:-0~ s. 99J=-03 
5.5~~-)3 8.3 70:-0 3 1. 261'!-02 
~.~8'E-'l3 8o6l:~-1)3 1.27":-1)2 
~.45C-J3 1.~9';-02 1.6se-n 
4.6c;E-"13 6.941-03 9o3BE-03 
s.09iE-')3 7.47~-()2 1.02"-02 
~.21)"=-')3 7.68:E-03 1.,3£-:lZ 
!!:.16~-03 7.63•-J3 1o04E-02 
4.c;4,:-')3 7o26e-'l3 9.64:=-03 
E.lt:r-:-')3 c;. 78~-03 1.42~-02 
5.17~-?3 7.64-r-03 1.0511!-02 
5oC3!;-)3 7.48';-03 9.90E-03 
!!:.43!:-03 s.t ~-;-., 2 1.13~-02 
5.1z~-o3 1. 5 zt=-o ~ 1.03~-02 
~.07~-')3 7.42"-03 1.01~-02 
~.03~-03 7.3r=-o: 9.~3E-?3 
~.2')t::-1)3 7.841F-03 1.o4F-n 
5.25"-~3 8.1 '9":-o 3 1.111!!-02 
~.eH-?3 1.11;;-o~ c;. 56~-03 
~.C71'-03 7.531!-0~ 1.00~-02 
5.66~-"'3 8.38~-02 1.17!-02 
"'.e?!-'l! 7.38'-03 ~.66F-03 
~.141!;-'\3 7.9c;:-o~ 1.o6-=-o2 
DCS~ ~IELD 
•H• BODY BO~E 
R.~Jiii/Yq R~N/"R 
4a36:E-1)1 7.16!-01 
6. 7@0::-01 8.94!-01 
2.H~-Ol 3.5311!-01 
3eQO"':-Ol 5o66E-01 
5. 8 5"=-01 e. 2~e-o1 
5o 87E-01 9.12£-01 
4o67E-01 6. 77E-Ol 
?.H;-ol 5.24£-01 
5.n:-o1 Be 7BE-Ol 
!.tC';+Ot) 1. 73E•OO 
z. 5 ?f-01 3. 51f-01 
z. 37t::-0'. 3. 29'E-Ol 
z.o1 ~-01 2o86f-01 
1.92~-01 2.66~-01 
~.48"'-02 6. 53E-02 
~.6:r;-o1 2.11E-01 
1.~~~-01 2.00£-01 
a. s~t:-02 1olBE-01 
1.94;-02 1ol3E-01 
3. 54'E-n~ 5.40E-02 
7.')!~-02 9o99E-02 
4.38E-02 6.65E-02 
1o48C-Ol 2ol1E-01 
2o45E-01 3.63E-01 
6o9E'!-01. 9o67E-01 
5.65E-01 8.13E-01 
Bo95E-Ol lo24E•OO 
8.62~-ol 1.16E•OO 
5. 62~-01 Bo65E-01 
r;.t;7C:-Ol 1.441!+00 
5.H~-01 1.13E+OO 
3.49!'-01 5o05E-01 
2o04f-01 2.88E-01 
4o 72C-Q2 6.8U-02 
4o64'C-01 6o59E-01 
9.tc;::-oz 1o 32E-01 
5.69":-02 8.861-02 
3.1 S'-:-02 4.61!-02 
1.au-o2 z.78E-02 
4.56~-02 6o68E-02 
2. 24~-02 3. 23E-02 
2.4c;e-o2 3o57E-02 
e. oe<-o2 1.14~-01 
4.n"-Ol 6.26E-01 
4.86~-('11 7. 8')!-01 
3. 9~l'-D1 5. 72<-01 
3. 54~-01 5o16E-01 
9o 521=-0l 1. 362•00 
6. aoe-01 1.01E•OO 
7.12~-01 1.09E•OO 
THYRDID 
RE"/YR 
1o10e•OO 
le 37'!•00 
"-~~-01 
7. 79E-01 
1.HE•OO 
1.32!000 
9. HE-01 
e.o~E-01 
1o15Eo00 
2.HE•OO 
4. 73!-01 
4.~CE-01 
3o91E-01 
3. 57!-01 
9.0~-02 
2. 98!-01 
2.nte-01 
1o61E-01 
1. 55£-01 
8.01E-02 
1.2~E-01 
1o01E-01 
2o83E-01 
5ol6E-01 
1o2EE•OO 
1ol7E>OO 
1olth00 
le 5SE•OO 
1oHE>OO 
1o91E•OO 
2.10E•OO 
6.72E-01 
3o80E-Q1 
9o33E-02 
8o66E-01 
lo75E-01 
1o27E-01 
6olOE-02 
4.11E-02 
9o22E-D2 
4.40E-02 
4. e~e-02 
1.~U-01 
9. 3!£-01 
1.zce•oo 
7o58E-01 
6o83E-01 
1. 83E•OO 
1.321!•00 
1o43f•OO 
I 
>-3 
I 
.s=-
0'\ 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
Ne. NA~~ CF Q~~T~ICT UNO C AT:;;GC ~y 4 v-t::~•u~~ lNCIVIOUAL DOS~ ~AH DOSE YIELD 
IS'~ ~ Ae.3-~' ~~. BGDY eo~·~ THYFOt:l •H• ecov BCI'IE THYROID 
•li?~/YR MR::M/Y~ "R;:"'IYR R~M/YR R~~HR REIOIYR 
'>22 OLP~ LK PP:";'Jo •c P';ST LA'IO 5o04~-n Bo06":-'l:? 1.07~-02 4. 2!:=-~t 7.0I>E-01 1• 06E•OO 
'123 snGcl'l L~ DR.~ I'). FC!R':ST LA~1 D ~-~~'='-13 CJ.?3'C-')~ 1.2s:::-o2 4o'l2<-0l 7oHE-Ol lolSE•OO 
424 SC~ST LK pp"!:l). A~ABL< LA'ID ~.63'!-,3 8o48~-')~ 1.17,-0 2 lol7-;•o'> lo6~E•OO 2o24E•OO 
425 U'INA LK PRCIJo ARABL'; LA~O !o59".;:-')~ 8.5~~-02 lo18~-n 7.q5E-01 1.151:•00 1o54E•OO 
426 ~ITlGI'h~T,.I'I LK pq'2Co FfJq~ST LAIIIC !olE-~-"'3 Bo5'jo;-a~ 1o14~-02 z. 96~-01 s.o5E-01 7o62E-01 
1>21 BOCHCL T SK P~EOo G•ASS LU1J f:olt?';:-')3 1.oa~-:>2 1.67'!'-')2 1.45<-0~ 2o49E-02 4• 31E-02 
428 qQTTRCP .;K ~xx~o U~~D LA"lr !.,.611!"'-')3 7.6')~-')~ 1.Q6c-J2 4o4Be-02 t.'>7~-02 8o9'>E-Q2 
429 G"LSHKIRC4~"1 SK M£XI'O UHO LANC !S.tlti!;-13 7o56E-\J:! 1. 1141"-JZ lo10.,.-0l 1. 58!-01 2ol1E-01 
'1~0 GLAOBHK ~K '4JX~) '..ISl"D LAND ~.3?t!-)3 a.vc~-n? 1.13"-n 3.931'-02 5. 7<;!-02 SollE-02 
'131 O.~CKLHGHAJS';~ SK ~IXF'J USE'J LA'ID 5o3:ll'-1)3 7.89~-0:! 1ol0~-02 7oHf-02 1o06E-01 1o'>U-01 
'1~2 AHAUS L~ 0 REO. GRASS l ~IIID 5o61"-o3 e.3:>~-o~ lo32";-n ~. ~~e-o1 6.~2E-01 1o 21E•OO 
'133 BIECKUW L~ '41x~o USI!'D LAND fo13"'-03 Sol t:'-1)3 ' .• 31E-02 1.6t-;-o1 1ol4E•oo 1o63E•OO 
434 ~ORKl:N LK PR I!".: I)• GDA.i$ LAIIID 6o0l"-')3 9.6 s~-'l ~ 1o46l'-:)2 4.,e~-ol 7.30E-01 1. 23E•OO 
435 CC~HHO L~ ~~X~O Ul'~Q L~P'O 5.6J"-l3 s.~s~-o3 !.24£'-02 7.04~-01 1.02c•OO 1o 52E•OO 
'>36 LU!!Dli<GHAUSc~ LK MUoiJ uno LA'!~ 5.l:3C-'\3 Bo3 3"-) 3 1.181;-02 8o':l3E-ol 1o11E•OO 1o6'1E•OO 
'137 RFCKLINGHAUS"'I LK Mxx;;:~ US~D LANC s.~t6t=-J3 a.z,=-n lol7~-J2 8o02"-01 1.1~E•OO 1o67E•OO 
'138 STUNFLRT LK MJ X"!ij USI:J LA"C ~.SIJE-1)3 a.ss~-o:! 1o44~-02 q.43~-01 1o3'>!•ao 2o27E•OO 
439 BU':RI"N LK Pf\'=0• AR4BLE LA "'D 5o9l~-?3 Bo69c-o 3 1o 27:E-')2 1.'> 7"•00 2o12E•OO 2. 9~E•ao 
440 PACEReCqN LK DkfD. FCR=ST LAND f.3q£-13 Sol6,-03 1.35~-02 4.151:-0\ 6.1se-o1 1o02E•OO 
NC~CR~fiN-oESTFALoN 5.24~-')3 7.c;60:-~3 1ol5f-:J2 3.05':•(11 lto 50E•Ol 6o 6CE•OI 
441 ALTKHCH .lR PR"i:De AO ABL' LJ'IO c;.21f-()? 2.32':;-12 4o63<-02 1o78~•0? 'lo'I7E•OO So 01E•OO 
'1'12 fCL~AF AR PR~ D. ARA~L" LAND foSl"'-~3 1.64~-{'12 2.40~-1)2 lo Hf•OI) 3.1<;1!•00 4o26E•OO 
"'"'3 THAN 'I AR PR;;O. F('Rt;;ST LAND «;.44F-')~ z.::z~-02 ~. 56::-oz 3o 37E-01 7o96E-01 1o,GE+OO 
""" 
GU~8WJLL':R. A~ PR-:::0. A~ABL 0 LAND So 35F-:)3 2. 32"'-? 2 3.4s~-n 1oi>9'!1•00 3o65E•OO 4o 87E•OO 
'145 liiiULHt:l~~ AR PR~O. IRABlf LAND So5B~-'l3 2o41"-':l2 4o08~-02 2.o~::•o? 5o 35E•OO s. 711!•00 
"'"' 
RI el'AUYlll~ AK Pt:t:.=o. FCR'ST LA'ID 5.4e!=-':'13 1.23"-,2 1o 61~-02 z. '18~-01 s.su-c1 8o 5"E-01 
'147 HAGUoi'IJU AR 14IX~O U~~) LA'ID 7o341!'-(l3 1o58"-12 2.25~-02 8.45':-01 1.81~•00 2• 38E•OO 
448 MQLS~~~~ •• PR?:' De AO.ABL" LAND ~. 7~-;:-03 1o26~-~ 2 1o 52"-02 lo Zf"•OI) z. 73E•OO 3o 05E•OO 
'1'19 ~AVER~• ·~ DR~O. ARAEL; LAN~ ~.33~-,~ 1.11~-)2 1.31~-02 l. 5711;•0') 3.192•00 3o53E•OO '150 SHFSTAT-"O.ST~I'I A Pf:FO. Aq ABle LA~D e.3e~-'l3 2.n--12 2. 77"!-~2 2. 29f•O'l 5o 39E•OO 6o66E•OO 
'1~1 STRASECU~G-CC ~PAG'I~ AR oR.:o. AqABL~ LA "'Q t. 7! ::-B 1.48"'-02 1o91~-02 1.~1':+00 2o99E•OO 3. 5~E•oc 
'152 STRASHURG-VILL" AR PR:20. ARABL~ LA1iO fo88~-03 1.~4':-')2 2 • .:12~-02 1o61E-01 3o56E-01 'lo28E-01 
453 ~!SS~~eOIJIIG ... PR -eo. FCR!'ST LANC ~.,.?~-03 2. n•-·H 3.55'::-02 s.o~~-n 1ollt:•OO z.o,l:•oa 
4~'> "PINAL AR "4J:Xll:~ USfD lA 'ID ~.~et-"13 6.:?:7"-03 7.49~-03 ~.17~•00 ~.~SE+OO l>o61E•OG 
455 ''~UFnH"AY A~ 114!X~'J USl'J LAND 3et)l~-'l3 4.91!-0! 5.78~-(\3 5. 72';-0l 9o1H-01 1o0lE•OO 
'156 SA I 'IT Cl" AR MIX!O J'i'D l~NC ~.OlE-13 8.12:-)3 lo01<=-1)2 1.)7"•00 2.1~F.•OO 2o61E•OO 
'157 ~RI '!'V -~ pq~o. AR ABL" LA'ID ~.?9€-,3 7.721!:-0! 1o 51)!1'-02 1.~5~•0) 3o15E>OO 5o6'1E+OO 458 LUNa;YILL" AR '4i x.=o US'2D LA'IO :.6~-=-'l! 6. 71~-03 7eS3'!=-03 3. ef"-01 7o06F.-01 8o19E-01 
'159 NAP'CY ~I\ pq_"EIJ. AqABL~ LA'"C !.'.e~-f\3 5.+8'e-'J E:.87~-03 2.8~":+(\J '>o61HOO 5o 5GE•OO 
'160 TCUL AR I)P,~IJ. ARABL" LAND ".l2f-1? 7.95~-,, s. 27~-03 5o'l7'E-01 9o551E-01 1o 05f•OO 
461 80ULAY-MCS"LLe "~ DR. ~o. ARABLZ LAND .... 42"-'3 Bo 2S '-'l; 1o3E.~-02 5. 56"-01 1oOH•OO lo'12h00 
'162 CHAT!'A-SALI'I~ 
_,
Pf\~0 0 •~ -eL'o L•••~ ~.aq~-,~ 7.18"2--)~ Bo96F-~3 2ol3e-01 3oB2E-01 4o'>'ii:-G1 
'163 FOReAC~ -~ P~"=')• AOABL'2 LAND 4.241=-"? e. 10~-o ~ s.79~-03 1. 50~•0') 2. 75HGO 3o17E•OG 
"'6" M'"l Z-C .MPA:;'I~ ~R PRCO. 4RASL'; LAND •• 121"-)3 7.42"'-03 1.26~-02 lo4B".•OO 2o60E•OO 4.o~e•oo 4t5 ~ARRHCURG A~ ~IXf'J U~I"O l ANC ~.54~-n s.12~-o; 1.os~-o2 3o 20F-!ll 6oHE-01 7ol7!!-01 
'166 ~AOR FGU• HN!• f>,r; PR'": D. -~AaL:; Lr~o 5.41~-)3 1.12~-02 1o3U-02 8.200:-0l 1o66~•00 1o <;OE+OO 
'167 T>ilf'IHLL<-"ST IR Pln'J. AR ABL~ LA'ID 1.631!-1)3 1.~e~-'J2 4o64o-02 2o35'E•OO 5o'>9~•01) 1o 52E•01 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
NO. NAME CF OJSTP ICT L~~G CATFG!Jqy 
1«\"=~ TA8.3-61 
468 THJCNVILL~-OJ~ST .R P~~n. AP A6L:'E LA'ID 
469 METZ-HLL'i! .lR PR.~O. .lr.ABL": U'ID 
470 COMMERCV AQ 14IXH US~D LANC 
411 VI:RDUM So M~ US~ AR 14IX~D USI:'D UNC 
472 CHARLEVtLLo-M~Zt:R~S -~ DRL;!J. FCit'EST L.l'ID lt73 SEDAN AR P~F.O. FCR:;ST LAND 
474 VOUZIFRS AR MJX<=D ~SI"D LANC 
FRANC~ 
475 CAPELLFN CT 14lXeD USF.D L*'IC 
476 ESCH CT PRF.Oo ARABL~ LAI'ID 
477 LUXEMBOURG-VI LL~ CT PRfDo A~ ABL'; LA~D 
lt78 LUXEME-CAMPA3N<: CT PR~ D. GRASS L~I\!'J 
479 Ml!RSCH CT PREDo A'tABL~ LA"D 
480 CLI!RV.~X CT ~~FOe FO~"ST LAND 
481 OU!KRICH CT 141 X~O USfO LAND 
482 RE CAN~! CT ~IX~O us=::o LA~D 
lt83 VUIIIDf~ C'!' MIX'!D USI"IJ LANC 
484 hilll CT P~FJo FOR'!'ST U'IO 
485 ECHTl:R~ACH CT PRfOa ARABL': L•No 
4e6 GREVEIIIMACHER CT PR.e:c. GR-SS LA~'D 
lt87 '""'IC~ CT I)R":~. ARABL'! LAND 
LUXEMBOURG 
lt88 ARLCN AR 14IX~O U~cO LAND 
489 BASTAGNE -~ ~IXS:O UUD LAND lt~O NARC~!-eN-FA~~N~' 4!1 ~IX';O t..S~D LAND 
491 NEUfCATUU AR 14JX"O USED LAND 
492 VIRTON AR 14lX"D USFO LANC 
lt93 DJNANT A~ Mtxec usro LAND 
491t NAI4UR AR PR~Do ARABlE LAND 
495 PHJL 1 PPEVJLLI! AR MIX"O U!.'!O LANC 
4c;6 CHARLI!~OJ AR PR~D. A~ABL"'! LA"''l 
497 THUJN AR PR!!' D. G:IASS LANO 
ltc;8 HUY AO. ~IX~D USfD LAND 
4c;9 LIEG'! A~ MJ X20 US~O L ANC 
500 VUVII'q~ u. 141 X~C I.JSFIJ LANC 
501 HASSElT AR PRfOo GRASS LAND 
502 hAqi!MMF A~ PJ\~D. ARAaL'" LAND 
503 TO..,~RES AR OR'5:D. ARABL"' LAND 
8PLGJIE/8l!!LGJQ\J~ 
504 NOCRD-L l148\JR:> RE MIX!:O us~o LANO 
505 14JDD'!:N-LJM8URi> RE 14Ix::o USt'<l LAND 
AV~qAGe !NCJVIO\JAL ocsc RAT!! 
~~. &t:'OV BOti~ THYRCID 
~·';~/VA MR"!~/VA ~R<;~/VR 
5.48'-=-03 lo'->8~-~2 z.5u-n 
•• 181:-1)3 7.54i:-O~ 1.322-02 
::.321;-1)3 5.09~-03 7.07"-03 
~.t3E-J3 ~.390-()3 e.~toe-oJ 
~.69~-J3 ltotl61!E-O~ 5. 96!;-03 
!.52';-')3 4oZ&F-J~ 6.12c-J3 
:!.H'!'-113 4.15~-,3 t.I)0~-"13 
~. 79~ -·)3 9.28<;-lJ 1.1tz~-o2 
:!o60E-03 5o29~-'l3 7. 5J~-J3 
lt.190:-)3 7 .?810-)3 1.26~-n 
~.61t~-03 5o25~-o ~ 7o8'lF-03 
~-~~c-:13 7. 76:0.::-0:! 1.50~-02 
~.ll"'-·J3 6.6~-:l~ 1.1 o:;-o2 
~.c;e~-J= 5.81~-J:! e. 22~-03 
4o06~-l)~ 6o4'l!O-'l ~ So96F-03 
:!e68F-Q3 5.26~-0~ 7.63r;-o~ 
4o07<:-H 6.40"'-,3 9.68F-iJ3 
~.e2~-H 5.50~-, ~ 7.92~-03 
~.411;-')3 7.63-;-;); l. 28~-JZ 
~.861'-()3 8e98't::-); 1o 6911-?2 
7o31F-:)3 1.58~-02 3. n~-n 
Cie24il!-,3 6.951!:-')~ 1o19l'-02 
;. 52'E-?3 1t.sar:::-o~ 6.69~-03 
~.91c-?3 5.38~-0! 7.47~-03 
~.C7~-'l3 s.3n-'l3 7.<t81:!-'l3 
~.6\l'a-,3 4.41';-0~ 6.01~-03 
3.54!:-1)3 4. 74';-03 6.7BC-'l:! 
.,..02~-')3 4.11•;-o~ 6. 91t~-:13 
~.C9~-'l3 6.84~-03 1oiJ2E-J2 
1to02F-?3 4.ltl~-1? t.65'i:-03 
~.t3c-'l3 5.39'!-l)~ e. 21t~-o~ 
~.18~-03 1to4H-~3 t.91~03 
t.5e"'-"3 1o11t~-')2 1.80f-02 
s. 7'1l:-)3 9.16:0-~3 1.37'!'-il2 
~.e9~-ll3 7e59C-')~ 1.05';:-02 
7.00~-')3 a.~taa-:l? 1o23f-1)2 
~.73~-03 8.10';-1)! 1.23r-a2 
~.76~-?3 7.68:1'!-0? 1.1 ~~-02 
4.t8~-'l3 6. 30;'-f) 3 9o1 Tf-03 
~.tas::-;')3 6.c;c;<s:-i)? So91"-)3 
5.42"2-03 7.08~-113 1.fl3f-02 
hHo ~COY 
R~'I/VR 
1.~~~+0(1 
8.71<'-01 
B. 64~-01 
1.9H+OJ 
1o41tE+O~ 
"'· 24<:-01 
3. 5t<:-O\ 
3o93E•Ol 
lo 3S':-01 
3.17'"-01 
5o 12~-02 
9.5~~-02 
2o 7910 -01 
1.2711-01 
1. az;-o1 
1. 85~-01 
4.llt!E-02 
1.1~"!-01 
2.~te"E-OJ 
1.13;-01 
2o 3f:0-01 
2.141'+0, 
1.1tc-o1 
lt.87'E-01 
"· 79~-01 
6. 58E-01 
3.20!:-01 
1o 22i:+OO 
1. 71~+00 
7.28~-01 
9. ae!-01 
5e')1E-01 
7.4~":-01 
8.15'<-0\ 
1o 85l'+OO 
5. 5 51!-0! 
6o 90;-01 
9. ~1E-01 
lo 28~+01 
9.1'li-01 
7.43"-01 
ocse HELD 
~c~:: 
Rl:M/YR 
2o 86c+OO 
1.53!+00 
1o30E+OO 
2.781!+00 
1e65E+OO 
s. 38~-')1 
4.14E-01 
7. HE+ Cl 
1o ~4£-01 
5.311!-01 
7. 93E-02 
1. 78~-01 
4o37l!-01 
1.~2~-01 
2e82E-01 
2o59il-01 
6.39~-02 
1. He-01 
4o17!-01 
2o14~-01 
4. 77!-01 
3.50~+00 
1. 931!-01 
6.54£-01 
6o18'"'01 
7. 851!-01 
ltoln-01 
1o38E>OO 
2o15E+OO 
7e70E-01 
1o09~+00 
5o 52E-Ol 
1o16"+00 
1.21tE+OO 
2.8U+OO 
1>.91tE-01 
9o53~01 
1.13E+OO 
1o66!+01 
1.20~+1)0 
9.472-01 
THY~OJD 
R!!iM/YR 
5.971!+00 
2e48E+OO 
1. 78E+OO 
4.27E+OO 
2.601!+00 
8olt2E-01 
s.~~E-01 
1.17E+02 
2. 7-!E-01 
8o96E-01 
1ol!E-01 
4.2~E-01 
6o80E-01 
J.CEE-01 
lto32E-01 
3o HE-01 
9o 52E-02 
2o87E-01 
6o 52E-01 
4o 71E-01 
1e02E+OO 
6e03E+OO 
2.631!-01 
9.04E-01 
a. S~E-01 
1o C7E•OO 
5oHE-01 
2.03E•oo 
3.121!+00 
1.17!+00 
1e64E•OO 
9o17!-01 
1o7fE•OO 
1.82E+OO 
3o87E+OO 
1o OeE•OO 
1o3'ii!+OO 
1o6CE+OO 
2e41E+01 
1.70!;+1)0 
1o 38E+OO 
I 
t-3 
I 
~ 
()J 
Table 6-1: (cont.) 
!IICo 'I-ME Cf OUTUCT LAND CAT£t;ljRy •vnAG~ l"'DJVJDUAL OQ<;I' RATE Dos; YIELD 
's:·, T ABo3-61 ~Ho Ba!JY BC"'~ THYRCJD ~Ho BODY I! ONE THYROID 
,RF.,./YR 14P"'4/YR ~RcM/YR R!EM/YR A~~/YR REM/YR 
506 ZUJC-ll~BU'lG RE PR~ D. AF ABL~ lA "'D !:!. 29F-'l~ 7oZ9·~-?3 le06:E- 1l2 1.221:+01) 1o60~+00 ZoZfE+OO 
507 loFST-~-RRABA"'T RE PRl"Do AR ABll' lA"'D fo2lt'-?3 8.01)11;-,)! lo 53~-02 2.95"+0~ 3o63!+00 6o6 .. E+OO 
508 MJDOI:N-;~J-BRASA'IT RE MIX:'C USE:> lMID ~.al-E-J3 7.11:0:-o:! 1o11'€-02 1o44I;+I)J 1o 691!+00 Zo6tE+OO 
509 NCCRDCCST-N-B~AfA!IIT RE '41XED us~D lA .. D ~.30~-03 6.8~'!-03 1otll~'-02 1o63f+OO 2o06E+OO 3o0!1!+00 
510 ZUJOCCST-~-BRABANT RE PRII=Oe GRASS LA~D t.23~-'l3 7o61!;-n 1oll!:-02 1.1~+00 1.4 .. ~+00 2.251!+00 
511 ZF.OU~SCH-VlA"'D!R;"' RE p~;:o. ARABle LAND 5.~3£-13 1 .oo~-o; 1.65<:-1)2 1o"OE+OO 1o75F.+OO 3o90E+OO 
512 C'VI!'RJG ze-=lA'Iil RE PR.t:o. A~ ABle l-1110 5.78£-03 1o 75F-IJ3 1o98'E-02 2.851!'+00 3o"9E+OO 7o67E+OO 
513 v-LUioE RE Pft.fOe GPASS LAND ~.3~E-J3 5. 39~-0~ a.~ts::-J3 9o52'!'-01 1o 202+00 2o03E+OO 
514 AC~nRHO!K RE PR.F.Oe GQA~~ lAN') ~.01~-·,3 6.93!'-03 1.05'!-02 9.10'!-01 1o29"!+00 Ze16E+OO 
515 ARNHEW /NI J'I'".G-:;'1 RE PR!' De GRA'>S LAND 4o79t:-03 6e1 7':-03 ~o60E-()3 5e57E-01 7.38E-Ol 1e26E+OO 
516 ZUJD~EST-G<LOERlAND RE PR~D. GRASS LAND ~.~01;-03 6o00t'-03 9o37e-03 4.!0!:-01 5o16E-01 8.58E-01 
517 UTREC~T RE PR~O. G~ASS ~ANO 4e44f-J3 5.17!'-03 e. 251:-~3 7o281!-01 8o78E-Ol 1. 51E+OO 
518 AGGLC'IEAATJ; L~lD~~ RE PAEO. ARABll: L."'O ~.18E-03 ... 54'!'-03 lo98E-03 3.3n-o1 3 ... 6E-Ol s.•ue-01 
519 AGGlC~rRATIF. '$-GRAVeN. RE pq,s::o. ARA~L~ LAND ~.36E-03 4o81F-l)3 e.48E-o3 3o341'-01 3e48E-01 6oOOE-D1 
520 O~LFT fN ~~STLANO RE PREDe ARASU' LANC 4e50il;-03 5.03~-03 9.01~-03 2o92E-Ol 3o09E-01 '·"11!-01 
521 OST'!'LJJK Z-'iOLLA'IO RE PRF:J. ARABLI! LAND ~.~31'-oJ3 5.03~-0~ 8.43:!!-03 7oHf.-01 8.32!-01 1.37E+OO 
52? GAOOT-UJNMO"'O RE PI'.I'Do ARABl ': LA'IO 4.86"-"3 5o71E-fl3 1.01~-oz 1. 9;11!+01) 2o1U+OO 3e68E+OO 
523 zuroccsT Z-'iOll~!IIO RE PREOo GRASS lAND 4o891'-03 s. 79~-o~ 9o401!'-ol3 3.00F-01 3o68E-01 6 ... 7E-Ol 
524 "'OCRC/rV'1Al JSS\!l RE PR~O. GRASS LA"'D ~.33;:-')3 5.35';-03 e. 68!1!-:13 lo15~+00 1 ... 611!+00 2e5tE+OO 
525 ZU1CW~ST-OV~RIJSS~L RE PP.'!;iJo GRASS lAND 4.60:0-'3 5.9Z'E-'>3 9o3Z,.-03 2 ... 70:-01 3.271!-01 5.62!-01 
526 T~I:NTI!' RE PR!;D. GRASS L~NO ~-t•~-')3 7.o8<:-o3 lo23F.-02 9e 73E-D1 1e36E•OO 2.581+00 
527 ZUJCH JJK~ JHSH~<~RP. RE PP lED. ARABll': LA'ID 4o0911-'l3 "· 751!'-1)3 1o 7811!-?3 le091!+00 1e20E+OO 1. 9JE+OO 
528 KCP VAN "'CGPD-HOLLA"'D RE DR{!U. GRASS lAI'i:l ~.68C-:a3 3o881':-J3 1.28!:-()2 4o89!!-0l 5o35E-01 1.80E+OO 
529 ALKMAFP ~oOo RE 9R"::O. fARREN LA'IO ~. 73~-)3 3o86"-03 1o23E-02 1o41'l'-D1 1o52!-01 5o31E-01 
530 l J'ICNC RE PR~!). S. RREN LA"'D :.84':-?3 4oJ2E-J3 8o48E-?3 6.3-.e-oz 6e931!-02 1e6CE-Ol 
531 AGGlCMfPATJ'= H,_AQL~"4 RE PR~o. e-.RRi:N LA'lD ~.~6~-')3 3.39"-03 1.13~-1)2 5.82!;-02 5o97E-02 2e25E-01 
532 ZAANSlP';;;K RE PR~O. GRASS LAND ~.ae~-::n ltol5'!:-l):! e. 23<'-?3 'lo 3:!E-02 "·82E-02 1oOU-01 
533 GRCCT-A'IST~ROA'I RE PFlG!J. GU~S LA"'D :: o97f-'l3 4.31"!-:J3 7o91E-03 3o43l!-01 3.88E-01 7.72!-01 
53" GCOJ fN VIEC'iTSTRol:K RE Pf\';')• GRASS LAND 4o16C-03 4. 11~-o~ 7.80"!-03 8e86E-02 le04E-01 1e86E-01 
NFOI;RLIND"'l 4o95"-03 6.1 8":-0~ lo10E-02 2o65!;+0l 3.25!+01 5e82E+Ol 
RHfJH-•AAS-R,~IJ~ 2o30'1!+02 ... 3 .. 1!+02 8o15E+OZ 
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Table 6-2: Maximum and Average Individual Dose Rates and Collective 
Dose Rates from Gaseous Releases around the Years 1985/90 
Oraan 
Whole Body 
Bone 
GI-Tract 
Gonad a 
Liver 
Luna 
Skin 
Thyroid 
Aae 
Group 
I 3) 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
Maximum Individual 
Dooe Rate 
~rem/yr] 
CV I) 
1.02 
0.81 
0,61 
0.61 
1.08 
O.d5 
0.61 
0.98 
1.02 
0.81 
0,61 
0,61 
1.02 
0,81 
0,61 
0,61 
1,02 
0,81 
0,61 
0,61 
1,13 
0.85 
0,61 
0,61 
1.26 
1,08 
0,98 
0,98 
10,8 
5,62 
2,14 
1,55 
DV I) 
0.61 
" 
0,61 
" 
0,61 
0.61 
" 
0,61 
.. 
0,98 
2,24 
1,17 
0,77 
0,74 
Averaae Individual 
Doae Rate 
~rem/yr] 
2) 
1.92(-2) 
1,66(-2) 
9.67(-3) 
8.42(-3) 
9,80(-3) 
1,81(-2) 
1,42(-2) 
7,70(-3) 
1,58(-2) 
1,44(-2) 
1,92(-2) 
1,64(-2) 
9,50(-3) 
8,19(-3) 
9,60(-3) 
1,92(-2) 
I ,66(-2) 
9 .67(-3) 
8,42(-3) 
9 ,80(-3) 
1,89(-2) 
1.63(-2) 
9,46(-3) 
8,18(-3) 
9,57(-3) 
2,17(-2) 
1.76(-2) 
9,98(-3) 
8,51 (-3) 
1,01(-2) 
4.05(-2) 
3,79(-2) 
3,10(-2) 
2.97(-2) 
3,11(-2) 
9.02(-2) 
5,31(-2) 
2.38(-2) 
1,87(-2) 
2.49(-2) 
I) CV • Contribution from Inaestion: dependent on strict COIIIDUnity Values 
DV • Contribution from Inaestion: dependent on averaaed District Values 
Collective 
Doae Rate 
~n·rem/y~ 
592 
872 
580 
592 
578 
609 
1882 
1498 
2) The Extrapolated Dose Rates for around 2000/05 can be obtained by multiplyina 
these Piaures with a Factor of 2 
3) I • Infant, Cb • Child, T • Teen, A • Adult 
P • Averaae Peroon (in Case of Individual Dose Rate) or Total Population 
(in Case of Collective Dose Rate) 
Tab. 6-3: Collective Dose Rates and Average Individual Dose Rates from Gaseous Releases around 
the Years 1985/901) with Regard to the Two Ingestion Dose Rate Models 
Organ Agricultural Autarchy Model Actual Agricultural Model 
Collective Dose Rate Ave. Individual Collective Dose Rate Ave. Individual 
Dose Rate Dose Rate 
[man • rem/yr] [mrem/yr] ~an • rem/yr] [mrem/yrJ 
via Ingestion total total via Ingestion total total 
only only 
(Table 6-2) (Table 6-2) (Table 6-1) 
Whole Body 350 592 9.80(-3) 230 472 7.81(-3) 
Bone 647 872 1.44( -2) 434 659 1 .09( -2) 
Skin 350 1882 3.11(-2) 230 1762 2.92(-2) 
Thyroid 1230 1498 2.49(-2) 815 1083 1. 79( -2) 
1)The extrapolated Dose Rates for around 2000/05 can be obtained by multiplying these figures with 
a factor of 2. 
I 
1-3 
I 
V1 
Table 6-4.1: Contributions of the Various Radionuclides via the Various Pathways to the Whole Body-
Dose Rate from Gaseous Releases 
Nuclide External External Internal Exposure Internal Exposure Sum over 
Cloud Exposure Ground Exposure 1) due to Inhalation due to Ingestion Exposure Pathways 
H-3 0 0 5.01 21.08 26.09 
C-14 0 0 0.43 27.39 27.82 
Ar-41 I. 93 0 0 0 1.93 
Co-58 2) 6.37(-5) 5.07(-2) I. 23(-5) 7.03(-3) 5.84(-2) 
Co-60 2) I. 62(-4) 0.80 9.20(-5) 2.09(-2) 0.83 
Kr-85 2.26 0 0 0 2.26 
Kr-88 6.55 0 0 0 6.55 
I-129 1.73(-8) 4.58(-3) 7.43(-5) 5.63(-3) 1.03(-2) 
I-131 1.19(-3) 0.25 8.25(-3) 0.28 0.54 
Xe-133 6.87 0 0 0 6.87 
Xe-135 6. 12 0 0 0 6.12 
2) Cs-134 3.44 4.29 1.65(-2) 1.69 5.99 2) Cs-137 11.12(-5) 13.99 8.65(-3) 0.94 14.94 
Sum over 23.73 19.38 5.47 51.41 100 Nuclides 
!)State of equilibrium is assumed 
2)see comment on the release rates of Table 5-2.1 
I 
1-3 
I 
V1 
1\) 
Table 6-4.2: Contributions of the Various Radionuclides via the Various Pathways to the Bone-
Dose Rate from Gaseous Releases 
Nuclide External External Internal Exposure Internal Exposure Sum over 
Cloud Exposure Ground Exposure 1 due to Inhalation due to Ingestion Exposure Pathways 
H-3 0 0 0 0 0 
C-14 0 0 1.15 52.94 54.09 
Ar-41 1.88 0 0 0 1.88 
Co-58 2) 6.22(-5) 4.95(-2) 0 0 4.95(-2) 
Co-60 2) 1.58(-4) o. 77 0 0 0.77 
Kr-85 2.20 0 0 0 2.20 
Kr-88 6.38 0 0 0 6.38 
I-129 1.69(-8) 4.48(-3) 3.42(-5) 3,50(-3) 8.01(-3) 
I-131 1.17(-3) 0.25 1.06(-2) 0.38 0.64 
Xe-133 6. 71 0 0 0 6. 71 
Xe-135 5.99 0 0 0 5.99 
Cs-134 2) 3.36(-4) 4.20 1.05(-2) 1.50 5.71 
Cs-137 2) 1.09 (-4) 13.67 1.23(-2) 1.89 15.58 
Sum over 23.16 18.94 1.18 56.71 lOO 
Nuclides 
I)State of equilibrium is assumed 
2)see comment on the release rates of Table 5-2.1 
I 
8 
I 
V1 
w 
Table 6-4.3: Contributions of the Various Radionuclides via the Various Pathways to the Skin-
Dose Rate from Gaseous Releases 
Nuclide External External 1 Internal Exposure Internal Exposure Sum over Cloud Exposure Ground Exposure ) due to Inhalation due to Ingestion Exposure Pathways 
H-3 7.03(-2) 0 1.45 6.09 7.61 
C-14 1.42(-2) 0 0.14 9.00 9.15 
Ar-41 0.63 0 0 0 0.63 
Co-582) 2. 13(-5) 1.47(-2) 3.75(-6) 2.03(-3) 1.67(-2) 
Co-602) 4.89(-5) 0.23 2.66(-5) 6.04(-3) 0.24 
Kr-85 61.39 0 0 0 61.39 
Kr-88 2.28 0 0 0 2.28 
I-129 1.91(-7) 1.32(-3) 2.15(-5) 1.62(-3) 2.97(-3) 
I-131 5.25(-4) 7. 13(-2) 2.38(-3) 7.98(-2) 0.16 
Xe-133 8.55 0 0 0 8.55 
Xe-135 3.93 0 0 0 3.93 
Cs-134 2) 1. 14(-4) 1.24 4.77(-3) 0.49 1. 73 
Cs-137 2) 4.27(-5) 4.04 2.50(-3) 0.27 4.31 
Sum over 76.86 5.60 1.60 15.94 100 
Nuclides 
I) 
State of equilibrium is assumed 
2) 
See comment on the release rates of Table 5-2.1 
I 
8 
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Table 6-4.4: Contributions of the Various Radionuclides via the Various Pathways to the Thyroid-
Dose Rate from Gaseous Releases 
Nuclide External External Internal Exposure Internal Exposure Sum over 
Cloud Exposure Ground Exposure!) due to Inhalation due to Ingestion Exposure Pathways 
H-3 0 0 1.86 7.81 9.67 
C-14 0 0 0.17 11 .40 11 .57 
Ar-41 o. 71 0 0 0 o. 71 
Co-58 2) 2.36(-5) 1.88(-2) 0 0 1.88(-2) 
Co-6o2) 6.01(-5) 0.29 0 0 0.29 
Kr-85 0.84 0 0 0 0.84 
Kr-88 2.42 0 0 0 2.42 
I-129 6.41(-9) 1.70(-3) 2.19(-2) 1.62 1.64 
I-131 4.44(-4) 9.16(-2) I. 79 59.36 61.24 
Xe-133 2.55 0 0 0 2.55 
Xe-135 2.27 0 0 0 2.27 
Cs-134 2) 1.27(-4) I. 59 0 0 1.59 
Cs-137 2) 4.13(-5) 5. 19 0 0 5.19 
Sum over 8.79 7,18 3.84 80.19 100 
Nuclides 
l)St f "l"b . . ate o equ~ ~ r~um ~s assumed 
2)see comment on the release rates of Table 5-2.1 
I 
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Table 6-5: Average Individual Dose Rates and Dose Yields from Liquid Releases via the Drinking 
Water Pathway within the Supply Districts around the Years 1985/90 for the Organs: 
Whole Body, Bone, and Thyroid 
NO. MUE' ~CRKS MATER PROCESSING AVERAGE lhDIVIOUAl DOSE RATE DOSE YIELD 
CSEE TU. 3-11 ~~. BODY BONE THYROID MH. BODY BONE THYROID 
~'EMIYR MREMIYR MREMIYR REM/YR REMIYR REMIYR 
1 KOhSUNZ DIRECT TREUMENT 5.41E-03 9.65E-03 3.21E-03 3.57E-01 6,37f-01 2.12E-01 
2 KREUZLINGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 4.~BE-03 8.88E-03 2.97E-03 1.34E-01 2.40E-01 8.GIE-02 
3 STUTTGART DIRECT TREATMENT 3.38E-03 6.01E-03 1.96E-03 2.07E+OO 3.68E+OO 1.20E+OO 
4 ESSLihGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 1.25E-03 2.22E-Ol 7.24E-04 1.21E-01 2.16E-01 7.06E-02 
5 HEilB"NN DIRECT TREATMENT 1.94E-03 3.45E-03 1.13E-03 2.45E-01 4.35E-01 1.42E-01 
6 KIRCHHEIM TECK DIRECT TREAT~ENT 2.2u-o3 3.99E-03 1.3DE-03 2.85E-01 5.08E-01 1.66E-01 
7 PFORZHIM DIRECT TREUMENT 1.C4E-03 1.84E-03 6.03E-04 1.03E-01 1.84E-01 6.0CE-02 
8 CRAILS~EIM DIRECT TREATMENT 1.25E-04 1.29E-03 4.21E-04 B.30E-02 1.48E-01 4.82E-02 
9 LUDMIGSBURG DIRECT TREATIIENT 2.44E-03 4.35E-03 1.42E-03 Z.OOE-01 3.55E-01 1.16E-01 
10 KE,Ul DIRECT TREAT~ENT 3.!5E-03 5.97E-03 1.95E-03 3.35E-01 5.91E-01 1.95E-01 
11 REUTLINGEN DIREGT TREATMENT 2.67E-G3 4. 76E-03 1.55E-03 Z.50E-01 4.45E-01 1.45E-01 
12 Y llliNGEN-SCHII. DIRECT TREATIIENT 3.94E-G3 7.01E-03 2.29E-03 3.13E-01 5.56E-01 1.82E-01 
13 SINDElfiNGEN DIRECT TREATIIENT ~.16E-03 9.18E-03 3.00E-03 Z.83E-01 5.04E-01 1.65E-01 
14 TUEBINGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 2.94E-G3 5.23E-03 1. llE-03 2.17E-01 3.87E-01 1. 26E-01 
15 BOEBLINGEN DIREIT TREATMENT 1.31E-03 2.33E-03 7.61E-04 9.56E-02 1. lOE-01 5.55E-02 
16 SINSWEIM DIRECT TREATIIUT ~.29E-04 1.65E-03 5.40E-04 6.04E-01 1.07E+OO 3.51E-01 
17 BOEBLJfjGEN DIREIT TREATMENT 2 .82E-03 5.01E-03 1.64E-03 1.17E-Ol 2.08E-Ol 6.81E-OZ 
18 EBINIEN DIRECT TREATMENT l.l8E-03 2.11E-03 6.88E-04 3.23E-OZ 5. 75E-02 1.81E-02 
19 HEC~IUEN DIRECT TREATMENT 4.42E-Oit 7.86E-04 Z.57E-04 1.96E-02 3.49E-02 l.l4E-02 
20 FEllUCH DIRECT TREATIIENT 1.90E-G3 3.38E-03 l.lOE-03 B.HE-02 lo45E-01 4. 73E-02 
21 TUTTliNGEN DIREOT TREATMENT 1.34E-03 Z.38E-03 7.17E-04 4.39E-02 7.80E-02 2. 55E-02 
22 KO,hMESTHElM DIRECT TREATMENT •• 96E-03 5.27E-03 1. 72E-03 8.39E-02 1.49E-Ol 4.87£-02 
23 KORhUl DIRUT TREATMENT 1.65E-G3 2.91tE-03 9.62E-04 5.25E-02 9.33E-02 3.05E-02 
24 NUERTINGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 3,39E-03 6.03E-03 1.97E-03 8.30E-02 1.48E-01 4.82E-02 
25 TAilFINGEN DIRECT TREA"ENT 3.65E-o3 6.49E-03 2.12E-03 6.20E-OZ l.lOE-01 3.61E-02 
26 NEUARSULM DIREGT TREATIIENT 2.56E-03 4.55E-03 1.49E-03 5.65E-02 l.OOE-01 3.21E-02 
27 LEUBERG DIRECT TREATMENT 4.61E-03 8.20E-03 2.68E-03 1.17E-01 2.C7E-01 6. 71E-02 
28 BIETIGHIII DIREGT TREATMENT 2.85E-03 5.07E-03 1.66E-03 6.61E-02 l.l8E-Ol 3.84E-02 
29 ROTTMEil DIRECT TREATMENT 4.60E-G3 8.18E-03 2.67E-03 l.UE-01 2.01E-01 6.5JE-02 
30 UE8ERLINGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 4.21E-03 7,50E-03 2.48E-03 5.98E-OZ 1.07E-Ol 3.52E-OZ 
31 GERLINIEN DIRECT TREATMENT 5.67E-G3 l.01E-02 3.29E-03 l.03E-Ol 1.82E-Ol 5.96E-02 
32 TROSSINGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 5,67E-03 loOlE-02 3o29E-03 6.46E-02 1.15E-Ol 3.75E-02 
33 ST • GECRGEN DIRECT TREATMENT 3.06E-03 5o44E-03 1. 78E-03 3.67E-02 6.53E-CZ 2.UE-02 
34 MAGSUOT DIRECT TREATMENT 5,57E-03 9.9DE-03 3o23E-03 4.45E-OZ 7.9ZE-OZ z. 59E-02 
35 LAUFFEN DIRECT TREATMENT 5.47E-03 9.73E-D3 3.18E-03 4.98E-02 8.85E-OZ z.8.E-02 
36 MEfRS8URG DIRECT TREATMENT 5.52E-03 •• B9E-03 3.44E-03 2.76E-OZ 4.95E-OZ 1. 72E-OZ 
37 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN DIRE(T TREATIIENT 4.86£-03 8.91E-03 7.00E-03 2o45E-Ol 4,49E-Ol 3. 53E-01 
38 ST. GILLEN DIRECT TREATMENT 5.71E-03 1.05E-02 6o84E-03 4.57E-Ol 8.36E-Ol 5.47E-Ol 
39 ARBON DIRECT TREAT~ENT 6.56E-03 l.ZOE-02 7.85E-03 lo31E-Ol Zo40E-Ol 1.57E-Ol 
40 ROHRSCIIACH DIREU TIEATMENT e.ssE-03 l.l9E-02 6.~0E-03 1.24E-01 2.27£-01 l.Z2E-Ol 
41 AIIUSMIL DIRECT TREATMENT 5.85E-03 l.OJE-02 8.98E-03 5.85E-OZ l,07E-Ol 8 •• ee-o2 
4Z THAl DIRECT TREAT~ENT e.sse-o3 1.19E-02 6o40E-03 3o28E-02 5.91E-OZ 3.ZOE-02 
43 ROMAIISHORN DIRECT TREATMENT 6.57E-03 l.ZlE-02 l.OlE-02 7.23E-02 lo33E-Ol l.llE-01 
44 LlhCA~ DIRECT TREATMENT e.UE-03 1.14E-02 2.UE-02 1.50E-01 Z.18E-01 5.23£-01 
45 MANNIIEIM BANK F lL TRATI CN 8.o.e-o3 9.77E-03 6o32E-03 z.nE+OO 3.27£>00 Z.llE+OO 
~oe FRANKFURT GROUND MATER ENR. 7.14E-G3 l.07E-02 4.82E-03 4. llE+OO 7.08E+OD 3.18E+OO 
47 BAD H(~8URG GROUND IIATfR ENR. 2 .02E-D3 3.03E-03 1.36E-03 l.07E-Ol 1.60£-01 7.19E-02 
48 SCHIIAlUCH TS GROUND MATER ENR, 5.~6E-o3 8.95E-03 4.02E-03 8.99E-D2 1.35E-Ol 6.C7E-02 
49 FRAUF~RT GROUND WATER ENR, 4.13E-03 7.10E-03 3ol9E-03 9,45E-01 l.~zE•OO 6.38£-01 
50 IIUERZ8URG DIRECT TREAT~ENT 2.74E-02 4.02E-02 8.23E-02 3.21E+OO ~. lOE+CO 9,62E+OC 
1 
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Table 6-5: (cont.) 
NC. IIATEII ~ORKS WATER PROCESSihG 
I SEE TU. 3-11 
51 MOSELGEMEINDEN BANK F IL TUTION 
52 TRIER BANK F 1L TRATION 
53 BASEL GROUND WATER ENR. 
54 SPEYEII BANK F ILTRATIDN 
55 SCHIFFERSTADT SANK FILTRATION 
56 LUDIUG SHAFEN BANK F IL TUTIDN 
57 MUhZ BANK FILTRATION 
58 WIESBADEN GROUND IIATER ENR. 
59 BOPPAIID Uo A. BANK F IL TRATIDN 
60 KOBLEU BANK F IL TRATICN 
61 BENDOIIF BANK FILTRATION 
62 WEISSENTHURM BANK FIL TUTION 
63 NEUIUEC BANK FILTRATION 
64 ANDEIINACH BANK FILTRATION 
t5 BAD HCENNINGEN BANK FIL TRATIDII 
66 REIIAGEh U. Ao BANK FJL TRATJON 
61 BCNN BANK f 1L TIIATJ ON 
68 KO EL Ill GROUND IIATER ENR. 
69 NEUSS BANK FILTRATION 
70 IIUPPEIIUL BANK FILTRATJCN 
71 DUES SELDORF BANK F IL TRAT ION 
72 DU IS BUG BANK FIL TRATIDN 
73 KREFELC GROUND IIATER ENR. 
74 DUISB~RG-HAMBORN BANK FILTRATION 
75 DORDRECHT DIREtT TREATMENT 
76 BERGA,UCHT BANK FILTRATION 
11 JUTPHUS GROUND IIATER ENR. 
78 AMSTERUM iUREU TREATMENT 
79 ANDIJII DIRECT TREATMENT 
80 BERGAMUCHT GROUND WATER ENR. 
81 ROTTERCAM DIRECT TREATMENT 
82 ANTWERPEN DIREU TRU"ENT 
su' 
AVERAGE I~DIVIDUAl DCSE RATE 
~t. BODY BONE THYROID 
'IIEM/YR MREM/YR MREM/YR 
~ ... oE-oJ lo41E-02 7.03E-03 
1.33E-04 z.ooE-04 l.DZE-04 
lo60E-02 3o06E-02 a.zoe-oJ 
e.66E-03 9o24E-03 5o24E-03 
5.30E-D3 7o35E-03 4ol6E-03 
&.63E-03 loZOE-02 6. 78E-03 
5.55E-02 loHE-02 4.3lE-02 
z.ue-oz 3o26E-02 lo66E-02 
3o22E-02 4ol4f-02 2o50E-02 
4.23E-02 5o JOE-02 3o28E-02 
2o86E-02 3oB8E-02 2.21E-02 
lo96E-OZ 5o36E-02 lo05E-02 
2.37E-OZ 3o21E-D2 l.UE-02 
2.92E-02 3o95E-02 z.zsE-02 
2.35E-02 3ol7E-02 l.BlE-02 
2o38E-02 3o23E-02 1.83E-02 
2o33E-02 3.17E-02 1. 79E-02 
8o04E-03 1.07E-02 5.38E-03 
4o48E-03 6.09E-03 3.40E-03 
l.UE-D2 1.51E-02 8.44E-03 
2o67E-02 3.63E-02 2o02E-02 
8.58E-D3 1.17E-02 6.49E-03 
~.57E-03 1.28E-02 6.•UE-03 
1.24E-02 lo69E-02 9.39E-03 
3.86E-02 5.22E-D2 8.20E-02 
4.54E-02 6.15E-G2 3o39E-OZ 
4.51E-D2 5.99E-02 3.D3E-02 
4.58E-02 6.36E-02 8.67E-02 
4.38E-OZ 5.12E-02 2.92E-02 
2.14E-D2 1.79E-02 1.6DE-02 
2.23E-D2 1.94E-02 2o81E-02 
3.21E-02 2.68E-02 2.l8e-oz 
DOSE YIELD 
IIH. BODY BONE 
REM/YR REM/YR 
8.93E-01 1.34HOO 
lo45E-D2 2.18E-02 
4.31E+OO 8.21E+OO 
Zo93E-Ol 4o06E-Ol 
3.03E-Ol 4. 20E-Ol 
lo55E+OO Zol4HOO 
3o33E+OO 4o48E+OO 
3. 71E+OO 4.89E+OO 
lo45E+OO lo95HOO 
5o84E+OO 7.86E+OD 
4o41E-01 5.97E-Ol 
8o62E-Ol l.llE+OD 
lo49E+OO 2o02E+OO 
8o53E-Ol lol5E+OO 
z.aaE-Ol 3.90E-CU 
lo02E+OO 1.39E+OD 
lo51E+OO 2.05E+OO 
4o61E+OO 6.15HOO 
5o32E-01 7 o24E-Ol 
4o54E+OO 6.18E+OO 
lo81E+Ol Z.46E+Gl 
2o85E+OO 3.87E+OD 
2ol5E+OO 2.87E+GO 
lo31E+OO 1. 71E+OO 
4.07E+OO 5.50E+OO 
4.78E+OG 6.47E+OO 
7.13E+Ol 9.46E+Gl 
lo45E+Ol z.olE+Ol 
9.21E+OO l.ZOE+Ol 
lo46E+Ol lo22E+01 
lo39E+Ol 1.21E+Ol 
2ol2E+Ol 1.17E+Ol 
2.36E+02 2.99E+G2 
THYROID 
REM/YR 
6.68E-Ol 
lollE-02 
2o22E+OO 
2.31E-Ol 
z.JaE-Ol 
loZlE+OO 
2.6GE+OG 
2.4~E+OG 
lol2E+OO 
4.52E+OO 
3.4GE-Dl 
6o65E-OI 
lol5E+OG 
6o58E-Ol 
Zo22E-Ol 
7.88E-01 
1.16E+OO 
3.0U+OO 
4.05E-Ol 
3.45E+OO 
lo3lE+Ol 
Zol6E+OG 
lo44E+OG 
9o86E-Ol 
8o63E+OG 
3o5lE+OC 
4o78E+01 
Zo74E+01 
6.l.U+OO 
l.09E+Ol 
lo75E+Gl 
lo5lE+Ol 
2.o!E+02 
I 
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~able 6-6: Maximum and Average Individual Dose Rates and Collective 
Dose Rates from Liquid Releases via the Drinking Water 
Pathway around the Years 1985/90 
Organ 
Whole Bocly 
Bone 
GI-Tract 
Gonads 
Liver 
Lung 
Skin 
Thyroid 
Age 
Group 
I 3) 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
I 
Ch 
T 
A 
p 
Maximum Individual 
Dose Rate 
[mrem/yl] 
5,75(-2) 
7,24(-2) 
5,25(-2) 
5,50(-2) 
1.00(-1) 
1,20(-1) 
9.12(-2) 
6,61(-2) 
3.63(-2) 
4,37(-2) 
3 ,02(-2) 
3.80(-2) 
5, 75(-2) 
7 ,24(-2) 
5.25(-2) 
5,50(-2) 
3.80(-2) 
4,/9(-2) 
3,47(-2) 
4,17(-2) 
3.98(-2) 
4.57(-2) 
3,16(-2) 
3.98(-2) 
5,75(-2) 
7.24(-2) 
5,25(-2) 
5 ,50(-2) 
1.74(-1) 
1.38(-1) 
8.32(-2) 
7,94(-2) 
Average Individual 
Dose Rate 
~rem/yl] 
SP I) 
1.89(-2) 
2,33(-2) 
1,71(-2) 
1.81(-2) 
TP I) 
1,86(-2) 3,89(-3) 
3,02(-2) 
3.62(-2) 
2,79(-2) 
2,04(-2) 
2,36(-2) 4,94(-3) 
1.22(-2) 
1.47(-2) 
1,02(-2) 
1,28(-2) 
1.27(-2) 2,66(-3) 
1,89(-2) 
2,33(-2) 
1,71(-2) 
I ,81 (-2) 
1.86(-2) 3,89(-3) 
1,26(-2) 
1,57(-2) 
1,17(-2) 
1,42(-2) 
1.40(-2) 2,93(-3) 
1,40(-2) 
1,61(-2) 
1,11 (-2) 
1,36(-2) 
1,35(-2) 2,82(-3) 
1,89(-2) 
2.33(-2) 
1,71(-2) 
1,81(-2) 
1,86(-2) 3,89(-3) 
2,06(-2) 
2.10(-2) 
1,38(-2) 
1,57(-2) 
1,62(-2) 3,39(-3) 
Collective 
Dose Rate 
[man· rem/ yl] 
2) 
235 
299 
161 
235 
177 
171 
235 
205 
I) SP • Average Dose Rate related to the Population supplied with Surface Water (12 .6 Mio) 
TP • Average Dose Rate related to the total Population (60.4 Mio) 
2) The Extrapolated Dose Rates for around 2000/05 can be obtained by multiplying these 
Figures with a Factor of 2 to 4 (see section 6.2.2) 
3) See the Corresponding Footnote of Table 6-2 
Table 6-7: Collective Dose Rates and Average Individual Dose Rates from Liquid Releases around the Years 1985/90 
Collective Dose Rates via the various Pathways!) Average Individual 
['pan • rem/yr] Dose Rate2> 
Organ External Drinking Fish Consumption of total [mrem/yr] 
Exposure Water Consumption Irrig. Vegetables 
Whole Body 6 235 73 61 375 6.21(-3) 
Bone 6 299 103 201 609 I. 01 (-2) 
Skin3) 6 235 73 61 375 6.21(-3) 
Thyroid 6 205 7 65 283 4.69(-3) 
!)The extrapolated Dose Rates for around 2000/05 can be obtained by multiplying these figures with a factor of 2. 
(External Exposure, Fish Consumption) resp. 4 (Drinking Water, Consumption of Irrigated Vegetables) 
2)The Average Dose Rates are related to the Total Population (60.4 Mio) 
3)The Figures of the Whole Body are filled in this line 
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Table 6-8.1: Contributions of the various Radionuclides via the various Pathways to the Whole Body-
Dose Rate from Liquid Releases 
Nuclide External Exposure due Internal Exposure due to Ingestion of 
to Water Surface and 
Sediment Irradiation Drinking Water Fish Irrigated Products 
H-3 0 45.70 o. 18 33.44 
Co-58 10.25 0.23 4.69(-2) 0.47 
Co-60 48.46 0.63 0.13 1.29 
Sr-89 8.20(-5) 0.47 5.54(-2) 0.36 
Sr-90 4.56(-6) 42.26 5.31 50.16 
Ru-106 2.24(-3) 1.89(-4) 7.42(-6) 8.55(-3) 
J-131 2.56(-2) 0.32 1.94(-2) o. 11 
Cs-134 23.11 5.00 45.16 5.28 
Cs-137 18.03 5.44 49.27 8.83 
Ce-144 o. 11 7.46(-4) 2.92(-6) 6.36(-4) 
Sum over i 100 100 ' 100 100 
Nuclides l 
I 
I 
8 
I 
0\ 
0 
Table 6-8.2: Contributions of the various Radionuclides via the various Pathways to the Bone-
Dose Rate from Liquid Releases 
Nuclide External Exposure due Internal Exposure due to Ingestion of 
to Water Surface and 
Sediment Irradiation Drinking \-later Fish Irrigated Products 
H-3 0 0 0 0 
Co-58 10.25 0 0 0 
Co-60 48.46 0 0 0 
Sr-89 8.20(-5) 8.22 1. 53 5.34 
Sr-90 4.56(-6) 85.15 17.07 85.53 
Ru-106 2.24(-3) 7.48(-4) 4.66(-5) 2.88(-2) 
I-131 2.56(-2) 0.21 2.00(-2) 6.55(-2) 
Cs-134 23.11 1.86 23.57 1.88 
Cs-137 18.03 4.58 57.52 7. 11 
Ce-144 o. 11 6.88(-3) 4.32(-5) 5.02(-3) 
Sum over 100 100 100 100 
Nuclides 
I 
1 
0'\ 
Table 6-8.3: Contributions of the various Radionuclides via the various Pathways to the Thyroid-
Dose Rate from Liquid Releases 
Nuclide External Exposure due Internal Exposure due to Ingestion of 
to Water Surface and 
Sediment Irradiation Drinkin@: Water Fish Irrigated Products 
H-3 0 20.16 1.60 34.02 
Co-58 10.25 0 0 0 
Co-60 48.46 0 0 0 
Sr-89 8.20(-5) 0 0 0 
Sr-90 4.56(-6) 0 0 0 
Ru-106 2.24(-3) 0 0 0 
J-131 2.56(-2) 79.84 98.40 65.98 
Cs-134 23.11 0 0 0 
Cs-137 18.03 0 0 0 
Ce-144 0.11 0 0 0 
Sum over 100 100 100 100 
Nuclides 
t-3 
I 
0'\ 
F\) 
Table 6-9: Dose Rates around the Years 1985/90 (White Fields) and around the Years 2000/05 (Grey Fields)!) 
a) Maximum Individual Dose Rates 
Organ Gaseoua Releaaea Liquid Releases [mrem/yr] 
[inrem/y~ External Expoture Drinkina Water Fish Consumption Irrig.Product Contum.ption Mathematical Sum 
(Tab.6-2) (Section 6.2.1 ,Part aa)) (Tab.6-6) (Section 6 .2.l.Part ac) (Section 6.2.1,Part ac) 
Whole Body 1.02+0.61 
-:f 0.24 lj 0.07t0,0S -il 0.85 1l 0.06 •l 1.22+1.20 ti Bone 1.08+0.61 , .. " 0.12+0.07 n 1.11 0.15 ~~ 1.62+1.57 Skin 1.26+0.98 " 0,07t0.05 0.85 0.06 I. 22+1. 20 
Thyroid 10.8+1.55 dl " tl 0.17+0.08 ~~ 0.10 il 0.06 I! 0.57+0.48 b 
b) Averqe Individual Dose Rates Related to the total Populat1on of the Region 
Organ Gaseous Releases Liquid Releases [mrem/yr] Total 
[mrem/y~ External Exposure Drinking Water Fish Consumption Irrig.Prod.uct Conaumption Sum [mrom/yr] 
(Tab.6-3) X 2 (d.f.Tab.6-7) X 2 (Tab.6-6) X 4 (d.f.Tab.6-7) X 2 (d.f.Tab.6-7) X 4 (Tab.6-7) 
Whole Body 7.81(-3) t.M{~~ 9.9(-5) I ,911(""') 3.89(-3) ~.!1&(~2) 1.21(-3) ~.<la(-kJc} 1.01(-3) 4.04(~3) 6.21(-3) :I.. ill(-!} 1.40(-2) J.1ft-l) 
Bone 1.09(-2) l.l~*~ .. * 4.94(-3) t.t&(~l) I. 71(-3) :1..$:2(~» 3.33(-3) ~.:3:){~~) 1.01(-2) ,,.1(-2:) 2.10(-2) $•bt*:2) 
Skin 2.92(-2) ~.84(-t> .. a 3.89(-3) 1.s.c~u 1.21(-3) 2.U(-3) 1.01 (-3) 4.0">(~:1.) 6.21(-3) ~.:1.2{•~ 3.54(-2) •• ~--2) 
Thyroid I. 79(-2) :a. m~» .. ~ 3.39(-3) t.-16(~1) 1.16(-3) ~.J2(-3) 1.08(-3) 4.UC-Jt 4.69(-3) l.t:l(-:n 2.26(-2) s.ut~) 
d. f. • derived from 
c) Copective Dose Rates 
Ors;an Gaseous Releases Liquid Releues [man•rem/y~ Total 
[mau•rem/yr] External Exposure Drinking Water Fish Consumption lrrig .Product Consumption Sum [man•rem/y~ 
(Tab.6-3) X 2 (Tab.6-7) X 2 (Tab.6-7) X 4 (Tab.6-7) X 2 (Tab .6-7) X 4 (Tab.6-7) 
Whole Body 472 i4. 6 u 235 i~ 73 14& 61 244 375 1.342 847 ue6 
Bone 659 13UI " ~ 299 Uti> 103 :1.0£ 201 1104 609 :Uhl 1268 ~-Skin 1762 l$~ .. . 235 '>lq 73 t46 61 %M 375 1342 2137 4aM 
Thyroid 1083 llGo6 " * 205 lliO 7 1/o 65 2:~ 283 u~ 1366 321~ 
I)The Factor given above several of the Grey Fields is the Factor by which the Figures in the respective preceeding 
White Field were multiplied to obtain the Figures in the Grey Field. 
hatb"stands for'a to b'' 
1 
0\ 
..... 
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Table 8-1: Evaluated Release Rates for the TotalNuclear Fuel ~cle 
..., 
Release Rate [ci/ (yr • 1000MWt)] 1 ) 
[£3] Source Strengths Nuclide UK-NRPB Determined in this 
gaseous liquid total 2 ) Study total 2) I 
H-3 1800 5200 7000 5700 
C-14 4 -- 4 8 
Kr-85 110000 -- 110000 150000 
1) Corresponding to approx.~i/(yr•333 MWei]. Mean Discharge based on the 
Distribution among the Reactor Types in the Year 2000 [s~l 
2) Assuming DF • I 
Table 8-2: Expected Dose Rates in the Rhein-Maas Region Resulting from 
the Global Release of H-3, C-14 and Kr-85 1) 
Gonad Dose Rate Skin Dose Rate 
[mrem/yr] &z-em/yiJ 
According to According to 
Year UK-NRP13 the Source UK-NRPB the Source 
[ll~ Strengths in [83] Streny.ths in this Study 2) this Study 
1985 5.5(-3) 9.6(-3) 4.0(-1) 5.4(-1) 
+(3to5 yrs) 
2000 3.6(-2) 6.3(-2) 2.5 3.4 
+(7to12yrs) 
2) 
I) The Dose Rates due to the 'first pass' of the Releases of the Nuclear 
Facilities in the Rhein-Maas Region and the Surrounding Region (see Fig. 4-4) 
have been excluded 
2) See Table 8-1 
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Table 9-1: Natural External Exposure via Cosmic Irradiation [14tU 
Height above \<Jhole Body-
Sea-Level Dose Rate 
r -, m, lmrei!l/yi! 
0 30 
4oo 36 
Boo 45 
1200 54 
1600 67 
2000 80 
2400 95 
Table 9-2: Natural Internal Exposure-Contributions of the Various 
Radionuclides [152] 
Nuclide Gonad-Dose Rate 1) 
[mrad/yr] 
H-3 0.001 
C-14 0.7 
K-40 19 
Rb-87 0.3 
Po-210 0.6 
Rn + :: 0.1 
Decay Products 
Sum :: 21 
1) Approx. Whole Body-Dose Rate 
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Fig.1-1: The Position of the Rhein-Maas Region (RMR) within Western Europe 
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Fig. 2-1: Characteristics of Radiological Studies 
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Fig. 2-2: The Linking of Site, Regional and Global Studies 
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Fig. 3-1: Topographical Structure of the Rhein-Maas Region 
----- Boundary of the Rhein-Haas Region 
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Fig. 3-2: Typical Windroses within the Bhei n-l·laas Region 
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Fig. 3-3: Hydrological Characteristics of the Rhein-Maas Region 
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Water Works, see Tab 3-1 
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Fig. 3-4: Water Catchment from Rivers and Processing for Drinking Water 
in the Rhein-Maas Region 
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Fig, 3-5: Administration Districts of the Rhein-Maas Region 
2t7 Const?Cuhve- Number of 
Admtnlsfrohon Otsfncts. 
see Tab 3-3 
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Fig. 3-6: Population Density Distribution within the Rhein-Maas Region 
(adapted from: Westermanns-Schulatlas, Braunschweig (1975)) 
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Fig. 3-7: Agricultural Structure of the Rhein-Maas Region 
( adapted from: Herders-Handatlas, Freiburg (1966)) 
For Further Details on Use of Land see Table 3-6 
Ptedomlnontly 
Aroble land 
Predominantly 
Gross Lol\d for Grortng 
Prcdominontlv 
Fotut land 
Mi~tture of Afabt~r -, 
Gra$$- and Forest land 
Barren land 
( Ounn, Moor l 
3 
10 
p 
(GWe] 
5 
Electrical Power 
(Total) 
Electrical Power 
(Nuclear) 
Taken from ig.4-6 
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Fig. 4-1: Forecasted Installed Electrical Power within the 
Rhein-Maas Region (Total and Nuclear) 
The UNIPEDE-Forecast ~4] (made for Western Europe) and 
the Schaefer-Forecast [53] (made for Germany) have been 
applied to the installed electrical power of the RMR. 
Doubling times tn=9yrs to 11yrs of electric energy con-
sumption are characteristic for most West European 
countries during the past decade. 
The 2/3-3/4 Curves enclose the revised forecast for the 
Rhein-Maas-Region (see Section 4.2.3.) 
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Fig. 4-2: Sites of Nuclear Facilities within the Rhein-Maas Region till 
1985/90 (see Tab. 4-3) 
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Fig. 4-3: Detailed Maps of the Vario·ls Sites 
Asterisks and their meaning see footnote at 
( in brackets: consecutive numbers of Table ~nd of this figure 4-3 ) 
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Fig. 4-3.7: Menzenschwand (No.9) Fig. 4-3.8: Schworstadt (No.10) 
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Fig, 4-3 (cont.) 
Fig. 4-3.13: Lauterbourg (No.15) 
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Fig. 4-3.17: Obrigheim (No.20) 
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Fig. 4-3.16 Neckarwestheim (No.19) 
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Fig. 4-3.25: Mlllheim-Karlich (No.32) 
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Fig. 4-3.29: Kalkar (No.36) 
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Fig, 4-3.31: Almelo (No.38) Fig. 4-3.32: Arnhem (No.39) 
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Fig, 4-3 (cont.) 
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Fig. 4-5.1: Forecasted Installed Electrical Power 
on a Nuclear Basis within Austria 
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Fig. 4-5.2: Forecasted Installed Electrical Power 
on a Nuclear Basis within Switzerland 
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Fig, 4-5.3: Forecasted Installed Electrical Power 
on a Nuclear Basis within Germany 
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Fig.h-6: Forecasted Installed Electrical Power (P) on a 
Nuclear Basis and the Annual Fuel Throughput (C) 
for the Rhein-Maas Region (RMR), the European Community 
(EC), and the USA (see Section 4.2.2) 
The 2/3 - 3/4 Curves enclose the revised forecast 
for the Rhein-Maas Region (see Section 4.2.3) 
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Fig. 4-7: Forecasted Contribution of Various Reactor Types 
to the Installed Nuclear Power (see Section 4.2.2) 
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Fig. 5-2: The Various Exposure Pathways - Flow Scheme 
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Equs. (5.2-18and19) 
Collec~ive Dose Rate 
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Inform.ation 
Criteria Examples of Application 
Correlation between Low Mobility Rate of the 
Location Dose Rates and Population, 
Individuals is given Self-Supply of Food 
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Dose Rates and the 
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Defined Area, 
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Production is Known, 
Supply and Consumption can not 
be Evaluated 
Fig. 5-3: Criteria for the Application of Dose Rate Concepts (For details see Chapter 5.2) 
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Fig. 5-4: Throughput of Several Important Radionuclides 
in a 1500 t/yr - Reprocessing Plant as a Function 
of Cooling Time of the Spent Fuel 
(Fuel Burn-up: 30 000 MWd/t) 
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Fig. 6-1.1: Regional Pattern of Whole Body-Dose Rates ~em/yr] 
from External Cloud Exposure around the Years 1985/90 
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Fig. 8-1: Forecasted Global Installed Electric Power on a 
Nuclear Basis contributed by the Various Reactor Types 
(from UK-NRPB [83]) 
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X/V 
X= Dose Rate due to 
Natural External 
Irradiation 
V= Dose Rate due to 
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